Shop thousands more plant varieties online!
Buddleia

Buddleia Miss Pearl
bumi067 Tube $15.95

Wisteria

Wisteria Anwen
wifl022 Tube $29.95

Buddleia Lo & Behold®
Lilac Chip
buli110 Tube $15.95

Buddleia Flutterby Grande
Blueberry Cobbler
bufl065 Size1 $29

Buddleia Lo & Behold®
Ruby Chip
buru100 Tube $15.95

Wisteria Shiro Noda
wisi100 Tube $29.95

Wisteria Royal Purple
wifl031 Tube $29.95

Wisteria Southern Belle
wisi123 Tube $29.95

Cotinus Golden Spirit™
coco079 Tube $19.95

Cotinus obovatus
coob240 Size1 $39

Cotinus Grace
coco082 T $19.95 Size1 $39

Syringa Ludwig Spaeth
syvu535 T $15.95 Size1 $29

Syringa Nadezhda
syvu100 Tube $15.95

Syringa Sensation
syvu545 T $15.95 Size1 $29

Cotinus

Cotinus The Velvet Fog™
coco246 Tube $19.95

Syringa

Syringa Bloomerang®
Dwarf Pink
sybl068 Tube $15.95

Visit www.forestfarm.com for our full inventory
You’ll find thousands of plant pictures there, along with various ways to search for plants and more.

Brunnera macrophylla ‘Jack Frost’

The Spirit of Spring has Arrived
Spring is emerging once again, with its daily hints of extending
light and warmer breezes. Our senses are becoming invigorated
by the songs of returning birds, and the increasing glimpses
of fresh new
growth. We
always anticipate
this season
with enormous
excitement,
and this year
is certainly no
exception. There
are so many new
plants, and old
favorites too,
already bursting
with buds! We are
given a seasonal
charge when we
see our hard work
of planning and
planting, through
many months
and even years, pay off every spring with such an abundance of
rejuvenated life. Furthermore, we look forward to being able to
share all of these amazing plants with you!
“In my garden there is a large place for sentiment. My garden of
flowers is also my garden of thoughts and dreams. The thoughts
grow as freely as the flowers, and the dreams are as beautiful.”
– Abram L. Urban
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A Note from Forestfarm
Dear Friends,
Whew, what a year it has been! Over the better part of 2021, we worked diligently with our
talented web developers and information technologists, to build an updated website, better
tailored to your needs. It has been quite the technological process for us “plant-people” to
undertake, and we would like to thank all of our customers for your patience with us, while we
have been “ironing out the kinks” that come with such a task. The new site is faster, easier to
navigate, and overall more user-friendly, especially for those maneuvering through our sizable
inventory on mobile devices. We couldn’t be more pleased with the result of this endeavor, and we
hope you all enjoy the new website too.
Please note that our catalog is an abbreviation of what we actually grow at the nursery. We
encourage you to explore our complete inventory of nearly 5,000 varieties
on our website: www.forestfarm.com. If you happen to live nearby or pass
through the area, we also invite you to visit the nursery. We are located on
the vast, picturesque acreage of Pacifica: A Garden in the Siskiyous.
Happy planting, and may this new season bring you an abundance of
gardening delight!
-All of us at Forestfarm

Plants in this Catalog
Plants headings are arranged alphabetically by botanical
name in the following sections: Trees, Shrubs, Tree/Shrub,
Vines, Perennials and Ferns. The Fruit section is organized
by common name.
The basic CULTURAL CONDITONS are noted (in abbreviated form) for each plant as follows: S = sun,

Plant ID#
moad032

PSh = partial shade, Sh = shade, D = drier conditions,
M = medium moisture, W = wetter conditions, GDr =
good drainage required, Acid = pH below 7.
Though these suggestions must be taken with a grain of salt
(conditions can vary greatly from area to area and year to
year), we hope they will be general guidelines.

GENUS SPECIES CULTIVAR COMMON NAME
Monarda didyma ‘Adam’
RED BEE BALM

T@ $6.95 – price/tube Size1 (1-Gal) &/or Size5 (5-Gal)
DESCRIPTION
End of description: Sun/Med

CULTURAL Suggestions
Sun:
S=Sun
PSh=Part Shade
Sh=Shade
Water:
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(Prn)

LEAF Retention
Dec=Deciduous
EG=Evergreen
SEG=Semi-evergreen
Prn= Perennial roots

M=Medium
D=Dry
W=Wet
GDr=Good Drainage

Sizes noted in descriptions:
SIZE:
Large
Medium
Large

(z5)

HARDINESS ZONES
Estimate Avg. Min Temp.
ZONE Fahrenheit
2
-50° to -40° F
3
-40° to -30° F
4
-30° to -20° F
5
-20° to -10° F
6
-10° to -0° F
7
0° to 10° F
8
10° to 20° F
9
20° to 30° F

SHRUB TREE
over 8' over 60'
3-6'
30-60'
under 3' <30'
(ENAm)

(Cut,Hon,Hum)

ORIGIN
East N. Amer.
West N. Amer.
Japan
Asia
Latvia
Europe
Greece
Turkey

PLANT USES
Ornamental, plus:
E/WNa/E/W native
B&W - birds & wildlife
Hon- honey/bees
Bon - bonsai potential
N. Fix - nitrogn fixing
Ed - edible/wild fruit
Cut - cut flowers
Hum - hummingbird
Bfly - butterfly
Fra - fragrant
Bas - baskets

Forestfarm at Pacifica | Phone Orders: 541-846-7269 | www.forestfarm.com

Common Name Index
A
Abelia 20
Akebia 44
Alaska Cedar 9, 49
Almond 61
American Holly 11
Anemone 53
Angel’s Fishing Rod 55
Apple 61
Aralia 53
Arborvitae 19, 31, 39,
50
Aspen 16
Aucuba 20
Azalea 28, 32
B
Bald Cypress 41
Bamboo 44
Bayberry 46
Beautyberry 20
Bear’s Breech 36
Bee Balm 58
Beech 10, 39
Bellflower 54
Birch 7, 48
Bishop’s Hat 55
Black-Eyed Susan 59
Black Gum 14, 39
Blanket Flower 56
Bleeding Heart 55
Blueberry 61
Blue Flax 58
Buckeye 7
Bugloss 54
Bush Pea 60
Butterfly Bush 20
Buttonbush 21
C
Camellia 20, 33, 36
Cape Fuchsia 59
Cardinal Shrub 31
Catmint 58
Ceanothus 21
Cedar 8, 20, 35
Chaste Tree 50
Cherry 16, 61
Cherry Laurel 50
Chilean Firetree 44
Chinese Pistache 16
Chinese Wood Vamp
44
Chitalpa 49
Cider Gum 49
Clematis 33, 51
Coffeetree 11
Columbine 40
Coneflower 37, 55
Coral Bells 57
Coreopsis 55
Corydalis 55
Cotoneaster 23, 38

Cow Parsley 53
Crabapple 13, 27, 33
Crape Myrtle 12, 27, 49
Creambush 25
Currant 29, 32, 61
Cypress 9, 19, 23, 49
D
Daphne 46
Dawn Redwood 35
Deutzia 23, 36
Dogwood 9, 22
Douglas Fir 17
Dove Tree 44
E
EG Witchhazel 27
Elderberry 30, 45
Elm 19
F
False Indigo 41
Fern 43
Fetterbush 27
Fig 62
Fir 6, 35, 40, 41
Flowering Cherry 16,
33
Flowering Quince 21,
32
Foam Flower 60
Foamy Bells 57
Forsythia 24
Fothergilla 24
Franklin Tree 11
Fringetree 21, 41
G
Gardenia 24, 36, 46
Geranium 56
Germander 38, 60
Geum 56
Ginger 54
Ginkgo 10, 39, 45
Goat’s Beard 54
Golden Bells 32
Goldenchain Tree 12
Goldenrain Tree 12
Goldenrod 60
Grape 52, 62
Grass 42
Grevillea 25
Gunnera 56
H
Hawthorn 9, 33, 45, 49
Hazelnut 22
Heavenly Bamboo 28
Hebe 38
Helen’s Flower 56
Hellebore 56
Hemlock 19, 35
Henry Wilson Tree 44
Hickory 8, 62
Holly 11, 26, 39, 45, 49

Honeylocust 11
Honeysuckle 47, 51
Hop Tree 45
Hornbeam 8, 39, 41, 48
Horsechestnut 7
Hosta 57
Huckleberry 31
Hummingbird Mint
47, 53
Huodendron 49
Hydrangea 25
Hydrangea Vine 51, 52
I
Ice Plant 38
Indigo Flower 38
Igiri Tree 11
Ironwood 39, 44
J
Japanese Apricot 16
Japanese Cedar 9
Japanese Maple 6, 34,
39, 48
Juniper 12, 26, 35
K
Katsura 9, 47
Kinnikinnick 20, 38
Kiwi 62
L
Larch 12
Laurel 28, 47
Lavender 27, 45, 46
Lawson Cypress 9
Lemon 62
Lewisia 58
Lilac 2, 30, 36, 46
Lily-of-the-Valley 45
Lilyturf 58
Linden 19, 44
Lingonberry 62
London Plane Tree 16
Loosestrife 58
Loquat 10
Lungwort 33, 59
Lydia Broom 38
M
Magnolia 13, 27, 36, 49
Maple 6, 39, 40, 41,
44, 48
Meadow Rue 60
Mexican Orange 22, 32
Milkweed 40, 54
Mimosa 7
Mock Orange 36, 40,
47
Monkey Flower 40
Monkey Puzzle 35
Morrocan Broom 23
Mountain Mahogany
21
Mukgenia 32

Mulberry 62
Myrtle 27
N
Nectar Bush 2, 20, 46
Nectarine 62
New Zealand Flax 59
Ninebark 28
O
Oak 17, 39, 41, 50
Ocean Spray 25
Ookow 55
Oregon Grape 33, 38,
45
Oregon Sunshine 32
Ornamental Pear 17
Osmanthus 47
Ovens Wattle 46
P
Paper Mulberry 8
Parasol Tree 10
Paw Paw 63
Pear 17, 63
Pearlbloom 50
Penstemon 40, 59
Persian Ivy 38
Persian Witch Hazel 14
Phlox 47
Pigsqueak 54
Pincushion Flower 60
Pine 14, 28, 35, 44, 50
Pineapple Guava 63
Plumbago 38
Plum-Yew 21
Pomegranate 63
Poplar 16
Porcelain Berry 51
R
Raisin Tree 44
Raspberry 63
Redbud 33, 48
Redbud Hazel 23
Ribbonwood 25, 28
Rose 29
Rosemary 29
Rose-of-Sharon 25,
36, 39
Rubber Tree 44
Rushlily 56
Russian Sage 59
S
Sage 60
Salal 40
Sarcococca 30
Sequoia 35
Serviceberry 36, 63
Seven-Sons Plant 11,
46
Shasta Daisy 36, 58
Silk Oak 11
Silk Tree 7

Silverberry 24, 46
Smokebush 2, 23, 49
Sneezeweed 56
Snowberry 40
Soapberry 45
Sourwood 41
Spicebush 27
Spirea 30, 36
Spruce 14, 35, 50
Star Jasmine Vine 52
Stewartia 19
Sulfur Flower 45
Sumac 28, 45
Summersweet 22,
36, 47
Supplejack 51
Sweetgum 12
Sweet Olive 49
Sweetshrub 20
Sweetspire 47
Sycoparrotia 50
T
Tanoak 14
Tea Tree 49
Thimbleberry 63
Toad Lily 60
Torch Flower 58
Trifoliate Orange 44
Triteleia 60
Trumpet Creeper 51
Tulip Tree 12
Tupelo 14
V
Verbena 38
Veronica 60
Viburnum 31, 36
Violet 38
Virginia Creeper 51
W
Walnut 63
Wild Cherry 45
Willow 18, 29, 50
Wintergreen 24, 38
Winter Hazel 22, 32
Wintersweet 45
Wisteria 2, 52
Witch Alder 24
Witch Hazel 14, 25,
27, 32
Y
Yarrow 53
Yellowwood 41
Yerba Buena 38
Yew-Pine 28

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Trees

Abies

Abies
abfr080 Abies fraseri
SOUTHERN BALSAM FIR
Tube $19.95
This medium-sized tree with its narrow
conical crown is the only fir native to the
South East U.S.; prefers cooler sites. SPSh/M (EG)(z6)(SENAm)(ENa,Bon)
abma101 Abies magnifica shastensis
SHASTA RED FIR
Size1 1-2' $49
Almost identical to the stately Red Fir, with
silvery-green upturned needles and reddish
bark, this variety has noticeable bracts
between the cone scales; makes one of the
prettiest Christmas trees. S-PSh/M (EG)
(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon)

Acer
acur005 Acer Urban Sunset®
URBAN SUNSET MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
Dark green, glossy leaves turn a striking
and long-lasting deep red in the fall. Easy
to grow and rather problem free. These
maples form uniform canopies naturally,
and require little pruning, making ideal
street trees with few seeds. (Dec)(z4)
acci100 Acer circinatum Pacific Fire
RED TWIG VINE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
A RED-winter-barked vine maple! whose
leaves are tinted a lovely rose over green.
This upright selection of the NW native, is
special and very handsome in all seasons.
Sun-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(WNa)
acfr543 Acer freemanii Autumn Blaze®
FREEMAN MAPLE
Size1 2-3' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
The lovely, rich, blazing orange-red fall
color of this upright, rounded-oval tree, to
50' x 40', lasts longer than many varieties.
Each bright-green leaf is deeply cut into
five lobed on this fast-growing hybrid of
Silver and Red Maple parentage. This is a
wonderful specimen for lawn or street use,
easy-going with tolerance to drought and
wet feet. S/D-M-W PP04864 (Dec)(z5)
(ENAm)(ENa)
acfr044 Acer freemanii Autumn Fantasy®
FREEMAN MAPLE
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
This is a fabulous Red Maple and Silver
Maple hybrid which delivers the finest
qualities of both trees. The young foliage
of this 40-50' tree emerges with a lovely
pinkish tint that matures to emerald green.
In autumn it puts on a colorful robe of
exceptionally bright garnet red that persists
until the first hard frost. Another excellent
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feature is its fast growth rate; drought
tolerant and makes an outstanding street or
lawn tree. S/M (Dec)(z4)
acfr018 Acer freemanii Sienna Glen®
FREEMAN MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49
This hardy hybrid discovered in Minnesota
has the fast growth and adaptability of the
Silver Maple plus the shining-beacon fall
color of the Red Maple. This cultivar is
more delicate in appearance with smaller
leaves which are lush-green in summer
before turning a fall mosaic of orange, red
and burgundy. This is a beautifully reliable,
tough and easy-care shade tree; 50' tall and
35' wide. S/D-M-W PP11322 (Dec)(z4)
acgr065 Acer griseum
PAPERBARK MAPLE
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 4-5' $85
One of the most beautiful of all small
trees; this very unusual 20-30 foot maple
from Central China has true four-season
interest. Remarkable tri-foliate leaves
emerge a beautiful copper color in spring
before turning a soft green for summer, its
spectacular scarlet fall color is unmatched
and in winter this tree really shines with its
cinnamon red-brown bark which peels in
fine strips, especially beautiful with snow
or frost on it. A wonderful specimen tree,
plant it near a window so that you can
admire its splendor. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)
(China)(Bon)
acpa077 Acer palmatum Bloodgood
BLOODGOOD JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
The lobed leaves of this handsome upright
15-20' grower are a wonderful deep-darkred and unlike some, they keep their color
throughout the season. In autumn the
foliage turns a stunning crimson-red. This
elegant tree is hardy, heat tolerant and very
attractive as well; wonderful as a specimen
or planted in groups. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)
(Japan)(Bon)
acpa091 Acer palmatum Kihachijo
JAPANESE MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
Distinctive!... this rounded 8-12' shrub/tree
has 7-9 lobed summer-green leaves whose
slender tips draw the eye, as does their
attractive horizontal layered arrangement
and unique fall colors: yellow-gold with
light orange and red. PSh/M (Dec)(z6)
(Bon)

acpa614 Acer palmatum Moonfire
MOONFIRE JAPANESE MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
Opalescent is how the large almost blackred leaves of this strong upright-growing
(15-20') tree have
been described
and they keep this
deep color until
they turn a bright
crimson in fall. SPSh/M (Dec)(z6)
(Bon)
acpa080 Acer palmatum Sango kaku
CORAL-BARK MAPLE
Tube $29.95
In addition to its bright coral-red bark,
this strong upright spreading tree has foliage which changes from light-green to a
brilliant long-lasting gold in fall. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z6)(Bon)
acru058 Acer rubrum Autumn Flame®
RED MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49
A male (fruitless) selection featuring
smaller leaves. Autumn Flame develops its
glorious bright scarlet fall color two weeks
earlier than the species extending the wonderful autumn season; this fine rounded
shade tree (to 50' x 50') tolerates pollution
and poor drainage making it an excellent choice for street planting. S/M-damp
PP 02377 (Dec)(z4)
acru031 Acer rubrum Brandywine
RED MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
'Brandywine' is a male selection (seedless)
eventually maturing to 35-50' tall, its 3-5
lobed leaves are bright-green above with
a blue-gray bloom beneath, the fall color
is a vivid scarlet that deepens to reddishpurple; a delightful result of a 1982 cross
between 'October Glory' and 'Autumn
flame' conducted as part of a U. S. National
Arboretum research project. S/M-W (Dec)
(z4)
acoc060 Acer rubrum October Glory®
OCTOBER GLORY MAPLE
Size1 2-3' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
Brilliant orange to deep-red autumn color
makes this gorgeous, rounded 40-50' tree
one of the glories of any fall landscape! This
cultivar is a female form bearing attractive
red flowers in the spring before the foliage
emerges. The flowers later turn to red
tinted samaras (winged seed pods). This
wide spreading tree with its glossy, lobed
leaves is a glorious shade tree for summer
too. S/M-W PP2116 (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENAm)

Forestfarm at Pacifica | Phone Orders: 541-846-7269 | www.forestfarm.com

Trees
acru093 Acer rubrum Red Sunset®
RED SUNSET RED MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49
A highly-rated and reliable red maple, this
vigorous tree to 45' has a strong branching
pattern and foliage which is lustrous green
in summer and brilliant shades of red in
fall. S/M-damp (Dec)(z4)
acru037 Acer rubrum Sun Valley
HARDY RED MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
This is an excellent choice for home landscapes or parks! This very cold hardy small
tree, to 20-35' tall is a male selection (no
messy seeds to sweep up) with incredible, fluorescent red fall color and a neat,
oval habit. This US National Arboretum
selection is much recommended as a lawn
or street tree; it tolerates wet soil and pollution. S/M-W (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(Street)
acsc079 Acer saccharum Flashfire™
SUGAR MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
A wonderful choice for warmer gardens,
a magnificent tree that is well adapted to
Southern heat and mildew, this 45' tall by
40' wide Caddo Mountain sugar maple is a
strong grower with deep dark-green leaves
that change to brilliant crimson-red fall
color earlier in the season than others. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(Ed,Hon)
acsa069 Acer saccharum Oregon Trail™
OREGON TRAIL SUGAR MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
Chosen from hundreds of colorful sugar
maples, this rounded 40' Kansas-tough
tree was growing along the Oregon Trail;
its strong branching will offer wonderful
shade and BRIGHT orange-red fall color.
S/M (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENa)

acsh094 Acer shirasawanum
Garden Glory
FULLMOON MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
An upright columnar form (to 10' tall x 5'
wide in 10 years) of this easy-growing, allseason-attractive small (20-30') tree: 9 to 11

Betula

lobed, paper thin leaves open yellow-green
and turn orange in fall. S-PSh-Sh/M (Dec)
(z6)

somewhat taller and narrower habit; a fine
shade tree and accent. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z4)
(Hon,Bfly)

acsi105 Acer sieboldianum
SIEBOLD'S MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49
The finely-toothed, 9-lobed leaves of this
shrub/tree give dependable and brilliant
scarlet to orange fall color; hardy, trouble
free and beautiful; similar to A. japonicum.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Japan)(Bon)

Albizia

actr080 Acer truncatum Crimson
Sunset™
HEAT TOLERANT PURPLE-LEAVED
MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
Thriving in summer heat where few other
purple-leaved plants will, this fine hybrid
combines the handsome purple-maroon
foliage of Crimson King with the upright
compact form (to 35't x 25'w) of A. truncatum. S/M (Dec)(z5)
aeca061 Aesculus carnea Briotii
RED-FLOWERED HORSECHESTNUT
Size1 1-2' $49
This French clone delights the eye with its
large, dark, ruby-red candles which appear
in 8-10" upright panicles in spring. The
flowers are followed by interesting, prickly
seed pods. Its luxurious branches sweep
low and this tree forms a dense canopy to
30-40' tall with glorious, dark-green, crinkly leaves; its course texture is a stand out
in the landscape! S/M (Dec)(z4)(Bfly,DR)

Aesculus
aeca038 Aesculus carnea Fort McNair
RED-FLOWERED HORSECHESTNUT
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
Very showy dark-pink flowers with yellow
throats rise on 6-8" panicles above the
handsome deep-green disease-resistant
foliage of this elegant 35-40' high by 25'
wide tree. This dense, rounded tree was
selected at Ft. McNair in Washington D.C.
for its leaves that don't scorch and for its
lovely golden fall color; plant away from
sidewalks/drives where the somewhat
messy seedpods will not be an issue. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(DR,Bfly)
aehi563 Aesculus hippocastanum
Baumanii
DOUBLE-WHITE HORSECHESTNUT
Size1 1-2' $49
A very impressive and handsome tree
found in Geneva, Switzerland known for its
large upright clusters of double white flowers which bloom later and over a longer
period than the species, this form is also
fruitless, so no mess, a 40-80' rounded tree
with a nice form for the landscape with its

alju057 Albizia julibrissin E. H. Wilson
HARDY SILK TREE
Tube $19.95
Selected by E. H. Wilson in Korea, this
variety of the Silk Tree has dense fluffy
clusters of bright-pink flowers which
bloom from July into September and its
growth habit differs from the straight species in that it is wider spreading, branching
out at ground level and staying wider than
tall, its most notable difference is that it is
reputed to be more cold hardy by 10 degrees, greatly extending its range; there is a
wonderful specimen growing at the Arnold
Arboretum in Massachusetts. S/M-D/GDr
(Dec)(z5)(Fra,Bfly)
alju060 Albizia julibrissin
SILK TREE
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
Commonly known as the Mimosa, this
ornamental tree has graceful spreading
branches and upon maturity becomes a
lovely umbrella shaped specimen. Foliage
is handsome and lacy looking made up of
deep-green, bipinnate compound leaves
(which close when touched and night!).
Distinctive, fragrant, pink powder-puff
flower heads persist from late summer into
fall and are attractive to bees. The species,
julibrissin, is a corruption of the Persian
word 'gul-i abrisham' meaning'silk flower'.
S/M-D/GDr (Dec)(z7)(Asia)(Bfly,Fra,Hon)

Betula
bepo097 Betula Royal Frost®
RED-LEAVED BIRCH
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
This hybrid combines the beautiful burgundy foliage of Crimson Frost with some
of Whitespire's birch borer resistance and
adds bright yellow-to-orange-to-red fall
color. S/MPatent: Evergreen Nursery (Dec)
(z4)(DR)
beni070 Betula nigra Dura Heat®
HEAT-TOLERANT RIVER BIRCH
Size5 5-6' $65
A wonderful birch which extends the area
to grow this fine native tree, selected in
Georgia for its superior heat and disease
resistance. It also boasts better foliage and
is somewhat smaller at 30-40'in height.
Gorgeous peeling pinkish creamy-white
bark; a beautiful tree when used singly
or planted in clumps. S/M-W (Dec)(z4)
(ENAm)(ENa,DR)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Betula
beni112 Betula nigra Heritage®
SELECT RIVER BIRCH
Size1 1-2' $39 Size5 5-6' $65
This exquisite form of river birch is an
enthusiastic, fast-growing cultivar which
quickly becomes a 40-60' tree. It can be
grown as a single trunk or multi-trunked
tree, its most notable feature is its pinkycream to dark-tan bark which peels in
strips to reveal a beige-white inner bark.
This tree is beautiful as a specimen or as
part of a streamside or pond planting.
The foliage of this tree is also larger and
shinier than the species. It was discovered in St. Louis, Missouri by Earl Cully.
We have it listed as under its plant patent
name of 'Heritage', though it appears that
the correct cultivar should be 'Cully'. S/MWPP4409 (Dec)(z3)(ENAm)(ENa)

This 30-40' tree is greatly recommended as
a lawn tree or specimen; makes an excellent
focal point in any landscape, particularly
where extra moisture is present. S/M-W
(Dec)(z3)

bepa120 Betula papyrifera
PAPER BIRCH
Size1 $29 Size5 5-6' $55
This is the tree of the famous peeling white
"canoe" bark, the stunning bark develops
dramatic black markings on mature specimens; this U.S. and Canada native is one of
the best birches with its strong pyramidal
50-70' habit, handsome foliage and brightyellow fall color; it's a useful edible too: the
inner bark can be eaten as a 'famine food'
and the sap can be drank, made into birch
beer or boiled down for syrup. S/M (Dec)
(z2)(ENAm)(ENa,Bfly,Canoe)

Broussonetia

beja095 Betula utilis jacquemontii
HIMALAYAN WHITE BIRCH
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
One of the loveliest of the birches, notable
for its dazzling white and attractively
peeling bark, though birch bark can vary
greatly, this is generally regarded to have
the whitest bark of all. This 30-40' tree from
Nepal is similar to Betula utilis, but has
fewer vein pairs per leaf; beautiful lightgreen leaves turn a gorgeous gold in the
fall; a wonderful tree for garden or ponds
edge. S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(Himalayas)(Bfly)

brpa100 Broussonetia papyrifera
PAPER MULBERRY
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
“Where a soil is poor, sterile, or gravelly...,
the paper mulberry is just the thing” (Barber & Phillips) A small tree to 45' of neat
habit with lobed leaves and small red fruits
on female trees; bark used for paper and
tapa-cloth. (Dec)(z6)(ASIA)

Carpinus
cask012 Carpinus Skylark™
COLUMNAR HORNBEAM
Size5 5-6' $85
Deep-green serrated foliage grows densely
on this relatively narrow, upright, and
compact, columnar. Its shape is held well
through maturity, and with age, the bark
takes on a highly attractive fluting style.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(B&W)
cabe239 Carpinus betulus Fastigiata
COLUMNAR EUROPEAN HORNBEAM
Size5 5-6' $85
A superlative ornamental (Arnoldia), the
dense, close-knit branch structure of this
30-40' x 20-30' upright, oval-to-fan shaped
tree make it an effective and handsome
screen and a highly-rated shade or street
tree. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Europe)(Bfly)

bepe089 Betula pendula Laciniata
CUTLEAF WEEPING BIRCH
Size5 5-6' $85
The elegant, gracefully weeping tree pairs
attractive dark-green and daintily cut leaf
foliage on pendulous branches with glorious exfoliating white bark. Leaves turn
glorious bright lemon-yellow in the fall.
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cabe038 Carpinus betulus Pinocchio
HORNBEAM
Size5 5-6' $85
This 70-80' tall tree, grown for its narrow
upright habit, fine gold fall color and low
maintenance requirements, will make a
great hedgerow or accent. S-PSh/M (Dec)
(z4)(Columnar)
“Thanks for both the quality merchandise
and the excellent service.” (PA)

cabe235 Carpinus betulus
EUROPEAN HORNBEAM
Tube $15.95
This lovely tree produces extremely strong
wood which was once used by the Romans
to build chariots and now used in chopping
blocks. Dark green ovate sharply-toothed
leaves turn yellow-orange in autumn before
holding its rich fawn-brown leaves all
winter. This 40-60' tree makes an excellent
shade tree or hedge. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)
(Europe)(Bon,Wood)
caca240 Carpinus caroliniana
AMERICAN HORNBEAM
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The 'blue beech' (as it's otherwise called)
"forms a beautiful small tree with grey
fluted bark" (Hillier), interesting pendulous
fruit clusters and excellent orange to red
color in fall. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z3)(ENAm)
(ENa,Bon,B&W)
caja245 Carpinus japonica
JAPANESE HORNBEAM
Size1 1-2' $29
Elegant! This very attractive understory
tree from Japan eventually reaches 20-30'
tall and is just as wide-spreading. Its
outstanding feature is its dark-green,
long, very prominently grooved leaves.
Wonderful hop-like papery catkins appear
abundantly in spring. A perfect choice for
the woodland garden as it is able to tolerate
full shade. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Japan)(Bon)

Carya
caov270 Carya ovata
SHAGBARK HICKORY
Size1 1-2' $29
A large, handsome tree known for its platy
bark, which peels off in long strips, and
its delicious edible nuts. S/M-D (Dec)(z4)
(ENAm)(ENa,Ed,Bon)

Cedrus
cede103 Cedrus deodara
DEODAR CEDAR
Size1 1-2' $39
This noble giant coming from the Himalaya
reaches an impressive 110-160' in the wild
and a more demure 40-50' in cultivation, it
is probably the
best of the big
conifers to plant
in the warmer
localities; dark
gray-green
needles grace
this pyramidal
and widespreading tree
while the branch
tips droop in a
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manner that gives the whole tree a graceful
aspect; there is a long history of its wood
being used to build temples. S/M (EG)(z7)
(Himalaya)(Bon)
celi110 Cedrus libani brevifolia
CEDAR OF CYPRUS
Size5 3-4' $85
This gorgeous and rare tree is found only
in Cyprus. It is quite similar to the Cedar
of Lebanon with its beautiful, picturesque,
horizontal branching, but as 'brevifolia'
(small foliage) implies, it is more diminutive in all aspects with shorter needles,
smaller cones and an ulitimate height
of only 40-50' or so. This is delightful
specimen for bonsai and very good held
in containers for many years. S/M-D/GDr
(EG)(z7)(Bon,DR,Cont)

Cornus
coko236 Cornus kousa Scarlet Fire®
PINK-FLOWERING DOGWOOD
Size5 5-6' $85
After a couple years of being established,
the abundance of 4-5 inch lighter pink
flowers will emerge as a dark-pink to fuchsia, unique from other dogwoods. Summer
blooms can last for up to 8 weeks! Very
showy, low maintenance, drought tolerant,
and disease resistant. Fruits are red, 1 inch
and round. The leaves are an attractive dark
green, transitioning to red in the fall. A
truly stunning tree. PP 28311 (Dec)(z5)

Cercidiphyllum
ceja055 Cercidiphyllum japonicum
Raspberry
KATSURA
Size5 5-6' $85
This tree is a delight all season with its
lovely green heart-shaped leaves on a neat
pyramidal tree to 40', autumn, however
is when this tree really shines, gorgeous
raspberry-red fall color is mixed the wonderful cotton-candy like scent that comes
with Katsura trees as the leaves make their
dramatic exit, prefers somewhat acidic
soils. S/M (Dec)(z5)

Chamaecyparis
chla523 Chamaecyparis lawsoniana
Oregon Blue
BLUE LAWSON CYPRESS
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This is an absolutely gorgeous specimen
tree! With lovely blue-green, aromatic,
foliage that cascades down at the tips giving
it a very soft appearance. Fast growth to
15-30' tall and 8-15' wide, this upright, narrowly pyramidal tree is a real standout for
borders, hedges,as an accent, and perfect
for filling in a tight space. Surprisingly
pollution tolerant, so a good choice for
urban gardeners. S-PSh/M/GDr (EG)(z5)
(Bon,Urban)
chno126 Chamaecyparis nootkatensis
Aurea
YELLOW ALASKA CEDAR
Size5 3-4' $85
The pendulous sprays of lemon-yellow
young foliage on this 30-50' pyramidal tree
(smaller than its 70-90' parent) make a fine
“springy” show before they turn gradually
to their adult green. S-PSh/M (EG)(z5)
(WNAm)(Bon)

Cupressus
crph045 Crataegus phaenopyrum
WASHINGTON HAWTHORN
Size1 1-2' $39 Size5 5-6' $65
One of our best native hawthorns, of
interest in all seasons with profuse white
flowers, brilliant orange-red fall color, longlasting red fruits. Sun/Med-Dry (Dec)(z5)
(ENAm)
crvi050 Crataegus viridis Winter King
HAWTHORN
Size5 5-6' $85
The silver-colored bark and glossy-green
leaves on this 30' tree are pretty enough
already, but then add clusters of purewhite flowers followed by abundant annual
crops of persistent orange-red fruits that
are showy all winter and you have a real
Winter King! More to love is that this is a
nearly thornless cultivar that has superior
fall color, turning glorious shades of purple
and red! Its tolerance of pollution also
makes it a great tree for urban gardens.S/M
(Dec)(z4)(B&W,Hon,Bfly)

Cryptomeria
conu105 Cornus nuttallii
WESTERN DOGWOOD
Size1 1-2' $39
Attractive all season and especially so in
spring when this wonderful western native
20-40' tree has its interesting horizontal
tiered branches covered in masses of
magnificent, pure white flowers, it becomes
a stunning show again in autumn when its
bright-green leaves change to brilliant orange and red; its attention-grabbing showy
red fruits add to its fall beauty. PSh/M-GDr
(Dec)(z7)(WNAm)(WNAm,B&W)

Crataegus
crla037 Crataegus lavallei
LAVELLE HAWTHORN
Size5 5-6' $65
This is a truly extraordinary tree, combining its durability with its loveliness. The
foliage is lustrous and deep dark-green
creating the perfect back drop for the
snow-white, fragrant, spring flower clusters. The blossoms develop into excellent
orange-red fruits that are held through
winter. The berries are edible, but perhaps
better liked by the birds. This upright
15-25' tree tolerates dry soil and urban
conditions; it does have thorns, so consider
that when selecting a site. This beauty was
first discovered in 1870 growing at the
Arboretum Segrez in France.S/M (Dec)(z5)
(Europe)(B&W,Bfly,Fra)

crja020 Cryptomeria japonica Elegans
SOFT JAPANESE CEDAR
Tube $15.95
The soft juvenile foliage is retained on
this variety giving it a bushy appearance;
it forms a large shrub, 10-15' (up to 30'?)
high and with blue-green “juvenile” foliage,
turning bronzy in winter. S-PSh/M (EG)
(z6)(Japan)(Bon)

Cupressus
cuar032 Cupressus arizonica
ARIZONA CYPRESS
Tube $15.95 Size5 5-6' $55
This picturesque conifer is found growing
in scattered populations on the dry mountain slopes of the American southwest and
into Mexico. Reaching 40-80', this tree
features eye-catching, silvery-green sprays
of foliage that make it attractive in the
landscape. It can be planted as a windbreak
and it is quite fast-growing given adequate
soil, water and good drainage. S/M-D/GDr
(EG)(z7)(WNAm)(WNAm,DR)

“Always enjoy your plants—such a nice
size and great variety.” (Kewaskum, WI)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Cupressus
cuma120 Cupressus macrocarpa
MONTEREY CYPRESS
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
From the misty sea bluffs of the Monterey
CA coast comes this beautiful 25-40' tree
with dense bright-green and strongly
lemon-scented foliage. Although narrow
and pyramidal in form when young, it
becomes spreading and picturesque with
age, especially so where the winds shape it.
S/M-D/GDr (EG)(z7)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon)

cuse019 Cupressus sempervirens Glauca
BLUE ITALIAN CYPRESS
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This lovely blue form of the Italian Cypress
makes an attractive narrowly-columnar
tree reaching 40-60' in height but just 5-8'
in width. The scale-like leaves are a deeper,
bluish color rather than green and this cultivar is nearly fruitless. These classic trees
have been used in landscapes since the
Renaissance and are perfect as specimen,
accent or hedge. With their columnar habit
they can fit in just about any landscape.
S/M (EG)(z7)(Europe)(Columnar)

Eriobotrya
erde128 Eriobotrya deflexa
BRONZE LOQUAT
Tube $15.95
An excellent hedge, espalier, or small
tree (where hardy) whose bright coppercolored new growth turns glossy; garlands
of fragrant creamy flowers are attractive
in spring. S-PSh/M (EG)(z8)(China)
(Fra,Hon)

Fagus
fagr030 Fagus grandifolia
AMERICAN BEECH
Tube $15.95
The American Beech is a splendid Eastern
North American native, it has an excellent
form creating a densely pyramidal tree to
50-80', splendid glossy foliage throughout
the spring and summer turns bronze in the
fall months, inconspicuous yellow-green
spring flowers become interesting, edible,
triangular shaped Beechnuts encased in
spiny bracts and in winter it shows off its
beautiful, smooth, light gray bark S/M
(Dec)(z3)(ENAm)(ENa,Bon,B&W)
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fasy536 Fagus sylvatica Black Swan
BEECH
Tube $29.95
This rare Beech from Europe is a narrow
upright tree with long pendulous branches
clothed in deep purple foliage spring and
summer, gold-brown in fall; for a special
place... even a very narrow special place.
S/M (Dec)(z5)
fasy036 Fagus sylvatica Dawyck Gold
BEECH
Size5 5-6' $85
For an accent, filling a tight spot, or creating a compact formal border, the columnar Dawyck Beeches make a wonderful
choice—this one welcomes spring in a
dress of gold changing to lime-green for the
summer. S/M (Dec)(z5)
fasy044 Fagus sylvatica Purple Fountain
PURPLE WEEPING BEECH
Tube $29.95
Handsome and striking in narrow spots,
this tree produces a fountain of purple
leaves on weeping branches while retaining
its compact upright form. S/M (Dec)(z5)
fasy043 Fagus sylvatica Riversii
RIVERS PURPLE BEECH
Size5 5-6' $85
The wonderful leaves which are larger
than the species (up to 5 inches long), are
a glossy maroon-black in spring, fading
to purple-green in summer and a showy
copper in autumn, they make this 50-60'
(rarely up to 100') broad-crowned variety
one of the very best of the beech clan; a
stately and magnificent tree. S/M (Dec)(z5)
(Europe)

bright-green above a slightly fuzzy below.
Summer brings lighty-scented, showy,
chartreuse blooms which hang in clusters
12 inches long. Flowers become interesting
leathery pods which split open in autumn
to expose showy seeds. It is also called
varnish tree for the varnish-like liquid that
is released when the pods open. It is often
used in as the wood
for Chinese musical
instruments. In
stories, it is also the
perching spot of the
legendary phoenix bird. It can be
invasive in tropical
locations. S/M (Dec)
(z7)(China)(Instruments)

Ginkgo
gibi032 Ginkgo biloba Autumn Gold
SELECT MALE GINKGO
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
A fine male selection of this ancient tree
that becomes a wonderful, wide spreading, symmetrical specimen reaching 40-50'
with the gorgeous two-lobed leaves that
Ginkgo's are famous for! They are also
famous for their glorious golden color in
autumn which lasts for several weeks before dropping (and for the beautiful yellow
carpet they create when they do fall!). Male
trees are generally preferred as they do not
develop the unpleasant smelling fruit. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(Med,Bon)

Firmiana

gibi051 Ginkgo biloba Magyar
MALE GINKGO
Tube $29.95
This is a narrow pyramidal male form
which reaches 40-60' in height, but only
spreads 20-30'.
This stunning
tree not only fits
a tough niche but
does it in such a
nice way with its
well-spaced horizontal branches,
deep-green foliage and brilliant
gold fall color.
Gingko trees are
adaptable to most garden conditions and
make a perfect urban tree. S/M (Dec)(z4)
(Med,Bon)

fisi030 Firmiana simplex
CHINESE PARASOL TREE
Tube $19.95
This is truly a tree that has to be seen to
be believed!This 30-50' tree has huge (up
to one foot across!) lobed leaves which are

gibi064 Ginkgo biloba Princeton Sentry®
MALE GINKGO
Size5 5-6' $85
This upright, columnar form of Ginkgo
eventually reaches 40-50' and looks stunning planted along a drive or fence, beauti-

fasy033 Fagus sylvatica
EUROPEAN BEECH
Tube $19.95
The European Beech and its varieties
should be at the top of everyone's list of
desirable large shade trees. This dense, upright oval or wide spreading tree typically
reaches 50-60' (uncommonly up to 100').
Glossy dark-green leaves up to 4" long have
prominent veins. Inconspicuous yellowgreen flowers become edible beechnuts in
the autumn. The foliage becomes a rich
golden-copper in autumn. Fagus trees
make a splendid specimen for large gardens
or parks. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Europe)
(B&W,Ed)
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ful soft green two-lobed leaves are a sight to
see, especially in autumn when the leaves
turn a bright gold and then fall to cover the
ground below; a disease and pest free male
form from Princeton Nursery. S-M (Dec)
(z4)(China)(Med,Bon)

Gleditsia
gltr087 Gleditsia triacanthos
Shademaster®
THORNLESS HONEYLOCUST
Size5 5-6' $85
This gracefully vase-shaped, North American native selection makes a great street
tree as it is extremely tolerant of urban
conditions, fast growing, and seedless. Its
feathery, delicate leaves are a medium green
until fall, when they turn an extraordinary
golden yellow. An extremely easy-going
and fast growing choice for shade as well.
S/M (Dec)(z3)(NAM)(B&W,E native)

Gordlinia
gogr085 Gordlinia grandiflora
HYBRID FRANKLIN TREE
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
Wonderful, large (2-4 inch), lightlyfragrant, white flowers are somewhat
Camelia like and sometimes described as
looking like a fried-egg with their lovely
large golden centers, the flowers adorn the
tree from late-summer into autumn where
they look especially fetching along with
showy bright-red fall color; a very special
semi-evergreen 15-25' tree which is a rare
intergeneric hybrid between two fine native
trees (Franklinia and Gordolinia); can be
a tad touchy, performs best in a sheltered
spot with reasonably good soil. S/M-GDr
(SEG)(z7)(ENAm)(Fra)

Grevillea
grro050 Grevillea robusta
SILK OAK
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This beautiful 30-70' (or taller) evergreen tree from coastal Australia features
beautiful and huge fern-like, dark-green
leaves. As a member of the Protea family,
it produces very interesting flowers. Large,
showy clusters of bright golden-orange
'toothbrush' flowers appear in spring and
are positively dripping with nectar! This
nectar is edible, as is the gum that that
this plant yields. This very adaptable and
fast-growing tree a makes a showy shade
tree or large hedge. Useful as a pollinator
plant and also produces a powerfully deep
golden dye.S/M-D/GDr (EG)(z8)(AUS)
(Nectar,Gum)

Gymnocladus
gydi030 Gymnocladus dioicus
KENTUCKY COFFEETREE
Size1 1-2' $29
One of the most handsome of our native
trees, the Kentucky coffeetree is a tall 60-80'
deciduous tree with handsome, rough,
scaly gray-brown bark and large 3' compound leaves which are divided into 3-7
pairs of 1-3" blue-green leaflets, greenishwhite spring flower clusters (fragrant on
females trees) become (on female trees)
flattened reddish brown pods up to 10"
long, Native Americans and early American settlers roasted and ground the seeds
to brew a coffee-like beverage, giving it its
common name, the picturesque branches
of this open oval tree are lovely in winter
after its yellow autumn leaves drop; seeds
are very toxic prior to roasting and should
never be eaten fresh off the tree; ours are
unsexed seedlings. S/M (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENa,Fra,Coffee)

Heptacodium
hemi333 Heptacodium miconioides
Temple of Bloom®
SEVEN SON FLOWER
Tube $19.95
This tree may be small in size, but not in
impact. Spring leaves emerge green and
deeply veined, twisting at the tips as they
mature. Profuse clusters of fragrant white
flowers bloom for weeks in the summer,
attracting pollinators of all kinds. Once
the flowers fall, there appears to be a
second bloom as the brilliant red, fan-like
bracts are revealed. When the leaves have
dropped for winter, the tree's elegant form,
and toasty-brown, peeling bark is exposed.
A truly beautiful specimen all year long!
PP30763 (Dec)(z5)

Idesia
idpo030 Idesia polycarpa
IGIRI TREE
Size1 1-2' $29
This unique tree has wonderfully large (up
to 7") heart-shaped leaves that lend a very
tropical feel to your garden. Spring brings
long pendulous clusters of small, fragrant

Ilex
yellow-green flowers. The blooms are followed by bright-red pea sized fruits that
persist all winter.The berries only appear
on pollinated female plants, a male is necessary. Ours are grown from seed, so their
gender won't be known until they're older.
S/M (Dec)(z6)(Japan)(Fra,B&W)

Ilex
ilop118 Ilex opaca Arlene Leach
FEMALE AMERICAN HOLLY
Size1 1-2' $49
A rather quick growing female holly (3050ft) with wavy, 2-4in dark green, leathery
leaves and smaller spines. Berries are typically reddish-orange, but may be crimson
or even yellowish. An especially stately tree
standing naturally conical and somewhat
compact. S-PSh/M (EG)(z5)(ENAm)
(B&W,E native,Hon)
ilop035 Ilex opaca Arthur Pride
MALE AMERICAN HOLLY
Size1 1-2' $49
This elegant male selection was introduced
by Orlando Pride in 1961. It is one of the
many hardy cultivars of the famous 'Grace
Hybrid Group'. The glossy dark-green foliage features spines on the tips of the margins and this cultivar is allegedly resistant
to leaf spot. This beautiful 30-35' specimen
is reliable as a pollinator for any female
form. S-PSh/M (EG)(z5)(Hon,Pollinator)
ilop085 Ilex opaca Dan Fenton
FEMALE AMERICAN HOLLY
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
Like so many hollies, this wonderful female
holly goes by what seems like a male cultivar! Selected by Dr. Orton at Rutgers University and named for Dan Fenton whose
delightful legacy is that he is credited with
planting more than 4,000 hollies. This excellent 30-40' cultivar features large, glossy,
deep-green foliage and loads of abundant
dark-red fruit that persists well into winter.
This wonderful pyramidal evergreen makes
a brilliant specimen or screen. A male
opaca is needed for fruit set. S-PSh/M (EG)
(z6)(ENAm)(ENa,B&W)
ilop023 Ilex opaca Mary Holman
FEMALE AMERICAN HOLLY
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
This lovely female is smaller than most
other cultivars, reaching just 15-20' tall and
becoming broadly conical. The foliage is
a wonderfully distinct glossy dark-green,
just perfect for winter decorating. Tiny,
creamy-white flower clusters appear in the
leaf axils in spring.Those little blossoms
become deep, orange-red berries in late
summer which persist well into winter.
This cultivar is esteemed not only for its
beautiful foliage; it also has superior winter

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Ilex
hardiness. 'Mary Holman' requires a male
pollinator to ensure fruiting. S-PSh/M (EG)
(z5)(B&W)

grouped or as a screen; very-easy going and
very drought-resistant once established.
S/M-D/GDr (EG)(z4)(Bon)

ilop112 Ilex opaca Merry Christmas
FEMALE AMERICAN HOLLY
Size1 1-2' $49
'Merry Christmas' brings on the cheer with
profusions of bright red, ellipsoidal berries
(when there is a male pollinator nearby)
appreciated by birds, and used for holiday
decorating. Its dense branching and dark
green, medium-sized foliage with shortmedium spines naturally forms a highly
attractive conical tree 30-40ft tall and
15-20ft wide. S-PSh/M (EG)(z5)(ENAm)
(B&W,Hon)

Koelreuteria

ilop101 Ilex opaca Miss Helen
FEMALE AMERICAN HOLLY
Size1 1-2' $49
This dense, conical, slow-growing, female,
American holly was found in a Maryland
woodland in 1936, by Stewart H. McLean
who named the beautiful tree after his wife.
For an abundance of bright red fall berries,
grow within 100ft of a male holly. S-PSh/M
(EG)(z5)(ENAm)(B&W,E native)
ilop031 Ilex opaca Winter Sun®
YELLOW-FRUITED AMERICAN HOLLY
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
One of the best and most interesting of
the American Holly clan! The beautiful
and persistent fruit start out yellow before
deepening to rich tones of peach and
orange! This unique berry color makes for
wonderful cut sprigs for winter arrangements. This cultivar is smaller, 10-20' with
glossy, dark-green evergreen foliage. This
holly is a fabulous introduction from Holly
Ridge. A male such as Arthur Pride is
needed for cross pollination. S-PSh/M (EG)
(z6)(ENAm)(ENa,B&W,Hon)

Juniperus
jusc552 Juniperus scopulorum Skyrocket
COLUMNAR JUNIPER
Tube $15.95 Size5 5-6' $55
One of the narrowest of all conifers, growing up to 20' tall and only 2-3' wide, the
beautiful blue-gray evergreen foliage of this
tree makes a most distinctive column, an
exclamation point in an otherwise horizontal landscape, it looks great as a specimen,
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kobi030 Koelreuteria bipinnata
CHINESE GOLDENRAIN TREE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This rare flowering tree (30-60') features
lovely bright-green compound leaves, a
very desirable specimen grown for its gorgeous fragrant yellow flowers which have a
touch of red at the base and are held in upright 1-2' clusters during late summer, the
flowers are followed by showy pink papery
seed capsules; the branches tend to cascade
as they grow making it necessary to prune
them if walking under the tree is desired.
S/M/GDr (Dec)(z7)(China)(Hon)

Larix
laeu082 Larix eurolepis (marschlinii)
DUNKELD LARCH
Tube $15.95
This vigorous and valuable hybrid of
decidua x kaempferi becomes a conical tree
to 100' x 30' with linear grey-green needles
to 1.5"; developed in Scotland with extra
hybrid vigor and disease resistance. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Hybrid)(Bon,Timber)
laka150 Larix kaempferi
JAPANESE LARCH
Tube $15.95
Perhaps the most ornamental of the
Larches, this vigorous large tree has reddish
twigs and soft, sea-green needles (broader
than those of L. decidua) which turn gold
in autumn. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Japan)(Bon)

Laburnum

Liquidambar

laan025 Laburnum anagyroides
GOLDENCHAIN TREE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
In late spring 4-8" pendulous, wisterialike clusters of golden-yellow pea flowers
hang like golden chains from all along
the branches of this superb 15-20' tree. Its
beautifully soft leaves are almost cloverlike, grey-green above and lightly fuzzy on
their undersides. This tree makes a fantastic
specimen and it is also quite lovely planted
as a screen. Note that all parts of this tree
are poisonous. S/M (Dec)(z6)(Europe)
(Bfly)

list091 Liquidambar styraciflua Slender
Silhouette
COLUMNAR SWEETGUM
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
The very columnar and interesting
architectural form of this lovely slender
sweetgum is perfect as an accent or for a
small space. With a very slim silhouette,
this tree reaches 40' tall and just 10' wide,
(it is also known as 'Fastigiata'). Another
agreeable feature is that it is nearly fruitless.
Well known and appreciated for its bright,
glossy-green foliage which turns extravagant colors of orange, red and burgundy in
autumn. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Columnar)

lawa060 Laburnum watereri Vossii
GOLDENCHAIN TREE
Size5 5-6' $85
Fantastic as a specimen or espalier, this
15-30' tree is a splendid sight in late-spring
when it produces heaps of gracefully
pendulous wisteria-like clusters of brightyellow flowers that can be as long as two
feet!; green bark and attractive glossy
trifoliate leaves on a low-maintenance tree.
S/M-GDr (Dec)(z6)(Fra)

Lagerstroemia

Liriodendron

lafu300 Lagerstroemia fauriei Townhouse
JAPANESE CRAPE MYRTLE
Tube $19.95
Rare and wonderful! This unusual Crape
Myrtle from Japan grows to an incredible 40 to 60' forming a beautiful multibranched specimen with gorgeous large
clusters of pure-white fragrant flowers in
summer and stunning cinnamon colored
exfoliating bark; excellent resistance to
powdery mildew as well! S/M (Dec)(z6)
(Japan)

litu150 Liriodendron tulipifera
TULIP TREE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This tree of tall, stately beauty reaching 6090' (and even up to 150'!) is the king of the
Magnolia family. It is the tallest hardwood
native to Eastern North America. This
is a lovely shade tree with bright-green
and interesting large leaves which turn
golden-yellow in fall. Tulip trees are named
for their wonderful (although sometimes
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hidden by the dense foliage) yellow tuliplike spring flowers. S/M (Dec)(z5)(ENAm)
(ENa,B&W,Hon)

Magnolia
maan055 Magnolia Ann
MAGNOLIA HYBRID
Tube $29.95
Sweetly cinnamon-scented pink-purple
blooms decorate this vigorous small tree
of National Arboretum introduction (M.
liliflora x M. stellata). S/M (Dec)(z5)(Fra)
magr560 Magnolia grandiflora Edith
Bogue
HARDY SOUTHERN MAGNOLIA
Tube $29.95
Magnolia grandiflora is such a strikingly
beautiful and romantic plant that it has
become a symbol of the American South,
a gorgeous shade tree reaching 60-80', this
hardy form (to -10°) with its huge, fragrant,
bright- white flowers and pretty, glossy
deep-green leaves can be enjoyed in the
north also! S/M (EG)(z6)(ENAm)(Fra,Seed
Pod)
matr080 Magnolia tripetala
UMBRELLA MAGNOLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
Striking (to 10") white flowers and large
red seed pods are borne at the tips of the
branches on this open-headed med tree
with its “umbrella” sized leaves. S/M (Dec)
(z5)(ENAm)
mavi059 Magnolia virginiana Moonglow®
SWEETBAY MAGNOLIA
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
This upright 35' x 15' VERY hardy; pretty
selection has glossy dark-green semievergreen foliage; fragrant, late springinto-summer, cup-shaped white flowers.
S-PSh/M PP12065 (Jim Wilson) (SEG)(z5)

Malus
maca265 Malus Candied Apple®
WEEPING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $65
This gracefully spreading, disease-resistant
weeper to 15', covers its branches with
red-buds opening to lovely, fragrant lightpink blossoms in spring while the leaves
still have their red-tinted new growth, it
is an unforgettable combination; acorn
sized, bright-red, candied-apple fruits in
fall which are much loved by birds. S/M
PP4038 (Dec)(z4)(Hybrid)(Fra,Hon)
“I just can’t seem to get enough of
your plants, so here we go again.”
(Mohnton, PA)

maha280 Malus Harvest Gold®
GOLD-FRUITED FLOWERING CRAB
Size5 5-6' $65
This lovely cultivar features pink buds
which open to abundant single white
flowers in spring, however, it is most often
grown for its wonderful rich golden-yellow
fruit that is showy over a long season in
fall. This tree is an upright grower to 20-25'
with a tendency to have low-branching
(which can be pruned if clearance is
needed). S/M (Dec)(z4)(Hon,B&W)
main285 Malus Indian Magic
FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $65
Dark-red
buds open to
deep rose-red
fragrant flowers which are
followed by
glossy, brightred 5/8" persistent fruit
which persist
into winter, the pretty bronzy-green foliage
and golden-orange autumn color make this
small tree a real winner; excellent disease
resistance and tolerates air pollution too.
S/M (Dec)(z4)(Hon,B&W)
malo340 Malus Louisa
PINK WEEPING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $65
Shell-pink blossoms grace this lovely
weeping crabapple in spring. The blooms
are followed by 3/8" yellow fruits that have
an attractive rose blush on them, the fruit
persists into winter and is loved by birds.
The tree has excellent form to 12-15' and
dark, glossy-green, disease-resistant foliage
which turns yellow-orange in autumn; a
beautiful landscape accent. Good for urban
gardens as it withstands air pollution well.
S/M (Dec)(z4)(Hon,B&W,Ed)
mapr335 Malus Prairifire
FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $65
One of the best of the red-leaved crabapples! This upright 20' x 20' tree is red everywhere, it even has reddish bark to go with
its attractive red-to-bronzy leaves. Bright
rose-pink spring flowers become deep red
½" persistent fruit. This fine specimen also
shows excellent resistance to disease. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(B&W,Hon)
mapr295 Malus Profusion
PURPLE-LEAVED FLOWERING CRAB
Size5 5-6' $65
Profuse flowers drenched in violet-pink
and vibrant deep-purple leaves make this
15-30 ' tree an incredible show in spring!
The foliage matures to a lovely bronzy-

Malus
green in summer before turning a warm
amber color in the autumn. Edible ½"
maroon-red fruits are good for making jelly
or if left on the tree, songbirds. S/M (Dec)
(z4)(Hon,B&W,Ed)
maro303 Malus Robinson
FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $65
Red buds open to deep rose-pink flowers
which make an attractive contrast with the
bronze-tinted leaves of this 15-25' upright
tree. This is one of the fastest growing
crabs. Glossy 3/8"dark-red fruit is a jellymakers dream! This makes a fine-looking
tree for the ornamental or edible landscape
with its pretty orange fall color; shows
excellent disease resistance. S/M (Dec)(z4)
(Hon,B&W,Ed)
maro080 Malus Royal Raindrops®
FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Tube $19.95 Size5 5-6' $65
Cut-leaf, deep-purple, foliage is lovely all
season but especially when combined with
rose-red flowers on this compact, diseaseresist. 20' tree; orange-red fall color and
small red fruit make the fall picture. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(B&W)
maro305 Malus Royalty
PURPLE-LEAVED FLOWERING
CRABAPPLE
Tube $19.95 Size5 5-6' $65
Eye-catching with deep-red leaves (one
of the best small trees for colorful foliage)
and dark-pink blossoms in spring; dense
rounded crown to 15' with 3/4" dark-red
fruits in fall. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Hon,B&W)
mash123 Malus Showtime™
RED FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Tube $19.95 Size5 5-6' $65
Lovely and SHOWY, with fuchsia-red
flowers followed by 1/2" fruits. This small
tree (to 25't x 15'w) is an excellent diseaseresistant specimen; dark-green tinted, red
foliage turns yellow in autumn. Sun/Med
PPAF (Dec)(z4)
masu060 Malus Sugar Tyme®
FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $65
This lovely small crabapple puts on a spring
display of soft-pink buds opening to clearwhite flowers. Blooms become a fall show
of long-lasting ½" glossy bright-red fruits
which are well-loved by birds. Forms an
upright, rounded 12-15' disease-resistant
tree which spreads out nearly as wide. Its
diminutive size and pollution resistance
make it a great choice for urban gardens.
S/M PP7062 (Dec)(z4)(Hon,B&W)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Notholithocarpus

Notholithocarpus
lide085 Notholithocarpus densiflorus
(Lithocarpus)
TANOAK
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
A stunning evergreen tree native to California and Southern Oregon. Slow-growing to
75' with beautiful, leathery, toothed leaves
which are a deep, dark-green on the top
and white beneath, interesting catkins are
produced from April-August becoming the
wonderful acorns (which take two years to
ripen) that were leached and ground into
flour by the Native Americans. S/M-D-GDr
(EG)(z7)(WNAm)(Ed,WNAm)

Nyssa
nysy092 Nyssa sylvatica Green Gable™
PYRAMIDAL TUPELO/BLACK GUM
Size5 4-5' $85
An outstanding North American native
selection with an upright, pyramidal shape,
brilliant, shiny green summer foliage, and
intensely vibrant red fall color. Its uniform
branching creates a stunning winter silhouette. Tolerant of wet sites, clay, salt, high
altitudes, and dryer climates. Plant as an
extraordinary specimen, or better yet, line
your driveway with this remarkable beauty.
S-PSh/M PP22951 (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)
(B&W,ENa,Hon)
nysy030 Nyssa sylvatica
TUPELO/BLACK GUM
Tube $15.95
A wonderful and adaptable tree to 30-60'
that is much loved by honeybees. With
a stately rounded habit and horizontal
branching, this wonderful eastern native
is found primarily growing in wet bottomlands, (although it can handle some
drought) and can be found growing in
rocky ravines as well. One of its best traits
is that the glossy-green leaves develop
spectacular, brilliant red and orange fall
color. Female trees produce dark-blue fruits
which are edible but very sour. Male and
female trees are both needed to produce
the fruit, (although all trees will have some
perfect flowers); ours are unsexed seedling.
S/M-W (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENa,Bon,Hon)

Parrotia
pape015 Parrotia persica Golden Bell
Tower™
COLUMNAR PERSIAN WITCH HAZEL
Size5 5-6' $75
The perfect tree for urban dwellers! This
narrow columnar selection reaches 30’
tall by only 10’ wide, in spring the leaves
emerge in pretty shades of gold before
turning a lovely lime green for the summer
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until autumn brings out beautiful shades of
apricot and plum; its high tolerance of pollution and poor soils make it a wonderful
addition to city streets. S/M PPAF (Dec)
(z4)(Urban)
pape017 Parrotia persica Persain Lace
VARIEGATED PERSAIN WITCH HAZEL
Tube $24.95
Lacy splashes of creamy-green, white and
deep green, along with pink to red newgrowth make this handsome, small tree (to
25') a really special treat. (Dec)(z6)(IRAN)
pape001 Parrotia persica Vanessa
COLUMNAR PERSIAN WITCH HAZEL
Tube $24.95
This beautiful columnar form of Ironwood grows 20-25' high and only 10-15'
wide; spring brings glossy-green leaves
tinted with reddish-purple and it is
stunning in fall with its gorgeous yelloworange-red-purple color, beautiful even in
winter with its eye-catching peeling bark;
perfect for smaller gardens, side yards or
entryways.S/M (Dec)(z5)(Columnar)

Picea
pien050 Picea engelmannii
ENGELMANN SPRUCE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This handsome species native to the Rocky
and Cascade Mountains is very hardy
as well as attractive, an impressive large
tree (to 100'!) featuring stiff, bluish-green
needles, chestnut-brown cones and scaly
red-brown bark; it is typically found growing at high elevation and so is well adapted
to dealing with high-winds and deep snow.
S/M (EG)(z3)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon)

pigl056 Picea glauca Densata
BLACK HILLS SPRUCE
Size1 6-12" $29 Size5 4-5' $55
This superior tree is a very dense and slowgrowing conifer from the Black Hills of
South Dakota. This symmetrical, somewhat, pyramidal conifer typically reaches
20-25'; although in time it may reach
upwards of 40'. This specimen differs from
the straight Picea glauca with its slower
growth rate, bright blue-green needles and
shorter cones. This is a very desirable ornamental and the state tree of South Dakota;

however it is intolerant of urban settings
and salt spray. S/M-D (EG)(z3)(ENAm)
(ENAm,Bon)
pior065 Picea orientalis
ORIENTAL SPRUCE
Size5 3-4' $65
A truly beautiful large, 80-150'conifer
known best for its dense, conical habit and
small, dark-green, short needles (the shortest of any spruce), the cones are slender
first appearing as a reddish-purple before
maturing to dark-brown, widely grown in
parks and gardens as it is one of the best
and most adaptable spruces in cultivation;
native to the Caucasus where it grows in
pure stands, it is widely used for timber
in flooring, instruments, carpentry and
furniture, sometimes grown in the U.S. for
Christmas trees. S/M (EG)(z5)(Caucasus)
(Bon,Park)
pipu069 Picea pungens Fat Albert
SELECT BLUE SPRUCE
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
Softly plump, gorgeous steel-blue needles
densely clothe this fine, broad pyramidal
10-15' tree, this cultivar makes an absolutely perfect cone shaped specimen, pretty,
light brown cones contrast well with the
light needles; introduced in the 1970's by
Iseli Nursery and named for the beloved
cartoon character. S-PSh/M (EG)(z4)(Bon)
pisi075 Picea sitchensis
SITKA SPRUCE
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
Native to the Pacific coast from Alaska to
NW California, this is the world's largest
spruce reaching 125-180ft, or more under
the right conditions. Its majestic trunk
is straight with scaly bark, and holds a
broad, open conical crown of 2cm green
needles. There is an extensive ethnobotanical history associated with the Sitka spruce
which includes cordage, wide-ranging
medicinal uses, sealing canoes and roofs,
even brewing by Capt. Cook for scurvy
preventing beer… Somewhat more recently
it has been used for boat, aircraft, and
instrument making. The Sitka spruce is also
a known host for over 30 species of butterflies and moths. A truly exceptional tree
indeed! S-PSh/M-W (EG)(z6)(WNAm)
(B&W,Bfly,WNAm)

Pinus
piel573 Pinus brutia eldarica
AFGHAN PINE
Tube $19.95
A rare desert species, this 90' tree has long
slender needles in bundles of two and
extremely resinous wood which is aromatic when brushed or cut. It is very easily
mistaken for Aleppo Pine (P. halepensis)
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to which it is closely related; endemic to
Azerbaijan it is found growing 600-1800'
in elevation on the stony north- and northeast-facing slopes of the Eilyar-Oyugu
range. To shelter this near-threatened species a protected area has been established in
the Gey-Gel Reserve. S/M-D/GDr (EG)(z7)
(Eurasia)(DR)
pibu235 Pinus bungeana
LACEBARK PINE
Tube $19.95
One of the most beautiful pines, known as
the lacebark pine due to the fact that the
bark flakes away to reveal a very eye-catching patchwork of white, green, and purple,
this requires some patience as it will be 10
years or so before the tree is mature enough
to put on its show; dark-green needles
2-4inches long are in bundles of three on
this easy going 30-50' tree. S/M (EG)(z5)
(China)(Bon)
pica238 Pinus canariensis
CANARY ISLAND PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
This Very Beautiful, though not Very hardy!, Pine has gracefully spreading branches
w pendulous branchlets of long 10" needles
in 3's; fine in containers for indoor use
where winter weather is not suitable. S/M
(EG)(z9)(CANARY)(Ed,Bon)
pico084 Pinus contorta Willow Creek
DWARF LODGEPOLE PINE
Tube $29.95
A wonderful dwarf conifer that is actually
a witch's broom mutation, this elegant,
small pine becomes a formal, pyramidal
small tree to 5' in ten years. The foliage is a
rich dark green that really stands out. This
is a wonderful specimen for rock garden,
container or conifer collection. S/M (EG)
(z5)(DR,Cont,Bon)

pied273 Pinus edulis
TWO-NEEDLE PINYON
Tube $19.95
The rustic beauty of
the pinyon pine is a
wonder to see in the
dry western mountains of the American
Southwest; a small
dense pine reaching
30-60' produces (when
quite old) delicious
edible pine nuts much
loved by people and
pinyon Jays alike; short blue-green needles
arranged in pairs are very attractive against
the furrowed scaly bark; an important
cultural and economic tree to some Native
American tribes. S/M-D/GDr (EG)(z5)
(WNAm)(WNa,Bon,Ed)
piel274 Pinus elliottii
SLASH PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
The slash pine is native to the southeastern United States, found growing in the
'slashes' or swamps of the Carolinas to the
Keyes. The fine quality pinkish wood of this
tall tree 60-100' is used for flooring and was
once heavily used as a source of turpentine and resin; its long 7-10" glossy green
needles and orange-brown plated bark also
make it a handsome tree. S/M-W (EG)(z8)
(SENAm)(DR,Timber)
piha293 Pinus halepensis
ALEPPO PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This lovey and distinct pine from the
Mediterranean region is drought-tolerant
and can quickly colonize disturbed areas.
As such, it is often used for reforesting
in warmer areas. Generally reaching4060'high and occasionally up to 80'. This
conifer is somewhat sparse in form, featuring 2-4" needles which are a bright, fresh
green and extremely narrow. With age, its
beautiful bark becomes deeply fissured in
shades of deep browns and oranges. S/M-D
(EG)(z8)(MEDIT)(Reforestation)
pije305 Pinus jeffreyi
JEFFREY PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This pyramidal, tall tree 80-120' native to
SW Oregon to Baja has short, spreading,
sometimes pendulous branches, striking
platy cinnamon bark and long gray-green
needles, this pine closely resembles the
Ponderosa Pine, however Pinus ponderosa
is said to smell of citrus and the Jeffrey Pine
of vanilla, Pinus jeffreyi also features larger,
longer cones and darker bark. S/M-D (EG)
(z4)(WNAm)(WNa,Bas,Ed)

Pinus
pimo350 Pinus monticola
WESTERN WHITE PINE
Size1 1-2' $29
This “king of the alpine woods” is a medium-large tree, narrow and fast-growing
when young with dark-green needles in 5’s,
but with age, it develops a trunk “as massive and suggestive of enduring strength
as that of an oak” (Muir) S/M-D (EG)(z4)
(WNAm)(WNa,Bon)
pini073 Pinus nigra Oregon Green
AUSTRIAN PINE
Tube $29.95
This is an extremely attractive conifer!
Luxurious jade-green needles are faintly
twisted on spreading, upright, branches
that radiate out from the center. Scaly
brownish- gray bark adds a nice contrast to
the bright green. Its easy-going temperament and smaller size (10-20') makes it a
natural for urban gardens. Handsome open
branching does not cast dense shade; tolerant of drought, salt spray and a variety of
soil types. S/M-D (EG)(z5)(WNAm)
pini089 Pinus nigra
AUSTRIAN PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Native to central and southern Europe, this
pine is densely pyramidal while young. As
it ages, its crown spreads to become domelike, and curiously ornamental. Deep green
needles are in clusters of two, sharp and
3-6 inches long. Bark is light gray to dark
brown, scaling deeply with age. This tree is
as tough as it is beautiful, with a resistance
to heavy snow and ice, salt spray, urban
environments, and deer. Once established,
it is also somewhat drought tolerant. S/M
(EG)(z4)(EUROPE)(B&W)
pipo385 Pinus ponderosa
PONDEROSA PINE
Size1 1-2' $29
The attractive and long-lived Ponderosa
Pine is native to the western United States
and Canada. Featuring long, dark-green
needles bundled in threes and handsome,
scaly, plated, deep cinnamon-red bark. This
is a very large pine reaching up to 220' in
the wild and more commonly 60-125' in
cultivation. It is also a very important timber tree and the state tree of Montana. This
species was said by John Muir to 'give forth
the finest music to the wind', listen and see!
S/M-D (EG)(z3)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon,Bas)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Pinus
pist427 Pinus strobus
EASTERN WHITE PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This beautiful conifer from the northeast
United States is the state tree of both Maine
and Michigan. Its straight, fine-grained
growth makes it a cabinet maker's delight!
This very tall (50- 80' in cultivation and
over 200' in the wild), fast-growing tree
is also a popular ornamental with its soft
to the touch, 2-5" blue-green needles in
bundles of 5. Prefers cool, humid climates
and cannot tolerate air pollution. S/M-GDr
(EG)(z3)(ENAm)(ENa,Bon,Bas)
pist434 Pinus strobus'Contorta'
(Torulosa)
CONTORTED WHITE PINE
Size5 5-6' $85
An unsual, upright, loose-pyramidal cultivar that is noted for having interestingly
twisted branches, branchlets and needles;
the lovely blue-green needles appear in
densely-set tufts on this fine 15-30' tree; a
very nice specimen which was discovered
in 1932 growing at Seneca Park, Rochester,
New York. S/M-D (EG)(z3)(ENAm)(Bon)
pisy088 Pinus sylvestris Inverleith
WHITE-VARIEGATED SCOTS PINE
Size5 5-6' $85
Creamy white variegation and needle tips
gives this whole 20-60't x 20'w tree that
beautiful frosted look all year! A handsome
and tolerant tree selected by the Royal
Botanic Garden in Edinburgh. S-PSh/M
(EG)(z4)

Pistacia
pich483 Pistacia chinensis
CHINESE PISTACHE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
A handsome and undemanding small tree
whose glossy green leaves assume gorgeous
fall colors of fiery scarlet, crimson and
orange. The soft- green flower panicles in
April-May are not especially showy; however, female trees produce showy red fruits
if a male is present (ours are unsexed). This
tree makes a wonderful choice for tough
garden spots, Xeriscape and urban sites.
S/M-D (Dec)(z6)(China)

Platanus
plac060 Platanus acerifolia Bloodgood
LONDON PLANE TREE
Size1 1-2' $39
Abeauty of a large park-like tree to 40-80'
tall x 30-40' wide,which is handsome,
vigorous and with a nice symmetrical form,
bright-green palmate leaves that turn a
bronzy yellow-gold in the fall, the
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inconspicuous flowers appear in spring,
followed by 1 ½" round green fruits that
mature to brown and persist on the tree
into fall and winter, winter also reveals its
striking smooth peeling bark in shades of
green, gray and tan; a fine choice for urban
areas with its ability to withstand pollution,
dust and heat, and many soil types (also anthracnose resistant ); well-suited as a street
or lawn tree. S/M (Dec)(z5)(DR)
plac088 Platanus acerifolia Columbia
LONDON PLANE TREE
Size1 1-2' $39
This highly attractive, quick growing shade
tree was developed in 1984, for its superior
disease resistance. Fascinating bark is one
of its most desirable features, and makes
this tree particularly interesting in all
seasons. When young, the peeling bark
is gray-yellow to gray-orange, maturing
to gray-green. It may reach as tall as 30ft
in 12yrs, and generally spreads to about
half of its height. Leaves are medium-dark
green, turning yellow in the fall, and fruits
are spiky balls. 'Columbia' is very adaptable
to various soil types, urban environments
and heat. A fantastic choice in urban and
park settings. S/M (Dec)(z5)(B&W,Bfly)

Populus
potr148 Populus tremula Erecta
SWEDISH COLUMNAR ASPEN
Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $75
This narrowly-upright tree (to 40' x 10')
makes a perfect windbreak or privacy
screen with its shiny bright-green toothed
leaves which flutter in the wind and look
pretty against its white bark as does the
variable yellow, orange and red fall color; a
fine tree that is seedless and very adaptable
to cold and can withstand road-salt. S/M
(Dec)(z3)(Hon)
potr650 Populus tremuloides Clump
CLUMP QUAKING ASPEN
Size5 5-6' $75
Aspens look most pleasing planted in a
clump; we have done the work for you here
by planting three of these most beautiful trees together. (Dec)(z2)(WNAm)
(WNAm,B&W)
potr006 Populus tremuloides Prairie
Gold®
HEAT-TOLERANT ASPEN
Size5 5-6' $75
This cultivar (JFSchmidt and Nebraska
Arb) brings lowland disease-resistant and
adaptability to heat, drought and humidity
to a high-elevation favorite greatly expanding its range; 30't x 15'w with lovely fluttery
leaves. S/M (Dec)(z4)(WNAm)(WNa)

potr150 Populus tremuloides
QUAKING ASPEN
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 $55
This much loved 30-50' native U.S. tree is
easily recognized by its delightful medium
green heart-shaped leaves on flattened
stems, which flutter brightly in the slightest breeze and by its creamy-white bark
which becomes chalky-white with black
patches as it ages. The bark makes a lovely
picture combined with its golden-yellow
fall color; much better suited to areas with
cool summers. S/M-W (Dec)(z2)(NAm)
(WNa,Hon,Bas)

Prunus
prpi021 Prunus Pink Cascade®
WEEPING CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $85
Add all seasons interest to your landscape
with this easy-going, graceful weeping
cherry. Its bright pink blooms put on a
dramatic show in late winter-early spring.
All summer the bright green foliage flows
delicately, and when it falls for winter its
fine cherry bark and drooping branches are
revealed. A truly beautiful specimen! S/M
PP27579 (Dec)(z5)(B&W,Hon)
prwh140 Prunus White/Snow Fountain
WHITE WEEPING CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $85
A choice dwarf form of weeping cherry, 1215' high, which becomes a lovely cascade
of pure white in spring flower and then a
shower of gold in autumn when the leaves
turn. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Hon)
prce096 Prunus cerasifera Crimson
Pointe™
COLUMNAR PURPLE-LEAF PLUM
Size5 5-6' $85
A unique and outstanding columnar
purple-leaved plum, this upright (to 20-30'
x 5-10' wide) will fill a small space with
lots of beauty: glossy bronze foliage aging
to maroon green, and masses of white
spring flowers that become ornamental
small reddish-purple fruits, this tree looks
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amazing as a specimen or when planted to
line a driveway. S/M/GDr PP19564 (Dec)
(z5)(Fra,Hon)
prce053 Prunus cerasifera Krauter
Vesuvius
KRAUTER VESUVIUS PLUM
Size5 5-6' $85
A highly ornamental flowering plum with
deep-purple leaves that maintain their
gorgeous color all season long, light-pink
fragrant flowers in spring become small,
edible, purple plums; a fine specimen, this
plum forms an oval, upright tree to 20' that
is similar to 'Thundercloud', but features
darker-red spring growth; good resistance
to heat and cold. S/M/GDr (Dec)(z5)
(B&W,Hon,Fra)
prce104 Prunus cerasifera Mt St Helens®
HARDY FLOWERING PLUM
Size5 5-6' $85
A sport of 'Newport', this flowering plum
boasts a dense, rounded habit with early
purple foliage which holds its deep purple
color all summer long. Fall foliage is a
stunning golden-orange. Small pink flowers
are showy and fragrant leading to juicy
midsummer plums. This beautiful ornamental is tolerant of extreme climates, and
may thrive at an elevation of up to 6,000ft.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z4)(B&W,Cut,Fra)
prse095 Prunus serrulata Kwanzan
PINK FLOWERING CHERRY
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
This cultivar is one of the very best of the
flowering cherries. Gorgeous large, deeppink, fully-double blossoms have up to 30
petals each. Bright-green foliage is tinged
with bronze when it emerges on this 20-30'
vase-shaped tree. The flowers are sterile
so there is no messy fruit to clean up. This
tree shows fantastic color again in fall when
the leaves change from yellow to bronzyorange. In Washington D.C. the Yoshino
Cherry is planted in the Tidal Basin, while
this cultivar is planted in East Potomac
Park. S/M/GDr (Dec)(z5)(Hon)
prxc001 Prunus x cistena Big Cis®
FLOWERING PLUM
Size5 5-6' $85
Dense and upright, this sport of P. cistena
is a relatively quick growing, sturdy, dense
and upright, heavily trunked tree. It bears
gorgeous pink, early spring flowers, which
are followed by deep purple foliage that
looks crisp and clean longer into the season. S/M (Dec)(z4)(B&W,Hon)
prye140 Prunus yedoensis Yoshino
YOSHINO FLOWERING CHERRY
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
It is hard to find a more graceful ornamental tree than the charming 'Yoshino'
cherry, originally from Japan these trees

bear prolific and early double white to pink
almond-scented flowers, the gracefully
arching branches on this 20-40' tree have a
pleasing open pattern and the glossy-green
leaves turn brilliant yellow in fall; this is
the magnificent tree that is the center of
the National Cherry blossom festival in the
Washington DC (if you can't make it there
in person, they do have a Blossom Cam),
perfect for Japanese or Zen gardens. S/M/
GDr (Dec)(z6)(Japan)(Hon,Bon)

Pseudotsuga
psme035 Pseudotsuga menziesii Glauca
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DOUG-FIR
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This beautiful form of the stately Douglas
Fir comes from the Rocky Mountains, this
interior variety usually reaches about 100',
however specimens of 220' are known, this
tree differs from the coastal Doug-Fir in
that it is slower growing, more cold hardy
and features pretty blue-washed needles,
with its generally denser wood, it is also
a valuable timber tree . S/M (EG)(z5)
(WNAm)(WNa,Ed,Bon)
psme030 Pseudotsuga menziesii
DOUGLAS-FIR
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 4-5' $65
The stately Douglas Fir is a fine ornamental
and also a very valuable timber tree, native
to the western United States and Canada
it is one of the largest trees in the world, it
can reach a magnificent 300'or more in the
wild, while cultivated trees reach 50-80',
this majestic tree has short blue-green
needles, deeply furrowed gray bark and is
easily identified by the 'mouse tails' that
hang from the scales in its cones. S/M (EG)
(z6)(WNAm)(WNa,Ed,Bon)

Pyrus
pyca063 Pyrus calleryana Cleveland
Select
COLUMNAR ORNAMENTAL PEAR
Size5 5-6' $65
Showy clusters of white spring flowers,
glossy green foliage in summer, and red fall
color all make this upright, narrowly pyramidal tree (to 40' x 15' wide) an excellent
ornamental choice for any narrow spot.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(Columnar)
pysa075 Pyrus salicifolia Pendula
SILVER WEEPING PEAR
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
Its shimmering silvery-gray leaves enhance
the gracefulweeping effect of this small,
10-15' tree as do the delicate white flowers
which cover its weeping branches in late
spring, producing a sparse set of interesting

Quercus
small inedible fruits;prefers cool summer areas and makes a striking landscape
subject. S/M (Dec)(z5)

Quercus
quhe049 Quercus Heritage
HERITAGE OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
A great tree for though spots! This tree is
well adapted to many conditions including
drought and cold. Mildew resistant foliage
is deep glossy-green above with lovely
silver undersides. This is an exceptional
hybrid to 50' with a dense, uniform pyramidal crown. This is Q. robur x macrocarpa
hybrid is the perfect evergreen tree for
shade or street tree. S/D PP11431 (EG)(z4)
(WNAm)(B&W)
quki077 Quercus Kindred Spirit™
COLUMNAR OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
Very columnar (to 35' x only 6' wide!), this
hybrid of Q. robur fastigiata and Q. bicolor
is also very tolerant (of dampness, drought,
and mildew) and very handsome with
dark-green leaves that are silvery beneath.
S/M (Dec)(z4)(Columnar)
qure090 Quercus Regal Prince®
HYBRID OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
Combining a bold, upright habit with
handsome glossy foliage, this fine hybrid
between Q. robur ‘Fastigiata’ and Q. bicolor
offers a choice possibility for confined
space or edging a drive. S/M PP12673
(Dec)(z4)(Columnar)
qutr036 Quercus Triple Crown
HYBRID OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
Extremely glossy, dark green leaves fill the
broad crown of this vigorous and hardy
oak. A wonderful choice for shade and
park-like settings, resistant to powdery
mildew and damage from ice and wind.
S/M PP21359 (Dec)(z4)(B&W)
qubi058 Quercus bicolor American
Dream
SWAMP OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
Vigorous and very disease resistant; this
is broadly pyramidal tree (40' x 50') with
glossy green leaves turning a lovely yellow
in fall before becoming a fawn brown as
they hold onto the tree well into winter.
S/M (Dec)(z4)
qubi037 Quercus bicolor
SWAMP WHITE OAK
Size1 2-3' $29
This fine 40-60' shade tree is characterized
by its dark-gray-brown craggy bark and
shallowly-lobed leaves which are glossy,

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Quercus
polished green above and white felted
beneath (bicolor). The foliage turns glorious shadesyellow-orange with sometimes
a touch of red in fall. Although usually
found growing in moist bottomlands or by
the water's edge, it is surprisingly drought
resistant.S/M-W (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENa,B&W)

quga065 Quercus garryana
OREGON WHITE OAK
Tube $15.95
Oregon white oak exists in a landscape
mixture of grassland, savanna and woodland in the northwest United States, this
drought-tolerant tree is found growing
from southern California to British Columbia. Its growth pattern is quite variable
from smaller and quite shrubby at 15' to
a larger single trunked tree of 80'; much
appreciated for its pale-grey fissured bark,
the shade of its spreading gnarled branches,
edible acorns, and striking yellow-toorange fall color. Conservation efforts are
underway as this important tree has lost
much of its habitat. S/M-D/GDr (Dec)(z7)
(WNAm)(WNa,B&W,DR)
quil073 Quercus ilex
HOLLY OAK
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This wonderful oak is among the most majestic evergreen trees cultivated. Also called
the 'Holm Oak', this 40-90' tree native to
the Mediterranean features ridged bark, a
rounded head of dense branches, and dark,
glossy-green, variably toothed leaves. The
foliage looks like holly when young and
as the leaves mature they become smooth
edged. This is a very lovely shade tree!S/MD/GDr (EG)(z7)(Europe)(Bon)
quph100 Quercus phellos
WILLOW OAK
Tube $15.95
This is an elegant rounded 40-70' tree
with slender branches and glossy narrow,
smooth-edged, willow-like leaves. It is
native to the Southeastern United States,
typically being found in moist areas; low
woods, swamps and along streams. Dark
brown to grey, irregularly-furrowed trunks
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develop on mature trees. A lovely and fairly
fast-growing tree; perfect for rain gardens.
S/M-W (Dec)(z6)(ENAm)(ENa,Bon,B&W)
quro022 Quercus robur x alba Forest
Knight®
HYBRID OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
Remarkable symmetry is developed over
time, with the strong central leader on this
handsome, sturdy oak. It is also noted for
its excellent fall color, in bight shades of
pumpkin orange and yellow. A fantastic
street, shade and specimen tree. S/M
PP21382 (Dec)(z4)(B&W)
quro096 Quercus robur Crimson Spire™
CRIMSON SPIRE OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
Handsome and useful, this columnar (to
45'h x 15'w) hybrid gets its mildew resistant
foliage and red fall color from its American
(Q. alba) parent and its fine fastigiated
habit from its English (Q. robur) parent.
(Dec)(z4)
quro040 Quercus robur fastigiata
COLUMNAR ENGLISH OAK
Tube $15.95 Size5 5-6' $55
A fine columnar (50-60' tall by 10-20'wide)
version of the stately English oak; darkgreen leaves with 3-7 blunt lobes hang
until late in the season showing little to
no fall color, inconspicuous yellow-green
flowers/catkins in spring give way to showy
oval acorns; this is an excellent street tree
for urban settings as it is drought and
pollution tolerant and can also be used to
create a screen. S/M-D (Dec)(z5)(Europe)
(B&W,Column)
quru113 Quercus rubra
NORTHERN RED OAK
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Deep brilliant-red fall color highlights this
50-70' tree of rounded habit. In summer if
has wonderful deep-green leaves which are
silver-white beneath and have 7-11 sharplypointed lobes. The species is faster growing
than many other oaks and very beautiful,
however, the acorn crop on this specimen
may not arrive until after its 40th birthday!
S/M (Dec)(z3)(ENAm)(ENa,DR)

Salix
saba025 Salix babylonica
WEEPING WILLOW
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29
The distinct and gracefully beautiful
weeping willow is a spectacular sight!
Especially when planted on a pond's edge
with its delicate branches hanging down
to touch the water. A sturdy trunk topped
by a graceful broadly-rounded crown of
branches 30-50' high with an equal spread.

The weeping limbs sweep downward to
the ground. Narrow, finely-toothed leaves
emerge bright green in early spring before
maturing to a dusty-green with gray-green
undersides. The fall color is a soft greenishyellow. Native to China, this wondrous
specimen likely spread to the west across
the Silk Route. S-PSh/M-W (Dec)(z6)
(China)(Bfly,Hon)

saba027 Salix babylonica
Crispa (Annularis)
RAMSHORN WILLOW
Tube $15.95
This spectacular tree is a different and
very interesting cultivar of the much-loved
weeping willow. With the same gracefully
pendulous branches, this variety makes a
beautiful 40' x40'' rounded tree that grows
upright before its weeping branches bend
down. Unique foliage, long narrow leaves
which are green on top and silver below
twist around to make fabulous curls resembling the ram's horns it is named for, they
make nice temporary rings too! S/M-W
(Dec)(z6)(B&W)
sada094 Salix daphnoides Continental
Purple
VIOLET WILLOW
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
An outstandingly ornamental male clone,
this vigorous grower features pretty bluegreen leaves on dark stems, the tall and
pliable rods from this widely-spreading
30-60' tree darken from bright red to a
deep purple and are gorgeous when used
for basketry or other craft; prolific catkins
open from buds tipped with bright red and
yellow. S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(Basketry)
saal029 Salix Snake
CONTORTED WHITE WILLOW
Tube $15.95
Even more contorted than S. matsudana, the ‘Snake’ willow earned its name
fairly!; a small (to 12'), pyramidal tree with
sinuously contorted branches and finely
haired leaves which give it a silvery-white
aura; very ornamental. S/M-W (Dec)(z3)
(Hon,Med)
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Xanthocyparis

Stewartia

Tilia

Ulmus

stmo085 Stewartia monadelpha
TALL STEWARTIA
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
The 1-2" white flowers of this large shrub/
small tree have violet-colored anthers in
the center, and the cinnamon bark peels in
thin flakes. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z7)(Japan)(Fra)

tiam055 Tilia americana Boulevard
BASSWOOD
Size5 5-6' $85
The narrow (to 60't x 30'w) pyramidal
(more rounded with age) shape of this
adaptable tree makes it a great choice to
add verticality where space is limited: boulevards, windbreaks, and parks. S/M/GDr
(Dec)(z3)(Shade,Street)

ulam084 Ulmus americana Prairie
Expeditions®
AMERICAN ELM
Size5 5-6' $85
This beautiful American elm selection is
specially noted for its excellent resistance to
Dutch Elm Disease, and cold hardiness. A
medium to fast grower with a classic umbrella shape and yellow fall color. Tolerant
of most soils, drought, urban conditions,
and salt. This is a fantastic choice for parks,
boulevards, and other open spaces. S/M
(Dec)(z3)(ENAm)(B&W,Enative)

stps073 Stewartia pseudocamellia Ballet
SELECT STEWARTIA
Tube $29.95
This outstanding form of Stewartia features
larger blossoms than the species; the white
camellia-like blooms feature golden-yellow
centers and are up to four inches across!
This lovely 30-40' tree blooms over a long
summer season and this cultivar spreads
a little wider as well creating a gorgeous
silhouette. Autumn finds this specimen
dressed in glorious shades of orangey-red
before the leaves drop to expose the appealing exfoliating bark. A top notch tree for all
seasons; from the Polly Hill Arboretum in
MA. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Fra)
stps200 Stewartia pseudocamellia
Pewter Form
SILVER-LEAVED STEWARTIA
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
A very interesting form of an already
beautiful tree! The shimmery, silvery leaves
add another dimension and make this
small (20-30') tree wonderful for moonlit
gardens. Large, white camellia-like flowers
with gorgeous golden-yellow stamens
bloom for a long period over summer; this
is a not to be missed cultivar selected by
Guy and Chiyoko at Plantmad. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z5)

Thuja
thgr070 Thuja Green Giant
ARBORVITAE
Tube $15.95 Size5 5-6' $65
An adaptable plant which is useful as a fastgrowing screen or lovely specimen tree.
This selection is densely attired from tip to
toe in deep-green foliage sprays which do
not yellow in winter. Unpruned they form
narrow pyramidal trees (30-60' tall x 10-15'
wide), but can easily be kept more compact
with pruning. These are tough, adaptable
and fast-growing; in the right conditions
they can grow up to 3-4 feet per year! S/M
(EG)(z5)(DR)

tico075 Tilia cordata Greenspire®
LITTLE-LEAF LINDEN
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
An amazing tree for urban or other tough
spots, tolerant of wind, smog, salt and wet
or dry feet; this Linden makes a magnificent street tree with its strong central
leader and symmetrical pyramidal growth
to 40' tall and 30' wide; with lovely, green
heart-shaped leaves, intensely fragrant
yellow summer flowers and outstanding
yellow autumn color; a wonderful easy-care
tree. S/M PPAF (Dec)(z4)(Fra,Hon)
tito054 Tilia tomentosa Green
Mountain®
LINDEN
Size5 5-6' $85
Dense and vigorous growth with attractive
foliage and small fragrant flowers, as well as
good tolerance to drought and heat, make
this large (to 60') tree an easy shade or
specimen tree in problem conditions. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Fra,Hon)
tito075 Tilia tomentosa Sterling
SILVER-LEAVED LINDEN
Size5 5-6' $85
The outstanding heart-shaped foliage
of this pretty tree is dark-green above
and strikingly silver beneath; it seems to
shimmer in a breeze. With a strong central
leader, this 40-60' broadly-pyramidal tree
looks very refined. Pale-yellow, incredibly
fragrant flower clusters with creamy bracts
hang in summer and are wonderful for
bees. This cultivar is also known to be resistant to Japanese beetles and gypsy moth.
S/M PP6511 (Dec)(z5)(Fra,Tea)

Tsuga
tshe050 Tsuga heterophylla
WESTERN HEMLOCK
Size1 6-12" $39
A tall, graceful tree, “the W. Hemlock,
another of David Douglas” happy discoveries, [can be] a magnificent giant
soaring to 200'(Barber and Phillips); a
densely leafy, deep-green pyramid, nodding at its tip. PSh/M (EG)(z6)(WNAm)
(WNa,Bon,B&W)

ulpa030 Ulmus parvifolia
CHINESE ELM
Size1 2-3' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
This attractive tree is often called the lacebark elm. It is a 40-60' deciduous tree with
a rounded crown and long pendent branches. Native to eastern Asia, it is grown for
its graceful foliage, multi-colored bark, fast
growth rate and good resistance to Dutch
elm disease and beetles.Fall brings papery,
winged-seeds which are rather handsome.
The most decorative feature of this tree
is its distinctive blotchy bark, on mature
specimens, the bark flakes to reveal patches
of pewter, ivory, orange, tan and green.
This tree is nice as a focal point, shade tree
or planted as a grove. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Asia)
(Pollution resistant)

Xanthocyparis
xavi035 Xanthocyparis vietnamensis
VIETNAMESE GOLDEN CYPRESS
Tube $29.95
This incredibly rare and wonderful cypress
hails from the mountains of the Ha Giang
Province of Vietnam. Only discovered in
1999 and described in 2002, this is a very
exciting find! Eventually reaching 30 to 45',
it has a straight trunk with showy reddishbrown bark which exfoliates in long, thin,
flakes and strips. The elongated branches
spread out horizontally from the trunk and
are dressed in smaller branchlets which
are arranged in overlapping, somewhat
drooping sprays. Juvenile specimens are
pyramidal in form becoming spreading and
irregular with age. A lovely and unusual
trait of this tree is that is has both the
young soft needles and the older scale like
foliage on the same stems. This tree is on
the IUCN red list as a critically endangered
species. This is a must-have tree for any
conifer enthusiast in warmer climates! S/M
(EG)(z8)(Vietnam)(Rare)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Abelia

Abelia
abmo055 Abelia mosanensis Sweet
Emotion®
HARDY ABELIA
Tube $15.95
The hardiest and most fragrant Abelia
yet! Elegant, arching branches bloom with
white and pink flowers that perfume the
air with the scent of jasmine throughout
spring. Glossy green foliage turns an attractive orange for stunning fall color. Deer and
rabbit resistant. Low maintenance. Beautiful choice for containers, borders andspecimens. PP27370 (Dec)(z4)(B&W,Fra)

Arctostaphylos
aruv165 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Point
Reyes
CALIFORNIA KINNIKINNICK
Tube $9.95
This wonderfully vigorous, spreading,
dense ground cover becomes a mat 6-12"
tall while spreading as wide as 6-10 feet!
With dark green leaves and small urnshaped, pink flowers followed by showy
mahogany berries. A wonderful plant for
banks and rock walls; adaptable, does well
in regular garden conditions. S/M-D/GDr
(EG)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon,Hon)

Aucuba
acro070 Aucuba japonica Rozannie
SELF-FRUITFUL AUCUBA
Size1 6-12" $29
A bold and showy specimen, inconspicuous but very cute maroon flowers become
abundant bright-red fruits, without a male!
The deep-green glossy evergreen foliage
makes this compact rounded 3' shrub
perfect for foundation, low-hedge or container; an easy-care beauty that will tolerate
full shade and heavy soil. PSh-Sh/M (EG)
(z7)(Cont)
auja100 Aucuba japonica Variegata
GOLD DUST SHRUB
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
Bold, shining green leaves, speckled all
over with a clear-yellow will brighten up
any shaded spot; rounded shrub (to 6-9')
thrives in shade. Sh-PSh/M (EG)(z7)
(Japan)

Buddleia
bumi067 Buddleia Miss Pearl
NECTAR BUSH
Tube $15.95
Miss Pearl' is an elegant, compact and tidy
charmer, perfectly sized for versatility in a
wide range of plantings such as containers,
cottage gardens or formal settings. Its pure
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white honey-scented blooms will last for
months, and no deadheading is necessary. Non-invasive and drought tolerant
once established. PP23425 S/M (Dec)(z5)
(B&W,Cut,Fra,Hon)

Callicarpa
cape100 Callicarpa Pearl Glam®
PURPLE-LEAVED BEAUTYBERRY
Tube $15.95
This beautyberry is exceptionally showy!
Beginning in spring when its new foliage
emerges deep-dark purple. In summer the
leaves contrast
beautifully with
the bright-white
flowers which
yield incredible
masses of purple
berries. This shrub
has a nice upright
habit to 4-6' making it a perfect
specimen plant.
Callicarpa are
self-fertile, so you
only need one to
get a good crop of
berries. S/M PP28312 (Dec)(z5)(B&W)

Calycanthus
caat065 Calycanthus floridus Athens
SWEET SHRUB
Tube $19.95
Very fragrant (melon-scented), unique
lime-yellow flowers make this vigorous
(to 8-10') E. US native selection a great
companion for its reddish-brown sisters.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(Fra,ENa)
caoc155 Calycanthus occidentalis
WESTERN SPICEBUSH
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Also known as Californian allspice for its
spicily-aromatic leaves, this handsome
medium-large shrub (6-12') has a dense,
multi-stemmed, thicket-forming habit and
unusual, showy, maroon-red flowers; found
growing in moist shady canyons and along
steams primarily in California; this shrub
has long been a garden favorite, like its
sister the C. floridus or Carolina allspice. SPSh/M (Dec)(z7)(WNAm)(WNa,Fra,Cut)
cara053 Calycanthus raulstonii Hartlage
Wine
WINE-FLOWERED SWEETSHRUB
Tube $19.95
Delightful wine-red flowers, though not as
fragrant, are larger and showy on this special 6-8' J. C. Raulston hybrid between the
Asian C. sinensis and our C. floridus: the
best of both worlds in a vigorous, floriferous shrub. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Fra)

Camellia
caap080 Camellia April Dawn
HARDY CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
This is one of the gorgeous Camellias that
are part of Dr. Parks 'April' series. Very
pretty with showy double white blossoms
which are randomly brushed with pink
and rose stripes (occasionally a bloom is
entirely pink too!). Hardy and vigorous this
upright shrub reaches 5-8' with deep-green,
glossy evergreen leaves.Not only beautiful
but long blooming too; from early-to- midspring; a fine specimen or stunning hedge.
PSh/M (EG)(z6)(Cut)
canu025 Camellia Nuccio’s Pearl
CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
The blooms of this Camellia are exquisite;
fully double, white-centered blossoms are
tinged with an opalescent pink around the
edges, reminding you of a pearl.The blooms
grace this elegant 6-8' evergreen shrub
winter-into-spring. This bush has a neat
compact habit and lovely flowers which are
beautiful when picked and floated in a bowl
of water; a delight. PSh/M (EG)(z8)(Cut)
cabl001 Camellia japonica Black Magic
CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
Glossy, deep red petals with black veins,
contrast with rich yellow stamens and deep
green leaves on this 8-12' evergreen shrub
winter through spring! Grow a bewitching
hedge, privacy screen, specimen or trim
into an extraordinary tree sure to turn
heads. (EG)(z7)(Cut)

caja125 Camellia japonica Pink Icicle
CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
A vigorous Camellia with beautiful shell
pink petals irregularly surrounding many
golden stamens. From winter through
early spring, clear pink flowers stand out
exquisitely against the dark green, glossy
foliage. (EG)(z6)
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caja063 Camellia japonica Rosehill Red
RED CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
Bright semi-double anemone-form red
flowers are striking against a background of
dark glossy-green foliage on this large (to
10't x 5'w) shrub in early-to-mid-spring... a
great cure for the winter blahs! PSh-Sh/M
(EG)(z7)(Cut)
caja056 Camellia japonica Unryu
CONTORTED CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
With its wonderfully lyrical name, 'Unryu',
meaning "dragon in the clouds" this gorgeous Camellia twists and turns to 6' tall
creating a captivating silhouette in the garden. Spring flowers are a striking red-pink
and single with golden-yellow stamens.
Evergreen foliage is glossy and deep-green.
This is a magnificent specimen for any
landscape. PSh-S/M (EG)(z7)

Ceanothus
ceco033 Ceanothus Concha
BLUE CEANOTHUS
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
One of the best garden Ceanothus (to
6' x 6') because it has densely arranged
dark-green leaves, because of its attractive
clusters of deep-blue flowers, and because it
tolerates some summer water. S/M-D/GDr
(EG)(z8)(Hon,Fra)
cele069 Ceanothus Lemon Ice
VARIEGATED WILD LILAC
Size1 $29
Foliage brightly variegated in gold, green
and yellow makes this mounded droughttolerant 5' x 5' shrub a cheery addition to
foundation or border ALL year, topped in
spring with soft blue puff flowers. S/M-D/
GDr PP20938 (EG)(z8)(WNAm)(Bfly)
cedi123 Ceanothus thyrsiflorus var.
griseus Diamond Heights
DIAMOND HEIGHTS CARMEL
CREEPER
Size1 $29
A vibrant low-growing shrub with 1 inch
oval, chartreuse to lime-green variegated
evergreen leaves. It was discovered in a
colony of cultivated Carmel Ceanothus
in the Diamond Heights neighborhood
of San Francisco. Scant and small, blue,
spring flowers are a pleasant contrast with
the yellow foliage. Drought tolerant once
established. May appreciate light shade
in warmer regions. Expect the green to
dominate in cooler areas and the yellow in
warmer. A truly, lovely ground cover that
attracts birds and butterflies. (EG)(z8)(CA)
(B&W,WNative)

cevi222 Ceanothus thyrsiflorus Victoria
CALIFORNIA LILAC
Size1 $29
This California lilac is one of the hardiest
and the bushes become absolutely covered
in brilliant clusters of indigo flowers.Great
for costal gardens. Salt tolerant. Make
beautiful, dense and fast growing screens
and hedges. Easy to grow. Prune after
flowering. Favored by birds, butterflies and
hummingbirds. (EG)(z7)

Cephalanthus
ceoc190 Cephalanthus occidentalis
BUTTONBUSH
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This fabulous U.S. native is of great
value for use in swampy areas; this 6-12'
rounded shrub produces interesting, white
pincushion flower heads in abundance in
late summer when little else is in bloom,
the flowers remain in perfection for a long
time and have a wonderfully rich fragrance
before turning into unusual reddish-brown
fruits, the green leaves turn shades of red to
rust in autumn; this is a must for gardeners
working to interest birds as it is known to
attract at least 24 different types!S-PSh/MW (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(E/WNAm,Hon,Bfly)

Chionanthus
2-3" plumose fruits, like the tails of a
convention of miniature donkeys. S/D/GDr
(SEG)(z4)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon,Hon)

Chaenomeles
chca035 Chaenomeles Cameo
FLOWERING QUINCE
Size5 2-3' $55
A favorite of ours, this beautiful compact
shrub (3' tall by 5' wide) is absolutely covered in double, soft apricot-coral flowers in
early spring, these shrubs make beautiful
specimens or fabulous hedges; very lowmaintenance and interesting edible quince
like fruits too. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Japan)
(Cut,Bon)

Cephalotaxus
ceha061 Cephalotaxus harringtonia
Duke Gardens
PLUM-YEW
Size1 1-2' $39
“All the characteristics of a gracefully
spreading yew” (Dirr), this fine widespreading (to 2-3' x 3-4') EG selected at
Duke Gardens NC is an excellent choice for
a shade-tolerant evergreen. PSh-Sh/M/GDr
(EG)(z6)(Bon)

Cercocarpus
cele325 Cercocarpus ledifolius
CURL-LEAF MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY
Size1 1-2' $29
Hardy and tough enough for mountain
peak conditions, this large shrub/small tree
with small leaves and gray bark has earned
a reputation as a survivor; we can enjoy its
rugged beauty and its whimsical (though
efficient) 2-3" feathery fruits. S/D/GDr
(EG)(z4)(WNAm)(WNa,Bon,Hon)
cemo335 Cercocarpus montanus
ALDER-LEAF MOUNTAIN
MAHOGANY
Size1 1-2' $29
From the Rocky Mountain region, this
sturdy, drought-tolerant 4-6' shrub has
small, leathery leaves and, in fall, profuse

chdo110 Chaenomeles speciosa Double
Take Pink™
FLOWERING QUINCE
Tube $15.95
The large double rose-pink flowers on this
thornless, fruitless 3-5' drought-tolerant
shrub make early spring a delight for border, hedge or vase; developed by Dr.Ranney
at North Carolina State University. (Dec)
(z5)

Chionanthus
chre208 Chionanthus retusus
CHINESE FRINGETREE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This highly ornamental shrub/tree bears a
profusion of fleecy and fragrant snowwhite flowers in spring. A lovely multitrunked specimen featuring large lustrous
deep-green leaves which are downy
beneath. The male flowers are slightly
showier than the female flowers, but the
female plants if pollinated, bear damsonlike fruits loved by birds. Ours are seedlings
of unknown gender. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)
(China)(Fra,B&W)
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Choisya

Choisya

Cornus

char123 Choisya arizonica Bluestone
MEXICAN ORANGE
Size1 $29
A more delicate-looking Mexican Orange
with glossy, bluish and narrow leaves on
pale stems. The small white flowers emerge
in spring with the characteristic scent of
citrus expected with Choisya, and continue
to sporadically appear throughout the
season. The unique, evergreen foliage adds
remarkable year-round texture and appeal.
(EG)(z7)

coal041 Cornus alternifolia Argentea
VARIEGATED PAGODA TREE
Tube $29.95
This delightful multi-tiered shrub/tree
stays small growing to just 10-15'. Its dainty
foliage is medium-green brightly edged
with white and its small white flowers in
spring become showy purple-black fruit in
summer. The pretty, bright-pink fall color
is a joy as well! This exceptional specimen
really lights up a garden. S-PSh/M (Dec)
(z4)(ENAm)

chte220 Choisya ternata
MEXICAN ORANGE BLOSSOM
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
White flowers throughout late spring/early
summer fill “the air with orange-blossom
perfume” (Genders); the shiny green
leaves of this med. rounded shrub are also
aromatic if crushed; nice in sun or shade or
as container plant. S-PSh/M/GDr (EG)(z7)
(Mexico)(Fra,Cut,Bfly)

cora112 Cornus racemosa (paniculata)
GREY DOGWOOD
Size1 2-3' $19
This beautiful shrub dogwood has much
to recommend it: early summer clusters of
small creamy-white flowers and good red
fall color with white berries on bright rosecolored stalks; a medium to large shrub of
neat habit. S-PSh/M-W (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENAm,B&W)

Clethra
clal019 Clethra alnifolia Ruby Spice
PINK SUMMERSWEET
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
This stunning 4-6'shrub produces deliciously fragrant panicles of deep- pink
flowers in late summer, the blossoms are
especially welcome as many other shrubs
are already bloomed out. This shrub is a
good choice for tough spots, it will bloom
in sun or shade and can tolerate medium
to wet soils. The sweetly-scented blooms
perfume the entire garden and bring in the
bees and butterflies too! Foliage turns a
lovely butter-yellow in autumn. S-Sh/M-W
(Dec)(z4)(Fra,Hon,ENAm)
clba200 Clethra barbinervis Takeda
Nishiki
VARIEGATED JAPANESE CLETHRA
Tube $19.95
An elegant and eye-catching specimen for
the fragrant garden. The new leaves on this
outstanding 5-15' multi-trunked shrub are
attired with gorgeous speckles of green,
creamy-white and shrimp pink; over time
the foliage matures to cream and green. The
wonderful pink new growth does keep appearing into summer just when the sweetly
fragrant sprays of white-bells are blooming.
Autumn finds this beauty flecked with red
and gold and winter shows off the lovely
exfoliating bark on older specimens; such a
stunning plant deserves prominent spot in
the landscape. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Japan)
(Fra,Hon,Bfly)
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cost080 Cornus sericea Arctic Fire™
ARCTIC FIRE DOGWOOD
Tube $10.95
A beautiful and compact red-stemmed
cultivar, ideal for winter interest in even
residential landscapes at just 3-4 feet tall.
The stems are also often used for festive,
indoor holiday arrangements. PPAF 18523
(Dec)(z3)(B&W)
coar019 Cornus sericea Arctic Sun®
ORANGE TWIG DOGWOOD
Tube $15.95
Developed in the Netherlands, this brightly
colored compact (3-4’) dogwood has rich
yellow stems tipped blood red, which are
quite striking in winter landscapes as well
as indoor arrangements. (Dec)(z4)
cose015 Cornus sericea Cardinal
RED-TWIG DOGWOOD
Tube $15.95
This wonderful 6-9' multi-stemmed shrub
is truly a four-season wonder; handsome,
small, creamy-white spring blooms, darkgreen ovate leaves spring though summer
become stunning shades of rose to winered in fall which contrasts gorgeously with

the white autumn berries, winter is when
this shrub really shines as the fantastic
cardinal-red stems absolutely glow. A very
easy-going beauty for hedge, mixed boarder or rain garden; an introduction from the
University of Minnesota.S-PSh/M-W (Dec)
(z3)(B&W,Hedge)
cost082 Cornus stolonifera Arctic Fire®
Yellow
YELLOW TWIG DOGWOOD
Tube $15.95
An attractive and sturdy selection of the
North American native, but with gorgeous
yellow stems! White, late spring flower
clusters lead to white berries the birds will
appreciate. 1-2yo stems generally have the
best color, so it is recommended to cut the
plants back to stems every other year. Or if
you have planted for screening, cut out 1/3
of the old stems every year. (Early spring
is the best time for pruning.) S-Sh/M
PP32351 (Dec)(z2)(NAM)(B&W,Cut,Hon)

Corylopsis
cogl096 Corylopsis glabrescens
Longwood Chimes
WINTER HAZEL
Tube $19.95
An outstanding selection of Winterhazel
which produces its superb, fragrant, large,
pendulous, soft-yellow flowers clusters twoweeks later than other varieties (allowing
them to miss late frosts). The blooms are
an especially lovely sight as they appear on
the bare-branches of this 8' tall and wide
spreading (to 15') shrub. Makes a beautiful
understory plant; seed for this selection
was collected in Kyushu, Japan for the US
National Arboretum and this exceptional
seedling was one of three that was given
to Longwood Gardens. PSh/M (Dec)(z6)
(Japan)(Fra)
cogl500 Corylopsis gotoana
CHINESE WINTER HAZEL
Tube $15.95
A wonderful wide-spreading 10-15'
understory shrub from China. The soft
yellow-green flowers on bare-branches in
spring are a delight. Crinkled green leaves
are nearly round and turn a gorgeous soft
lemon-yellow in autumn; an elegant shrub
for part-shade. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(China)

Corylus
coam189 Corylus americana
AMERICAN HAZELNUT
Size1 1-2' $29
Before the dark-green toothed leaves cover
this pretty 6-15' multi-stemmed native
shrub, spring brings attractive 2-3" showy
yellow male catkins, these pollinate the
small red inconspicuous female catkins to
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become about the cutest little nuts ever,
'helmeted' with papery, fringed bracts,
(Corylus comes from the Greek korys
meaning helmet).These nuts although
much smaller, have as just as sweet a kernel
as the commercial form (if you can get to
them!), they are mostly enjoyed mostly by
squirrels and birds; variable but nice fall
color from yellow to rose. S-PSh/M (Dec)
(z4)(ENAm)(B&W,Ed)

Cotinus
coco267 Cotinus coggygria Velveteeny™
DWARF SMOKEBUSH
Tube $19.95
An easy-going, colorful plant for gardens
of any size with deep burgundy, round,
velvety leaves which turn striking shades of
red-orange in autumn. Late spring to summer flowers are feathery plumes of pink
with tinges of gray, which contrast beautifully with the burgundy foliage. Attracts
butterflies and other pollinators. Wonderful
for cut arrangements. S/MGDr (Dec)(z4)
(Bfly,Cut)
cowi014 Cotinus coggygria Winecraft
Black®
DWARF PURPLE SMOKEBUSH
Tube $19.95
Lush round leaves emerge opulent purple
in spring, but as the weather heats up, they
deepen to nearly black! Hefty blooms appear in summer which become the unusual
pink 'smoke' flowers this shrub is known
for. Autumn finds this bush lit up with fiery
reds and oranges. This shrub is wonderfully
easy-care and requires no pruning; and at
only 4-6' it fits into any sized landscape or
large container. S/M PPAF (Dec)(z4)(PW)
(Hedge,Dwarf)

cheerful orange, quickly turn golden, and
mature a bold chartreuse. Flowers are many
fluffy green panicles which cover the shrub,
to later become the beautiful pink smokelike plumes the plants are named after.
PP30327 S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Cut)

Cotoneaster
cosu156 Cotoneaster x suecicus Emerald
Beauty™
GROUNDCOVER COTONEASTER
Tube $10.95 Size1 6-12" $19
A lovely, low-growing, evergreen Cotoneaster with especially glossy, deep green
leaves from the University of Oregon.
White late spring flowers attract butterflies
and other beneficial pollinators. They are
small but adorable, and stand out due to
their prominent, bright yellow stamens.
As fall approaches, loads of vividly orange
berries appear, contrasting beautifully
with the deep green foliage. The berries
are not fit for human consumption, but
birds cannot resist them. S/M (EG)(z5)
(B&W,Hon,Rock)

Cupressus
culu113 Cupressus lusitanica
MEXICAN CYPRESS
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
With rapid growth of up to 2 ½ feet per
year, healthy appearance and spreading
habit to 30-50' tall, this is an excellent
windbreak tree. The lovely fern-like foliage
also makes it an excellent ornamental. This
tree is an interesting specimen that comes
to us from Mexico and South America. It
has been widely planted as an ornamental
and timber tree from Texas to Portugal and
beyond! S/M (EG)(z7)(Mexico)(Bon)

Cytisus

coco256 Cotinus coggygria Winecraft
Gold®
SMOKEBUSH
Tube $19.95
Talk about a plant to brighten up a space!
This smokebush is a bright beacon of color
all season long. Spring leaves emerge a

cyba050 Cytisus battandieri
MOROCCAN BROOM
Tube $19.95
Very different and very wonderful! This
12' shrub is covered with large silky haired
trifoliate leaves and in mid-summer, a
succession of large, bright-yellow, coneshaped flower clusters that smell just like
pineapple! The flowers are followed by 3"
pea-like seed capsules which are covered in
silver down. This is a truly unique beauty
from the forests of the Atlas Mountains in
Morocco. Received the Royal Horticultural
Society's Award of Garden Merit in 1993.
S/M-D/GDr (SEG)(z7)(Morocco)(Fra,DR)
“I would not hesitate to recommend your
beautiful plants to anyone. They are the
best I have ever seen.” (St. Joseph, MO)

Disanthus

Deutzia
deyu068 Deutzia Yuki Cherry Blossom™
DWARF PINK DEUTZIA
Tube $15.95
Delightful pink and white blooms smother
this fabulous, low-spreading Deutzia to
create a carpet of color in spring. This is the
perfect shrub to be planted en masse due to
its graceful mounding habit and purple fall
color. It is also wonderfully effective as a
centerpiece in a large container. S/M PPAF
(Dec)(z5)(Fra,Hum,Cut)
degr009 Deutzia gracilis Chardonnay
Pearls®
GOLD-LEAVED DEUTZIA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The showy bright-yellow to chartreuse
foliage of this compact 2-3' shrub provides
intense all-season color! Elegant, white,
pearl-like buds explode into a shower
of fragrant brilliantwhite spring flowers.
This is a great way to
add a brilliant splash
of color to the foundation, border or
container. S-PSh/M
PP16098 (Dec)(z5)
(Cont,Bfly,Fra)
decr028 Deutzia gracilis Nikko
DWARF DEUTZIA
Tube $15.95
This highly attractive, dwarf shrub has
gracefully arching branches that reach 2'
high and spread elegantly to 5' wide. In
spring, each branch is completely covered
with masses of fragrant, double, brightwhite blossoms. Lush-green summer foliage turns a striking, deep, dark-burgundy
color in fall. This shrub works very well
in a container, but it is especially effective
planted en masse or cascading down an
embankment. S/M (Dec)(z6)(Bfly,Fra,Hon)

Disanthus
dice060 Disanthus cercidifolius Ena
nishiki
VARIEGATED DISANTHUS
Tube $29.95 Size1 $49
The only variegated Disanthus, this 8-10'
shrub known for its striking pink-to-crimson fall color also offers grey-green foliage
showily edged and splashed with cream.
PSh/M (Dec)(z7)(Japan)
dice155 Disanthus cercidifolius
REDBUD-LEAVED HAZEL
Tube $29.95
The attractive, heart-shaped, redbud-like
foliage of this rounded 8-10' vibrant shrub
is blue-green in the summer before turning
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Elaeagnus
to exquisite shades of orange to claret-red
and purple in autumn. Tiny, but incredibly
intricate star-shaped, lightly-fragrant red
flowers appear right as the leaves drop. This
is a wonderful plant for the woodland; keep
in mind that is does not tolerate drought.
PSh-S/M (Dec)(z7)(Japan)

Elaeagnus
eleb038 Elaeagnus ebbingei Gilt Edge
VARIEGATED SILVERBERRY
Tube $15.95
Similar to its hybrid parent but with a dramatic, clear bright-yellow margin around
the edge of each leaf. S/M-D/GDr (SEG)
(z6)(Fra,Cut,Hon)
elpu032 Elaeagnus pungens Clemson
Variegated
VARIEGATED AUTUMN OLIVE
Size1 $29
This delightful and drought tolerant 6-10'
evergreen offer the year-round foliar interest of leaves brightly variegated with gold
and yellow plus fragrant (though tiny)
flowers in autumn... great hedge/screen/accent. S/M-D (EG)(z7)(Fra)

Forsythia
foko110 Forsythia koreana Flying
Machine®
FORSYTHIA
Tube $15.95
This spectacular Forsythia features extralarge golden yellow flowers that fall to the
ground intact, creating a carpet of early
spring color below the 8 foot tall shrubs.
An especially versatile plant suitable for
borders, screens, hedges, cut flowers, mass
plantings, containers or as specimens. Easy
to care for and deer resistant. (Dec)(z6)

is somewhat fuzzy, and a highly attractive
bluish-green, which turns every shade of
the autumnal rainbow in fall. Its smaller
stature lends this plant well to landscapes of
all sizes, for 3 seasons of interest. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z5)(SENAm)(B&W,Cut,ENa)
foga103 Fothergilla gardenii Blue Mist
FOTHERGILLA
Tube $19.95
A treasure in spring with its honey-scented,
white bottle-brush flowers which make
their appearance on the bare branches
before the attractive blue-green foliage that
make this shrub a standout in summer. In
autumn, this 2-3' mounder shows off again
with bright yellow, orange, red and purple
colors. This cultivar is a delight year-round;
needs afternoon shade in hotter climates.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(Fra,Hon)
foja018 Fothergilla gardenii Jane Platt
DWARF WITCH ALDER
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
A pleasing compact witch alder growing to
only 2-3' and as wide; this delightful eastern native has creamy-white honey scented
bottle-brush flowers in spring before the
pretty blue-green summer leaves appear,
autumn is perhaps its best season when
this low spreading shrub becomes a flame
of yellow-orange-red; a fine cultivar found
growing in Jane Platt's Portland Or. garden.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Fra,Hon)

Fothergilla
fole014 Fothergilla Legend of the Fall®
WITCH ALDER
Tube $19.95
Witch alder is a southeastern US native
always admired for its brilliant fall color,
but this one really steals the show with its
dazzling shades of yellow, orange and red.
Fluffy spring flowers are white and fill the
air with a sweet honey-like scent. A great
shade tolerant and deer resistant shrub for
planting among trees. S-PSh/M PP32049
(Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(DR,Cont)
fole022 Fothergilla Legend of the Small™
DWARF WITCH ALDER
Tube $19.95
Early spring, white, puffy blooms last for
weeks, and attract beneficial pollinators of
all kinds, to this compact (24-30") Southeastern US native shrub. Summer foliage
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foga105 Fothergilla major Mt. Airy
WITCH ALDER
Tube $19.95
'Mt. Airy' is a wonderful hybrid discovered
by plantsman Michael Dirr at the Mt. Airy
arboretum in Ohio. Much smaller than the
straight species (growing to 3-5 feet tall and
nearly as wide), 'Mt. Airy' is much more
suited to most landscapes. Larger, fragrant,
white flower puffs cover this beautiful
eastern native upright shrub in early spring
before the leaves emerge, pretty green foliage becomes a spectacular show in autumn!
S/M (Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(Fra,Hon,ENAm)

Gardenia
gaja011 Gardenia jasminoides Kleim’s
Hardy
HARDY GARDENIA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
You can enjoy the exquisite jasmine perfume of the lovely pure-white single flowers
of this compact 3-4' "survivor" indoors OR
outdoors; hardy to zone 7; the species is
used for tea flavoring in China. S-PSh/M
(EG)(z7)(Fra,Cut)
gaja077 Gardenia jasminoides Summer
Snow®
FRAGRANT GARDENIA
Tube $15.95
The intoxicatingly fragrant, pure-white,
double flowers really stand out against the
lush dark green foliage on this 2-4' evergreen shrub. An excellent shrub for accent
or container, in fact in a container it can be
brought indoors for the winter. Be sure to
situate this plant where you will be able to
take in the delicious fragrance!This cultivar
is hardier than other Gardenias, thanks to
10 years of work by Doug Torn. S-PSh/M
PP22797 (EG)(z6)(Fra,Cut)

Gaultheria
gapr130 Gaultheria procumbens Berry
Cascade™
WINTERGREEN
Tube $15.95
Talk about berries! This bonny, little wintergreen wears an abundance of brilliantly
red berries from fall through spring, cascading down the entire length of the stems.
They are preceded by delicate, bell-shaped
flowers in the summer, and the orange-red
new growth maintains its color for months.
And the color does not stop there! With
cooler temperatures, the foliage becomes a
beautiful burgundy. A festive ground cover
or a surprising addition to mixed containers.PP20094 (EG)(z3)
gapr136 Gaultheria procumbens Winter
Splash™
VARIEGATED WINTERGREEN
Tube $15.95
This is a fantastic and festive groundcover,
a rare variegated wintergreen with green
and white leaves which blush with pink
in the winter. Winter also brings scarletred, edible berries, making this a perfect
plant for holiday decorating indoors and
out. It needs part shade to full shade, is
very cold hardy, and will tolerate unideal
growing conditions such as poor soil and
root completion. Very easy-going, fragrant,
deer resistant, and edible. Try making tea
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with the leaves, eating the berries or adding
them to baked treats! PSh-SH/MGDr (EG)
(z3)(B&W,Fra,Ed)

Grevillea
grmu018 Grevillea victoriae Murray
Valley Queen
GREVILLEA
Tube $15.95
If you are looking for a 'Wow!' plant, here
it is. Long racemes of brilliant orange and
pink blossoms hang all over this fabulous
evergreen winter into spring, right when
you need flowers the most! A protea
relative from Tasmania, this species has
lovely deep olive-green foliage and creates
an open, spreading shrub 5-6' high and
slightly wider. This is the prefect shrub for
xeriscape gardens and a real treat for hummingbirds. This cultivar really is a must for
warm climate gardens. S-M-D (EG)(z8)
(B&W)

Hamamelis
haar055 Hamamelis intermedia Arnold
Promise
YELLOW WITCH HAZEL
Tube $29.95
One of the finest of the yellow witch hazels,
this delightful selection produces a prolific
crop of large and sweetly-fragrant yellow
ribbon-like flowers each year.This cultivar
blooms somewhat later in spring than
other varieties and over a longer period
to extend the season. Becomes an upright
spreading vase-shaped shrub to 12-20' with
lovely yellow fall color. This selection was a
Royal Horticultural Society of Great Britain
Award of Garden Merit plant in 1993. SPSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Cut,Fra)
haje567 Hamamelis intermedia Jelena
COPPER WITCH HAZEL
Tube $29.95
This superb witch hazel has spectacular
copper blooms that absolutely glow in latewinter or early-spring; dense clusters of
deliciously fragrant flowers with 1" twisted
crinkled petals which are red at the base,
orange in the middle and yellow at the tip;
vigorous 8-12' upright shrub with spreading habit and fiery orange-red fall color.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Fra)

hamo578 Hamamelis intermedia
Primavera
YELLOW WITCH HAZEL
Tube $29.95
Sweetly-scented and exceedingly floriferous, the bright lemon-yellow flowers of this
vigorous 12-15' vase-shaped shrub appear
later than many, extending the wonderful witch hazel season; rich yellow-orange
autumn color is a welcome sight as well.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Fra,Cut)
hamo577 Hamamelis mollis Pallida
FRAGRANT YELLOW WITCH HAZEL
Tube $29.95
“Deservedly one of the most popular witch
hazels” (Hillier); large sulfur-yellow flowers
have a strong, delicately-sweet fragrant
when they are densely clustered along the
naked branches of this large shrub/small
tree in early spring. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)
(Fra,Cut)
have080 Hamamelis vernalis
OZARK WITCH HAZEL
Size1 1-2' $29
The unusual, late winter, ribbon-like golden
blooms of this easy going native feature a
red inner calyx and are deliciously fragrant;
this vigorous shrub is found growing in the
central and Southern United States usually
growing to about 6' tall and suckering to
form colonies15' wide (remove suckers to
contain the shrub if desired);vibrant yellow
fall color only adds to its beauty. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z5)(NAm)(Fra,Cut)
havi085 Hamamelis virginiana
VIRGINIA WITCH HAZEL
Tube $15.95
The commercial source of witch hazel, this
15' graceful, spreading shrub is the last
to bloom in fall when its unusual golden
ribbon-like flowers unfurl, the lightly
fragrant flowers usually make their appearance after the leaves drop in autumn, but
sometimes they appear at the same time
as the yellow fall color; found growing in
the Eastern United States these shrubs are
very adaptable to most garden conditions
(including clay), remove suckers if you do
not wish this shrub to spread, otherwise
it is a maintenance free shrub. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENa,Med,Fra)

Hibiscus
hiwh006 Hibiscus syriacus White
Chiffon
WHITE ROSE OF SHARON
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The delicate pure-white flowers have lovely,
lacy centers which almost look like anemones! Blossoms appear profusely in summer
on this incredibly low-maintenance bush.
This lovely and sturdy 8-10' shrub is perfect

Hydrangea
for accent or hedge. No proper moonlight
garden can go without one!S/M PP12612
(Dec)(z5)(Bfly)

Hoheria
hose002 Hoheria sexstylosa Snowflurry
RIBBONWOOD
Size1 1-2' $29
Lace-like fibrous bark, a fast-growing
and tolerant nature, narrow, toothed and
a profusion of small “snowflake” white
flowers in late summer make this graceful
tree wonderful for accent or woodland.
S-PSh/M (SEG)(z8)(NZ)

Holodiscus
hodi035 Holodiscus discolor
CREAMBUSH/OCEAN SPRAY
Size1 1-2' $19
A favorite, beautiful Western native! This
gracefully arching shrub (6-12') is a cascade
of white, late spring blooms and a subtle
flame of orange in fall. S/M-D (Dec)(z5)
(WNAm)(WNa,Bon,Fra)

Hydrangea
hyar025 Hydrangea arborescens
Annabelle
SMOOTH HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
An exquisite cultivar featuring blooms
much larger than the species; sterile, white
flower clusters appear in huge, rounded
heads up to a foot across! Flowers appear
in June, blooming for up to two months
and sometimes repeat bloom in the fall.
Featuring dark green, serrate leaves on a
3-5' rounded, deciduous shrub. 'Annabelle'
is a delightful naturally occurring cultivar
which was discovered growing near Anna,
Illinois. This is a wonderful shrub for naturalizing in your woodland garden! PSh/M
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(Fra,Cut)
hyar045 Hydrangea arborescens
Incrediball®
SMOOTH HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95
This is a truly incredible specimen.The
dazzling-white flower heads on this wonderful 4-5' eastern native shrub are each
up to 1 foot across! The beach-ball sized
blooms appear from mid-summer into fall
on the sturdy stems of this handsome deepgreen shrub; the blossoms are beautiful
cut or dried. S-PSh/M PP20571 (Dec)(z3)
(Cut,Bfly)
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Hydrangea
hyar015 Hydrangea arborescens
Incrediball® Blush
PINK FLOWERING SMOOTH
HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95
This gorgeous hydrangea is well loved for
their enormous soft-pink blooms held up
on sturdy stems! The blooms on this North
American native are up to one foot across
and look stunning held over the brightgreen foliage of this 4-5'shrub. The incredible blossoms dry well and can be kept in a
vase or used for craft projects. This beauty
blooms on new wood. S-PSh/M PP28280
(Dec)(z3)(ENAm)
hyqu048 Hydrangea quercifolia Queen
of Hearts
OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This royal hybrid of 'Snow Queen' x 'Pee
Wee' forms a dense rounded shrub to
6' tall with a wider spread up to 9'. It is
distinguished for its hefty, vertical, conical
flower panicles (to 9" long) which open
white but gradually mature to a striking deep rose-pink. This cultivar blooms
one to two weeks later than most Oakleaf
Hydrangea cultivars, extending the bloom
season! Large, distinct, oak-like leaves are
deep-green before turning rich shades of
wine-red in autumn. Cinnamon colored
exfoliating bark is revealed after leaf-drop
for striking winter interest. This fabulous
Hydrangea was hybridized by the U.S. National Arboretum in 1998 and introduced
into commerce by the Arboretum in 2013.
S/PSh-M (Dec)(z5)(Cut,Dry)
hyqu081 Hydrangea quercifolia Ruby
Slippers
OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Spectacular upright 9" inflorescences start
out white before turning pink and then
to a deep-dark rose make these compact
3-6'shrubs not only more usable for small
gardens, but beautiful as well; a wonderful
plant produced by 10 years of work by US
National Arboretum. S-PS/M (Dec)(z5)
(ENAm)(ENa,Cut)
hyqu051 Hydrangea quercifolia Snow
Queen
OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 4-5' $55
Lovely all year, this compact (4-6') shrub
selected by Princeton N. has large white
(pink when dry) flower heads held upright
for a spectacular summer show; its handsome leaves turn burgundy in fall, and it
has attractive bark. PSh/MPPatent4458
(Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(Cut,Fra)
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Ilex
ilca001 Ilex Castle Spire®
PYRAMIDAL FEMALE HOLLY
Tube $19.95
With its narrow pyramidal habit, dark
green glossy leaves, and vigorous branching, this exceptional all seasons interest
female holly is ideal for screens, hedges,
foundations, or a charming specimen. Plant
near a 'Castle Wall®' for the added beauty
of bright red winter berries! S-PSh/M
PP14310 (EG)(z5)(B&W,Cut)
ilca002 Ilex Castle Wall®
PYRAMIDAL MALE HOLLY
Tube $19.95
Brighten up winter gardens with this dark
and glossy, pyramidal male holly. Its dense
narrow form lends it perfectly to hedges,
screens, foundations, or as a specimen. Use
this handsome holly to pollinate 'Castle
Spire®' for berries, or if berries are not desired, plant on its own. S-PSh/M PP14308
(EG)(z5)(B&W,Cut)
ilaq078 Ilex aquifolium Ferox Argentea
MALE ENGLISH HOLLY
Size1 6-12" $49
These "porcupine" leaves on this male holly
are showy for their spines (present not only
on leaf margins, but all over!) but also for
their creamy-white edges. S/M (EG)(z6)
(Cut,Hon)
ilme043 Ilex meserveae Blue Princess
FEMALE BLUE HOLLY
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
Beautiful in all seasons, this largeshrub (to
15' high x 10' wide) has lustrous deep bluegreen foliage on purple-tinted stems and a
tremendous display of deep-red fruit (when
her prince is present). S/MPPatent3675
(EG)(z5)(Hon,B&W)
ilve066 Ilex verticillata Berry Heavy®
Gold
GOLD-FRUITED WINTERBERRY
Tube $15.95
This winterberry hit the jackpot! Loads of
large bright-gold berries cover the branches
of this 6-8' treasure in fall, selected by the
late Fred Case of MI; Mr. Poppins is the
pollinator. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z3)(ENAm)
(DR,Cut)

ilve018 Ilex verticillata Berry Poppins®
WINTERBERRY HOLLY
Tube $15.95
A wonderful and heavy fruiting dwarf
3-4' winterberry that becomes absolutely
covered with bright, glossy red berries that
cover the branches and hold on long after
leaf drop, a perfect choice for gardeners without a lot of space; Mr. Poppins is
the pollinator, one male for up to seven
females. S/M PP 25835 (Dec)(z4)(ProvenWinner)(B&W)
ilve053 Ilex verticillata Red Sprite/Nana
DWARF FEMALE WINTERBERRY
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
An excellent small shrub to only 2-3' with
large, profuse red berries that persist fall
into winter, sometimes until the next
spring, leaves drop very early in autumn
so you can enjoy the berries, a fantastic
choice for rain gardens! S/M-W (Dec)(z4)
(Bon,B&W,Hon)
ilve089 Ilex verticillata Southern
Gentleman
LATE MALE WINTERBERRY
Size1 1-2' $29
A fine, vigorous, rounded upright shrub to
6-8'. Blooming 2-3 weeks earlier than the
northern groups; this gentleman provides
his services for southern belles such as
'Sparkleberry', 'Winter Red', 'Winter Gold'
and 'Sunset'. One male holly can pollinate
up to 8-10 females. Bright-green summer
foliage turns rich shades of yellow to purple
in autumn. S/M-W (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENAm,Hon,B&W)
itvi052 Itea virginica Little Henry®
LITTLE HENRY SWEETSPIRE
Tube $15.95
This fine selection of a U.S. native shrub
has fantastic compact growth to only two
feet tall. Summer finds this prettily arching
gem just covered in 4" long, bright-white
and fragrant flower spikes. Its brilliant
orange-red-maroon fall color makes a
statement lasting into November. S-PSh/MW PP10988 (Dec)(z6)(ENAm)(Fra)

Juniperus
jume064 Juniperus chinensis (media)
Daub’s Frosted
VARIEGATED JUNIPER
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
A favorite!, this low widespreading plant
has pendulous branch tips and blue-green
foliage that is “frosted” (in all areas exposed
to sun) with brilliant gold adding unusual
depth and interest. S/M-D (EG)(z4)(Bon)
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Lagerstroemia
lain088 Lagerstroemia indica Infinitini®
Watermelon
DWARF PINK CRAPE MYRTLE
Tube $19.95
Intense watermelon-pink flowers bloom
abundantly on this fantastic dwarf crape
myrtle. This shrub grows 2-4' tall and just
as wide giving it a wonderful mounding
look. Practically effortless to grow, no
pruning or fussing needed.Bright shades
of yellow, orange and red foliage in autumn drop to reveal eye-catching peeling
bark. Fantastic in containers, pretty as a
border or breathtaking when planted en
masse.S/M PP29007 (Dec)(z6)

Lavandula
lapl069 Lavandula Platinum Blonde™
BLONDE VARIEGATED LAVENDER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
With striking cream and green foliage and
beautiful blue, early-summer flowers, this
award winning compact (16-24") shrublet
is perfect for container or border, vase or
butterfly. S/M-D/GDr USPPP (EG)(z7)
(Bfly,Hum,Cut)
laan221 Lavandula angustifolia Twickel
Purple
ENGLISH LAVENDER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This lavender named
after Twickel castle in the
Netherlands features fragrant, deep purple flower
spikes which stand well
above the compact, spicy
scented, grey foliage. It's
especially tall stems make
this a very fine choice
for cutting arrangements. S/M-D (EG)(z5)
(MEDIT)(Cut,Hon,Fra)
lain069 Lavandula intermedia Gros Bleu
LAVENDER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
A favorite French lavender with especially
deep purple-blue flower spikes (for L.
intermedia), long stems (to approx. 3ft),
and delicate, highly aromatic foliage. All
of these wonderful qualities make this an
exceptional choice for the garden, fresh or
dried bouquets, sachets, and wreaths. S/MD (EG)(z6)(FRANCE)(Bfly,Cut,Fra)
last046 Lavandula stoechas Silver Anouk
SPANISH LAVENDER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This compact upright 1-2' shrub sports
narrow silvery-blue foliage and, all summer
long; tall deep-purple flowers with lavender

wings on the top! exciting drought-tolerant
plant for container/border. S/M-D/GDr
PP20068 (EG)(z8)(Fra,Cut,DR)
last040 Lavandula stoechas Winter Bee
PURPLE SPANISH LAVENDER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
A GREAT show (large, dark-purple
fragrant flowers, April-to-July on the
main stem, as well as side branches) PLUS
more adaptability (tolerant of both hot
humid and cold wet weather!) make this
2' a winner! S/M-D/GDrPPAF (EG)(z7)
(Fra,Med,Cut)

Leucothoe
lefo113 Leucothoe fontanesiana
Rainbow
VARIEGATED FETTERBUSH
Tube $15.95
Beautiful streaks of red, yellow, and cream
appear irregularly on the lovely variegated
foliage of this superb ornamental native.
The leaves are an added attraction to this
fantastic evergreen shrub with its pendulous white flower clusters, dark blue berries
and gracefully arching branches. This
specimen will reach 5' tall and somewhat
wider, spreading to 6'; a wonderful way to
brighten up a shady corner. PSh/M (EG)
(z6)(ENAm)(DR,ENa)

Lindera
libe060 Lindera benzoin
SPICEBUSH
Size1 $29
This wonderful dense, 6-12' shrub has
a wide, rounded habit and produces
showy yellow-green flowers clusters on
bare branches in spring before the rich
spicily-fragrant (when crushed or broken)
leaves, red berries on female plants (ours
are unsexed) have unique peppery taste
and scent; deep golden-yellow fall color
contrasts beautifully with the red fruits;
this fine shrub native to the Eastern United
States is the larval food of the spicebush
swallowtail butterfly. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)
(ENAm)(B&W,Hon,Fra)

Loropetalum
loch060 Loropetalum chinense
Razzleberri
RED-LEAVED EG WITCH HAZEL
Tube $15.95 Size1 6 $29
Deep pink fringed flowers make this spring
show-off a hit in any garden where its 4-6'
mounding habit and gracefully arching
evergreen-leaved branches are handsome
all year. S-PSh/M (EG)(z7)(Asia)

Myrtus

Magnolia
mabe058 Magnolia Betty
MAGNOLIA
Size1 2-3' $49
One of the first Magnolias to flower, this
erect 10-15' shrub produces its rosy-purple
4" flowers in early spring. S/M (Dec)(z5)
(DR)

Malus
masa280 Malus sargentii
SARGENT CRABAPPLE
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
A delightful dwarf crabapple from Japan
grown for its unique broad, shrub habit becoming a 6-8'bush with no central leader;
covered with masses of white flowers on
alternate years, which are followed by peasized, sweet tasting, bright-red, long-lasting
fruits which contrast beautifully with the
golden-yellow autumn leaves; a wonderful
addition to a mixed hedge or border; shows
good disease resistance as well. S/M (Dec)
(z4)(Japan)(B&W,Fra,Bon)

Myrtus
myco100 Myrtus communis Compacta
DWARF MYRTLE
Tube $15.95
Densely-set, small, glossy-leaves are highly
aromatic when bruised and have long been
used as a culinary spice. Becoming a small
mounding 2-3'shrub, this compact grower
is an excellent choice for edging, hedge
or as a subject for bonsai. Summer brings
masses of beautiful creamy-white blooms
with long, showy stamens. The blossoms
give way to tiny blue-black fruits which
are eaten fresh or used to make 'Mirto', a
much loved herbal liqueur which makes a
colorful cocktail addition! This evergreen
was held sacred by the Greco-Romans who
dedicated it to Venus the goddess of love.
S/M-D (EG)(z8)(Bon,Fra,Cont)
myco110 Myrtus communis Variegata
VARIEGATED DWARF MYRTLE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Such a delightful plant! This 3-6' shrub
has bright glossy-green leaves margined
in a showy creamy-white. Summer brings
abundant white blooms which are sweetly
scented.The blossoms give way to tiny
blue-black fruits which are used to make
'Mirto', a much loved herbal liqueur drunk
all over Sardinia. This fine evergreen shrub
is perfect for specimen planting or formal
hedges. This a very choice plant, great for
Mediterranean and Xeric gardens.S/M-D/
GDr (EG)(z8)(Fra,Bon,Liqueur)
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Nandina

Nandina
nado084 Nandina domestica Leucocarpa
WHITE-FRUITED HEAVENLY
BAMBOO
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
This 4-6' white-berried form has no red in
its foliage, either, being, instead, a softer
lighter green. S-PSh/M (SEG)(z6)(DR)

Physocarpus
phop096 Physocarpus opulifolius Center
Glow™
GOLD & BURGUNDY NINEBARK
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The dramatic foliage of this 6-8' vaseshaped shrub opens up a greenish-gold
before maturing to a deep, dark-burgundy.
The effect is an amazing contrast, especially
on those intermediate leaves which are
burgundy with a gold center! White-tintedpink summer flowers standout against the
foliage before they become showy darkpink fruit. A fine introduction from Bailey
Nursery. S/M PP16984 (Dec)(z4)(Bfly)
phop029 Physocarpus opulifolius Ginger
Wine™
NINEBARK
Tube $15.95
Outstanding burgundy-red foliage on this
fine upright (to 6') shrub really glow in the
summer sun, bright white spring flowers
become decorative red seedheads for added
interest. S/M PPAF (Dec)(z3)(Cut)

pist066 Pinus strobus Niagra Falls
WEEPING EASTERN WHITE PINE
Tube $29.95
Gracefully pendulous stems radiate out
on this distinctive and rare witches broom
of Pinus strobus 'Pendula'. Long, bright,
bluish-green needles give this 3-6' tall by
4-8' wide multi-stemmed shrub look lush.
The gently cascading horizontal growth
makes it an excellent specimen for rock
garden or groundcover. To get height out of
this shrub, it must be staked; this cultivar
was a 2009 selection for Collector's Conifer
of the year. S/M (EG)(z4)(ENAm)(ENAm)
pist535 Pinus strobus Squiggles
DWARF EASTERN WHITE PINE
Tube $29.95
A highly ornamental, dwarf selection of
Eastern white pine. Slowly grows compact
and dense, globose and flat, typically to the
ground. Its attractive blue-green needles
are thin and twisted. A great plant for sunny rock gardens, in containers or planted in
mass. S/M (EG)(z3)(ENAm)(ENa)
pith096 Pinus thunbergii Yatsubusa
JAPANESE BLACK PINE
Size5 $85
Reaching only 3-4 feet in height and
spread, 'Yatsubusa' is a popular dwarf
form of the Japanese Black Pine. Dense &
spreading in form, and showcasing white
"candles" in the springtime that serve as
an interesting contrast to the dark green
needles. S/MG (EG)(z6)

Plagianthus
pldi054 Plagianthus divaricatus
RIBBONWOOD
Tube $15.95
One of few shrubs that enjoy both saltladen winds and wet soils, this dense
twiggy shrub from New Zealand’s coastal
marshes would make a good coastal hedge
possibility for anywhere it’s hardy. S/M-W
(Dec)(z8)(NZ)

Pinus
pist092 Pinus strobus Blue Shag
DWARF BLUE EASTERN WHITE PINE
Tube $29.95 Size1 6-12" $49
The outstanding 4-6' dwarf white pine
forms a very dense mound of attractive,
bright blue-green needles. The lovely
needles (bundled in fives) are soft to the
touch, so this treasure can be planted near
walkways or any trafficked area. This award
winning specimen is very low-maintenance
and perfect for rock gardens or containers.
S/M (EG)(z3)(Bon,DR,Cont)
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Podocarpus
poma029 Podocarpus macrophyllus
maki
SHRUBBY YEW-PINE
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
This fantastic 8-20' shrub yew is smaller
and slower-growing than the species. It has
lovely upright branching, thicker deepgreen needles and a denser overall habit.
The long, thin, strap-like needles add lovely
texture to the garden.With its very neat
appearance it is perfect for either formal or
Japanese gardens. This shrub makes a great
container plant which can also be used

indoors. Very deer resistant, the foliage and
red berries of this plant are mildly poisonous. S/M (EG)(z7)(Bon,Poison)

Prunus
prla078 Prunus laurocerasus Otto
Luyken
DWARF ENGLISH LAUREL
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
This easy-care dwarf cherry laurel makes a
fine compact hedge or specimen. It features
a lovely spreading habit reaching only 4'
high and 6-8' wide.This fine shrub has
deep-green evergreen foliage and masses
of small white flowers in spring which turn
to interesting black cherry-like fruits in
the fall. This elegant plant makes a lovely
accent and it is also beautiful when massed.
S-Sh/M (EG)(z7)(Fra,Hon)

Rhododendron
rhro116 Rhododendron Rosy Lights
HARDY AZALEA
Tube $15.95
The masses of fragrant, large (to 3") deep
rosy-pink flowers with a darker rose
splotch produced by this very hardy azalea
are sure to brighten any northern spring.
This cultivar is a fine selection from seedling azaleas in the Northern Lights series,
bred for superior hardiness with buds that
can withstand temperatures of -30 to -45
degrees F. Larger than some azaleas this
will become a beautiful rounded 6-8' shrub
with a spreading habit. Stunning again in
fall when the foliage turns shades of yellow,
red and purple. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z4)
rhtr005 Rhododendron Tri-Lights
HARDY AZALEA
Tube $15.95
Deep rose-pink buds open to curvy edged
flowers that are shell-pink with white overtones and a bright-yellow blotch. Bred for
its exceptional hardiness with buds that can
handle temperatures down to -30 to -45
degrees F! Pretty in bloom and a nice shrub
for hedge or border summer, grows 4 to 5'
tall and just as wide. This fine member of
the Northern Lights series was introduced
in 2000 by the University of Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z4)

Rhus
rhar156 Rhus aromatica Grow-Low
DWARF FRAGRANT SUMAC
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 2-3' $55
Low growing (2 1/2') and spreading
groundcover sumac for massing or bank
control; leaves are aromatic when crushed,
as are small yellow spring flowers, and it
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really shines in fall when glossy trifoliate
leaves turn shades of gold, orange, and red.
S/M-D (Dec)(z4)(B&W,Hon)
rhar155 Rhus aromatica
FRAGRANT SUMAC
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This Sumac native to the southeastern
U.S. and Canada has clouds of early small
yellow flowers which appear on the stems
tips in spring. Colorful, early scarlet fruits
and intensely crimson fall color make
this 3-6' tall by 6-10' wide shrub a much
valued ornamental.Its toughness, spreading
suckering roots, and dense foliage make it
an excellent bank cover. S/M-D (Dec)(z4)
(ENAm)(ENa,B&W,Hon)

roru190 Rosa rugosa
TOMATO ROSE
Tube $10.95 Size1 1-2' $19
A wonderful and very easy-going rose;
large and exceptionally fragrant flowers
that are generally pink, but sometimes
white or red are followed by large edible
hips giving it the common name of Tomato
Rose. These 6' shrubs also have gorgeous
red-orange fall color; a perfect choice for
hedges, these roses are extremely adaptable, they will even grow in salt spray! S/M
(Dec)(z4)(Asia)(Fra,Ed,B&W)

Ribes
risa055 Ribes sanguineum
RED-FLOWERED CURRANT
Size1 $25
Bright rosy-red flowers in dangling clusters
very early in spring make this mediumsized shrub outstanding; blue fruits and
yellow fall color follow; the native species,
from which so many nice varieties have
sprung. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(WNAm)
(WNa,Hon,Cut)

Rosa
roru185 Rosa glauca (rubrifolia)
RED-LEAVED ROSE
Tube $10.95 Size1 6-12" $19
This fine 6-8' rose comes to us from the
mountains of central and southern Europe.
Unlike other roses, this one is often grown
for its foliage of outstanding smoky-purple.
Lovely, single, fragrant pink star-shaped
flowers on this vase-shaped shrub are
pretty too! Orange rose hips in fall persist
into winter and make for nice contrast with
the violet stems. S/M (Dec)(z2)(Europe)
(Cut)
ronu175 Rosa nutkana
NOOTKA ROSE
Tube $10.95 Size1 1-2' $19
The strikingly handsome flowers of this
variable 3-6' thicket forming shrub may be
as much as 3 1/2" across and range from
pale-pink to deep-rose.The pretty single
roses are followed by bright-red hips, the
hips are edible and said to be tastier when
bletted. This rose is native to the pastures,
woodlands, prairies and meadows of much
of the American west, from Alaska to the
Rockies. This species was used by several
Native American tribes for food, art and
medicine. It is the larval host of the mourning cloak and grey hairstreak butterflies.
Its dense root system makes it a fine choice
for erosion control. S-PSh/M-D (Dec)(z6)
(WNAm)(WNa,B&W,Ed)

Salix

Rosmarinus
roof050 Rosmarinus officinalis Tuscan
Blue
ROSEMARY
Tube $10.95 Size1 6-12" $19
A wonderful upright rosemary,
growing up to six feet tall and
only two feet wide. The deepgreen and deliciously aromatic
leaves are larger than other
cultivars. Winter-into-spring
blooms of bright violet to blue
flowers are so beautiful and are
also an early nectar source for
the bees. This is a great selection for creating a hedge or border. S/M-D/GDr (EG)
(z7)(Ed,Fra,Hon)

Salix
sabo020 Salix boothii
WILLOW
Size1 $29
From BC south to Calif., from river
bottoms to sagebrush valleys, from hot
canyons to cool highlands, this 10-20'
western native is adaptable. S/M-W (Dec)
(z5)(WNAm)(WNa)
room177 Rosa sericea omeiensis
pteracantha
WINGED ROSE
Tube $15.95
This amazing 8' rose shrub from China
must be seen to be believed! Not actually
grown for its abundant and lovely creamcolored roses, it is the striking, enormous,
red-winged thorns that make this plant so
interesting; when the sun shines through
them they truly glow and it is a sight to behold. Ferny foliage with more than eleven
leaflets and pretty red hips only add to the
picture; makes an incredible specimen with
its architectural arching branches. S/M
(Dec)(z7)(China)(Thorns)
rowo215 Rosa woodsii
MOUNTAIN ROSE
Tube $10.95 Size1 1-2' $19
This native rose is found growing from
Alaska and Canada to the western and
central United States. Single, fragrant
flowers are variable in shades of pink and
ripen into ornamental bright red hips. The
medium-green leaves turn an orange-red
color in fall. These 6-9' tall prickly shrubs
spread by suckers to form large clumps.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,B&W)
“Yours was the best packaging of plants
that we have received from any nursery.
Compliments on your thoroughness.”
(Spokane, WA)

sach226 Salix chaenomeloides Black Cat®
BLACK PUSSY WILLOW
Tube $19.95
This is a striking, large, and unique pussy
willow, perfect for cut arrangements,
borders and screens. Late winter to early
spring catkins emerge pink to silver, quickly becoming extra-large and black! A truly
remarkable plant! S/W PP27403 (Dec)(z4)
(Bfly,Cut,Hon)
saex034 Salix exigua
COYOTE WILLOW
Size1 $29
This lovely U.S. native is one of the most
silvery willows known (making it just glow
in the moonlight!), this clump-forming
10-20'shrub spreads by basal shoots to
form colonies; pretty pinkish stems contrast with the creamy spring catkins and
the very narrow silver leaves; a very useful
willow for stabilizing banks, also used for
poles, basketry, twine and medicine. S/MW (Dec)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Bas,Hon)
samt058 Salix gracilistyla Mt. Asama
RED-FLOWERED PUSSY WILLOW
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
This spectacular cultivar was selected by
florists in Japan for its incredible dark-pink
pussy willow flowers. The large blossoms
age to a beautiful soft silver. Reaching 6-8'
it is a stunnng shrub.Named for Mt. Asama,
which is a Japanese volcano whose name
is often used for red-flowered plant selec-
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Salix
tions. This willow is a wonderful specimen
plant for ponds edge or large container.
S/M-W (Dec)(z4)(Japan)(Cut,Bfly,Hon)

fruit complete this plant. Part shade needed
in southern states. S-PSh/MPPAF (Dec)
(z3)(WNAm)(B&W,Cont,Ed)

saho537 Salix hookeriana Clatsop
CLATSOP WILLOW
Tube $15.95
A stout branching 5-20' shrub selected by
the NRCS for revegetation use, its new
twigs are covered with dense soft hairs
and later dark green leaves which are also
downy below; in spring 4" catkins are
showy before the leaves. S/M-W (Dec)(z5)
(WNAm)(Hon)

Sarcococca

sain636 Salix integra Hakuro nishiki
DAPPLED WILLOW
Tube $15.95
The rare and graceful has a superbly
elegant habit and eye-catching foliage that
is brilliantly variegated with large patches
of white and pink most of the season. This
attractive cultivar features fast-growth to
4-6', this shrub in wonderful as part of a
water feature or in a large pot. A striking
accent plant that is sure to be noticed. S/MW (Dec)(z4)(Japan)(Bfly,Hon,Cont)
sali540 Salix ligulifolia Placer
PLACER WILLOW
Tube $15.95
For streambank or wild garden, this native
clone selected by the SCS is a 3-15' multistemmed shrub with dark-grey bark and
light green linear leaves. S/M-W (Dec)(z5)
(WNAm)(Hon)

safr050 Sarcococca humilis
SWEETBOX
Tube $15.95
This fabulous compact 3' evergreen
shrub spreads slowly by suckering, it has
gleaming, leathery leaves that are wider,
glossier and darker green than the species.
Tiny-white flowers have a delightful and
far-reaching fragrance and bloom from late
winter into early spring; compact growth
to 2-3' tall and 3-4' wide. A fantastic shrub
for woodland or shade garden. PSh-Sh/M
'Sarsid2' PP#19,951 (EG)(z6)(Fra,DR)
saru145 Sarcococca ruscifolia
FRAGRANT SARCOCOCCA
Tube $15.95
The tiny, creamy-white, early-spring
flowers, although very cute, are not very
showy. The blooms are, however, incredibly vanilla-sweet fragrant and always an
unexpected joy in early-spring. The thick
emerald-green glossy, evergreen foliage and
pretty pinky-red fruits which ripen to black
are also attractive on this slow-growing 3-4'
shrub for shade; gorgeous as a woodland
specimen or hedge. Sh-PSh/M (EG)(z7)
(Asia)(Fra,B&W)

sama050 Salix matsudana Umbraculifera
GLOBE WILLOW
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The upright branches and pendulous side
branchlets make a rounded umbrella of this
tall shrub willow; tough and hardy. S/M-W
(Dec)(z5)(Hon)
sasi032 Salix sitchensis
SITKA WILLOW
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29
An interesting and very distinctive shrub,
surviving extreme conditions in river beds
and glacial moraines, from Alaska south to
California, this 2-20' shrub has dark-satiny
leaves; used for baskets, medicine and erosion control. S/M-W (Dec)(z6)(WNAm)
(WNa,Bas,Med)

Sambucus
sara015 Sambucus racemosa Lemony
Lace
RED ELDERBERRY
Tube $19.95
Lacey, delicate and very finely cut brightyellow new growth leaves weep on this 3-5'
shrub. White spring flowers and red fall
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spbu025 Spiraea bumalda Dart’s Red
HOT PINK SPIREA
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
Spring-into-summer finds this easy-going
shrub just covered with brilliant hot-pink
blooms which fade to a softer rosy-pink
with age. The fine
foliage emerges a
bright pinky-red
before mellowing to
blue-green for summer and then back to
reddish purple in autumn. This denselycompact mounding
shrub grows to 3' tall with a wider spread
to 5'. This is a fabulous choice for accent,
foundation or mass planting. S/M (Dec)
(z4)(Bfly,DR,B&W)
spdo057 Spiraea douglasii douglasii
WESTERN MTN. SPIREA
Tube $10.95 Size1 2-3' $19
This small (to 3') shrub of western mountain meadows has silver-“furred” buds and
leaves (silvery beneath) which complement its 3-4", rose-pink flower clusters
in summer and then turn to a glowing
orange for fall. S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(WNAm)
(Bfly,Cut,DR)
spva082 Spiraea vanhouttei Renaissance
BRIDAL WREATH SPIREA
Tube $15.95
Masses of pure white spring blooms attract
butterflies on this fast-growing, cold hardy
and classically gorgeous shrub. Foliage is
bluish green, and branches arch gracefully,
lending this plant to many landscape applications. Plant in mass, borders, cutting
gardens, wildlife gardens, hedges or in
urban settings. S/M (Dec)(z3)(Bfly,Cut)

Syringa

Spiraea
spbe035 Spiraea betulifolia Tor
BIRCH-LEAF SPIREA
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
This fabulous selection makes a compact
2-3' mound of deep-green birch-like leaves.
This shrub is decorated with a profusion of
small flattened clusters of brilliant-white
flowers in late spring. Autumn brings exceptional shades of orange, red and purple
to the foliage. A perfect addition to the
pollinator garden as it is very attractive to
butterflies. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Bfly,Hon)

syjo632 Syringa Josee
DWARF LILAC
Tube $15.95
The result of hybridizing between 3 dwarf
lilacs (S. meyeri, S. patula, and S. microphylla) has produced this mid-size 4-6'
beauty. With leaves half the size of S. patula
and long trusses of fragrant bright-pink
flowers. Ideal planted in the mixed border,
container or foundation. S/M (Dec)(z5)
(Fra,Bfly)
syre060 Syringa Red Pixie
LILAC
Tube $15.95
Flowers opening dark red-purple, fading
to soft-pink give a two-tone effect to this
daintily-leaved, daintily-sized (to 4-6')
Lilac. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Fra,Cut)
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syhy011 Syringa hyacinthiflora
Declaration
REDDISH-PURPLE LILAC
Size1 $29
Selected at the U.S. National Arb. for its
large, fragrant, strikingly dark reddish-purple flowers and its open, upright growth (to
8' x 6') habit. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Fra,Bfly,Cut)
syvu530 Syringa vulgaris Charles Joly
HYBRID LILAC
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Deep wine-colored buds open to become
pinkish-violet, deliciously fragrant, double
flowers! These lovely blooms provide a
fabulous color variation for lilac lovers.
This is a strong growing upright 8-10'
cultivar with deep emerald-green foliage;
perfect for a specimen, hedge or in a vase.
S/M (Dec)(z4)(Ed,Fra,Cut)
syvu096 Syringa vulgaris Edward J
Gardner
PINK-FLOWERED FRENCH LILAC
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This exceptional cultivar is considered
by many to be the very best pink Lilac.
Pale-pink, semi-double, perfumed flowers
are held in clusters at the branch tips, the
clusters are filled with wonderful starshaped florets. Deep-green foliage on this
8-10' shrub looks good all season; this plant
makes a fine border or screen, especially
along a walkway where you can enjoy the
fragrance. S/M (Dec)(z3)(Fra,Cut,Hon)
syvu540 Syringa vulgaris President
Grevy
BLUE HYBRID LILAC
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 $55
A beautiful double-flowered French hybrid
Lilac, this prolific bloomer features pale
lavender flowers with tints of violet-blue
that are so pretty contrasting the darkgreen heart shaped leaves. This lovely shrub
has the sweet pure lilac scent making it a
wonderful l cut flower. This is an easygoing 10-12' shrub that is such a treat in
spring! S/M (Dec)(z4)(Hybrid)(Fra,Cut)

Thuja
thoc035 Thuja occidentalis Tiny Tim
DWARF ARBORVITAE
Tube $15.95
Dense, slow-growing and very dwarf (to
12" high x 16" wide in 10 years), this diminuitive conifer is a wonderful bonsai or
container subject. S/M (EG)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENa,Bon)

Weigela

Vaccinium

Weigela

vapa056 Vaccinium parvifolium
RED HUCKLEBERRY
Tube $15.95
This shrub is a graceful ornament of forest
openings from central California to southeastern Alaska.Dainty, pale-green leaves
adorn slim angled twigs on an airy 3-8'
shrub. In spring small, creamy-pink urn
shaped flowers decorate the branches before ripening to cheerful, tart, red berries.
Red-huckleberries make a fine landscaping
plant. The edible berries (which are delicious raw, dried or jellied) were an important food source of the Native Americans,
they were also used as bait for fishing as
they resemble salmon roe. The bark and
leaves were used as a tea to treat colds. This
native can be finicky in transplanting, keep
it evenly moist but not over-wet for best
results. S/PSh/M/Acid (Dec)(z6)(WNAm)
(B&W,Hon)

wefl048 Weigela Wine and Roses™
WINE & ROSES WEIGELA
Tube $19.95
Glossy burgundy-wine foliage makes a
picture-perfect background for the large
rose-pink flowers of this fine 4-5' Dutch
selection. S/MPP10772 (Dec)(z5)(Cut,Bfly)

Viburnum

wefl037 Weigela florida Minuet
PINK CARDINAL SHRUB
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
This wonderful dwarf variety typically
reaches 3' tall and 5'wide, developed in
Canada for improved cold tolerance. The
pretty foliage is green-tinged-purple and
gives some color to the garden all season
long.In early summer this shrub produces a
profusion of lightly fragrant, hot-pink flowers with a yellow throat; the bright blooms
will then return sporadically throughout
the summer. This is a great choice for
pollinators as it is much loved by hummingbirds and butterflies. S/M (Dec)(z5)
(Hum,B&W)

vica017 Viburnum carlesii Spice Baby™
KOREANSPICE VIBURNUM
Tube $15.95
This dainty compact 3-5' shrub is the
perfect addition to smaller gardens or containers. Beautiful and lightly-fragrant white
tinged with pink flower clusters in spring
contrast well with the deep green foliage.
Blue-black berries follow the flowers if
another carlesii bush is present. Deer and
black walnut resistant; makes a nice low
hedge too. S-PSh/M PP25872 (Dec)(z4)
(DR,Fra,Cont)
vica024 Viburnum carlesii Spice Girl®
KOREANSPICE VIBURNUM
Tube $15.95
Fragrant spring blooms perfume the entire
garden with their spicy-sweet scent! Deeppink buds open as white flowers on this
vigorous 5-8' shrub. One of the best plants
for springtime fragrance. This cultivar also
features an impressive display of lively
red foliage in autumn. Blue-black berries
follow the blooms if another carlesii is present; the berries are very attractive to birds.
S-PSh/M PP24251 (Dec)(z4)(Fra,B&W,DR)
viti044 Viburnum tinus Spirit®
VIBURNUM
Tube $15.95
More compact and earlier to bloom, this
5-6' all-season shrub offers dense darkgreen evergreen foliage and pretty, pink
flower buds that appear as early as December! Bright-white flowers in early spring
followed by blue-black fruit. This shrub
makes a great hedge or border and is also
slat tolerant. S-PSh/M (EG)(z7)(Cut,DR)

wefl096 Weigela florida Ghost™
CARDINAL SHRUB
Size1 1-2' $29
The remarkable foliage of this 4-5'shrub
starts out a deep, yellow-green before
changing to a shimmering, ghostly, paleyellow as the season progresses.Dark-rubyred flowers in provide a striking contrast
to the foliage in spring and they rebloom
again sporadically until frost. This shrub
makes a fine specimen or informal hedge
and is very attractive to hummingbirds and
butterflies. S-PSh/MPP20025 (Dec)(z4)
(Bfly,Hum)

wefl008 Weigela florida Rumba
HARDY CARDINAL SHRUB
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
A wonderful and hardy shrub with terrific
color! Ideal for smaller gardens, this 3 x
3' shrub has deep-green leaves which are
tinged with a pretty bronzy-purple. Loads
of hot-pink-red blooms with yellow-throats
appear from June to September. This is a
perfect shrub for pollinator gardens and
it is easy-care too; adaptable to many soil
types and urban conditions. S/M (Dec)(z5)
(Bfly,B&W)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Spring Flowers

N

ot only a beautiful sight to see after the
end of another winter, these beloved
blooms provide food for pollinators as well.
A. rhma035 Rhododendron Mandarin
Lights HARDY AZALEA
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $49
Fragrant, ruffled, mandarin-orange blossoms
with tints of yellow and apricot are borne
on bare-branches and are extremely eyecatching! Another fabulous attribute is its
hardiness; to -30°F! S-PSh/M (Dec)(z4)
B. foku078 Forsythia Kumson
GOLDEN BELLS
Tube $10.95
Stunning in leaf as well as flower, the leaves
of this gracefully arching shrub are brilliantly, vividly etched with a network of silver
veins; handsome yellow flowers join the picture in spring. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Cut,DR)
C. chdo049 Chaenomeles speciosa Double
Take Peach™ FLOWERING QUINCE
Tube $15.95
Spring finds this gorgeous shrub covered
with masses of exquisite, fully-double deeppeach blooms. Incredibly low-maintenance.
Another huge plus to this 4-5' quince cultivar
is that it is completely thornless. Drought
and heat tolerant. S/M-D (Dec)(z5)(Cut)
D. copa185 Corylopsis pauciflora
WINTER HAZEL
Tube $15.95 Size1 6-12" $29
There is no more delightful March-flowering
shrub! This compact, multi-trunked shrub is
commonly called the 'buttercup' winter hazel
for its small racemes of sweetly-fragrant,
primrose-yellow flowers. The blossoms appear on bare branches before the delightful
heart-shaped, bright green leaves. PSh/M
(Dec)(z7)(Japan)(Fra)
E. hadi560 Hamamelis intermedia Diane
RED-FLOWERED WITCH HAZEL
Tube $29.95
The wonderfully fragrant, red to copper,
crinkled blooms on this gorgeous shrub
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are a real winter treat! Blooming as early as
January, this 8-12' high and wide-spreading
cultivar also provides handsome shades of
yellow-orange-red fall color. S-PSh/M (Dec)
(z6)(Fra,DR)
F. chgo032 Choisya Goldstone
MEXICAN ORANGE
Size1 6-12" $29
Small 1" white flowers are sweetly fragrant,
blooming in the spring and then sporadically
through late fall. Deer resistant and drought
tolerant. Typically a summer dry plant, but
in dryer areas some supplemental summer
water will be appreciated. With good drainage, this makes a lovely container plant or
unique evergreen hedge. S-PSh/MGDr (EG)
(z7)(Fra,Hon)
G. mufl004 Mukgenia Nova® Flame
MUKGENIA
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
An amazing combination of Mukdenia and
Bergenia; beautifully dainty dark-pink spring
flowers are held on sturdy stalks floating
above glossy-green, leathery leaves forming
clumps 8" high and 15" wide; a wonderful
groundcover or container plant. S/M (Prn)
(z3)(Con)
H. erla060 Eriophyllum lanatum
OREGON SUNSHINE
Tube $9.95
Prized in Europe since Douglas' explorations
a century ago, this striking perennial is little
known at home! 2-6"clump of silvery leaves
with bright-yellow flowers. S/M/GDr (Prn)
(z6)(WNAm)
I. risa065 Ribes sanguineum King
Edward VII RED-FLOWERED CURRANT
Tube $12.95
This selection features beautifully hanging
and fragrant racemes of an especially deep
and showy rose-red. This slightly more
compact (4-6') shrub making it more suitable
for smaller landscapes; a fantastic choice for
bringing in the hummingbirds! S-PSh/M-D
(Dec)(z6)(WNAm)(Hon,Cut)
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Spring Flowers

A. prse030 Prunus Amanogowa
JAPANESE FLOWERING CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $85
This columnar form grows to 20' tall by only
4-5' wide, featuring erect branches decorated
with upright clusters of fragrant, semi-double
shell-pink flowers in mid-to-late spring.
Deep-green leaves turn bright orange and
red in autumn before dropping to show off
its lovely ornamental bark. S/M/GDr (Dec)
(z5)(Hon)
B. putr031 Pulmonaria Trevi Fountain
LUNGWORT
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
The foliage of this fabulous perennial creates
a fountain of long streaked and silver-spotted
leaves. The one foot tall basal clump is
topped by profuse clusters of large drooping
cobalt-blue spring flowers. This cultivar has
good resistance to powdery mildew. PShS/M (Prn)(z4)(Cut,DR,Cont)
C. maco036 Malus Coralburst®
FLOWERING CRABAPPLE
Size5 5-6' $55
A lovely small crabapple tree with a beautiful
rounded crown which grows to only 10' tall
and 12' wide. Producing a wonderful crop
of coral-pink spring buds that open up to
be semi-double rose pink flowers, followed
by edible, orange-red fruits; a delight for
gardeners and birds alike! S/M (Dec)(z3)
D. prye138 Prunus yedoensis Akebono
FLOWERING CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $85
This elegant 25' x 25' tree is remarkable
in spring when its bursts into bloom with
clouds of fragrant, semi-double, white to
shell-pink flowers. The glossy, emerald green
foliage turns a lively yellow-gold in autumn.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(Fra,B&W)
E. crla038 Crataegus media (laevigata)
Crimson Cloud HAWTHORN
Size5 5-6' $85
A delightful cloud of very showy bright-red,
white-centered flowers cover this upright

oval 20-25' tree in spring. Featuring glossy,
fine-textured, bright-green foliage in summer
which turns a rich lemon-yellow in autumn,
nicely contrasting with its small, bright red
fall fruit. Exfoliating grey bark develops on
mature specimens. S/M (Dec)(z5)(DR,Hon)
F. mane230 Mahonia nervosa
LONGLEAF OREGON GRAPE
Size1 6-12" $19
This low slowly-spreading 2' shrub has
long, lustrous, deep-green leaves with many
holly-like leaflets.The foliage takes on a rich
reddish-bronze in the winter months. In
spring, 8" stalks of bright-yellow, sweetly
fragrant flowers are born abundantly. S-Sh/M
(EG)(z6)(WNAm)(B&W,Hon)
G. clsw012 Clematis Sweet Summer Love
CLEMATIS
Tube $19.95
Finally, a Clematis that is as easy care as it
is gorgeous! Vivid fuchsia-purple fragrant
blooms and then reblooms on new wood
each spring; a truly amazing plant! S/M
(Dec)(z4)(Poland)(Fra)
H. caap051 Camellia April Remembered
HARDY CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
Delicate creamy centers that gently darken
out to the petal edge with rose-pink on
gorgeous 4 ½" blossoms with bright-yellow
stamens. The incredibly lovely and abundant
flowers bloom over a long October to May
season. PSh/M (EG)(z6)
I. ceca093 Cercis canadensis Pink Pom
Poms DOUBLE-FLOWERING REDBUD
Size5 5-6' $95
This gorgeous 20' hybrid has blossoms that
are much larger, extraordinary and showier
than others. Double, dark-magenta-pink
flowers bloom in spring putting on a massive flower display. Bright-green, glossy,
heart-shaped leaves appear after the blooms
and are pretty all summer before turning
pale yellow in fall. S/M (Dec)(z6)(ENAm)
(Bfly,Hon,N-fixer)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Japanese Maples

A

dmiration for the Japanese maple has
led to over 300 years of diligent cultivation. Our nursery carries more than 100
cultivars of these desirable species.
A. acpa801 Acer palmatum Heartbeat
JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
Named for its bright red autumn color, this
Australian cultivar has extremely dissected
leaves which are each held up in their own
space, without drooping. New leaves emerge
green with red overtones, turning from
bronze to green in the summer. This truly
stunning Japanese maple tends to have a low
and spreading habit, is hardy to -20°, and
tolerant to humidity. (Dec)(z5)
B. acpa085 Acer palmatum Shishigashira
LION'S MANE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
Compact, ‘stubby’ growth makes this (6-12')
variety ideal for bonsai, containers and small
landscapes. Bright-green, very crinkled
foliage is 7-lobed and densely packed on the
short twigs; different and very attractive.
PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Japan)(Bon)
C. acpa114 Acer palmatum Garnet
LACELEAF JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
This elegant shrub-form maple has incredible dissected, 7-lobed leaves which emerge
a dark orangey-red color, deepening to ruby
and holding that intense color most of the
season. A low-maintenance cultivar that becomes a spreading, pendulous mound 8-10'
wide and tall. Foliage turns brilliant-red in
autumn. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(DR)
D. acpa610 Acer palmatum Waterfall/
Viridis WATERFALL JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
There’s no question where this hardy and
beautiful weeper got its name!... sturdy
branches cascade strongly and are covered
by long, finely-dissected leaves which seem
to “flow” along its lovely lines; yellow-tintedcrimson fall color S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Bon)
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E. acpa165 Acer palmatum Olsen’s
Frosted Strawberry JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
A spring knockout! Strawberry red deeply
divided leaves frosted with glimmering
silver-white decorate this small tree. Needs
protection from intense afternoon sun. PShSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Bon,DR)
F. acpa144 Acer palmatum Hana Matoi
JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
This weeping, dwarf Japanese maple is perfect for container or small gardens as it only
reaches 3-8'. Featuring distinct, unique foliage; spring leaves are bright yellow, summer
foliage is variegated shades of pink and green
before turning orange to scarlet in autumn.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)
G. acpa617 Acer palmatum Orangeola
JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
During the summer, the bright red new
growth of this vigorous cut-leaf maple contrasts with its dark-green older leaves making
it look like a Christmas tree! Its bright
orange-red fall leaves last well after others are
gone. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Bon)
H. acpa117 Acer palmatum Shidava Gold
JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
Found as a witch’s broom by Raraflora Nurery in Australia, this very desirable 3-6' mini
is lovely as bonsai, container or in a rockery
with its pea-green bark, contrasting in fall
with bright yellow-green leaves. S-PSh (Dec)
(z6)(Bon)
I. acpa111 Acer palmatum Krazy Krinkle
JAPANESE MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
The small green leaves of this upright 6-12'
tree are crinkled and curled in different
directions... makes an eye-catcher for bonsai,
patio container or border. S-PSh/M (Dec)
(z6)(Bon)
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Conifers

T

hese conifers will provide year-round
form and texture to any landscape.

A. abfi078 Abies firma
JAPANESE FIR
Size1 1-2' $49
(EG)(z7)(Japan)(Bon)
B. pide020 Pinus densiflora Golden
Ghost
JAPANESE RED PINE
Tube $29.95
(EG)(z5)(Bon)
C. tsme055 Tsuga mertensiana
MOUNTAIN HEMLOCK
Size1 6-12" $39
(EG)(z4)(WNAm)(WNa,B&W,Bon)
D. pist050 Pinus strobus Sea Urchin
DWARF EASTERN WHITE PINE
Tube $29.95
(EG)(z3)(Bon)

E. pith434 Pinus thunbergii Thunderhead
JAPANESE BLACK PINE
Tube $29.95
(EG)(z6)(Bon)
F. megl120 Metasequoia glyptostroboides
DAWN REDWOOD
Size1 1-2' $39 Size5 5-6' $65
(Dec)(z5)(China)(Bon,Pollution)
G. segi070 Sequoiadendron giganteum
GIANT SEQUOIA
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
(EG)(z6)(California)(DR,WNa)
H. pipu095 Picea pungens
BLUE SPRUCE
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
(EG)(z3)(SWNAm)(B&W,WNa)
I. pifl285 Pinus flexilis Vanderwolfs
Pyramid
COLUMNAR LIMBER PINE
Tube $29.95
(EG)(z4)(Bon)
J. pior082 Picea orientalis Skylands
ORIENTAL SPRUCE
Tube $29.95
(EG)(z5)(Bon,DR)
K. jusc560 Juniperus scopulorum Blue
Arrow
UPRIGHT ROCKY MTN JUNIPER
Size5 5-6' $55
(EG)(z4)(Cont,Column,DR)
L. arar070 Araucaria araucana
MONKEY PUZZLE TREE
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
(EG)(z7)(Chile)
M. cade120 Calocedrus decurrens
INCENSE CEDAR
Size1 1-2' $29
(EG)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Fra,Bon)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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White Garden

G

raceful in its simplicity, white plants
help to create a tranquil and cool nest
of serenity in your garden or landscape.
A. gaja053 Gardenia jasminoides
Frostproof HARDY GARDENIA
Size1 1-2' $29
(EG)(z7)(Fra,DR)
B. casa028 Camellia sasanqua
Setsugekka CAMELLIA
Size1 1-2' $49
(EG)(z7)(Cut,DR)
C. phsn077 Philadelphus Snowbelle
COMPACT MOCK ORANGE
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z4)(Fra,Hon)
D. clal550 Clethra alnifolia
Hummingbird
DWARF WHITE SUMMERSWEET
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
(Dec)(z4)(Fra,Hon,Cut)
E. vipl092 Viburnum plicatum toment.
Summer Snowflake VIBURNUM
Size1 1-2' $29
(Dec)(z5)(Cut)
F. acwh004 Acanthus mollis
Whitewater
VARIEGATED BEAR’S BREECH
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
(Prn)(z7)(Cont)
G. deyu035 Deutzia Yuki Snowflake™
DWARF WHITE DEUTZIA
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z5)(Bfly,Cont)
H. amla010 Amelanchier laevis
ALLEGHENY SERVICEBERRY
Size1 1-2' $29
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(B&W,Ed)
I. levi099 Leucanthemum Victorian
Secret COMPACT SHASTA DAISY
Tube $9.95
(Prn)(z5)(Cut,DR,Cont)
J. spbl047 Spiraea media Double Play®
Blue Kazoo BLUE-LEAVED SPIREA
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z4)
K. hisy097 Hibiscus syriacus White
Pillar™ COLUMNAR ROSE OF SHARON
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z5)(Bfly,DR)
L. syvu533 Syringa vulgaris Madame
Lemoine WHITE FRENCH LILAC
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z3)(Bfly,Cut,Hon)
M. magr096 Magnolia grandiflora
Bracken’s Brown Beauty
SOUTHERN MAGNOLIA
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
(EG)(z6)(Fra)
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Echinaceas

H

ardy perennials native to eastern
North American prairies, echinaceas
and their many, diverse cultivars are
gardener's favorites for their beauty, long
bloom time, and pollinator attraction.
A. ecsu087 Echinacea Supreme™
Cantaloupe CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z4)(Bfly,Fra,Cut)
B. ecti099 Echinacea Tiki Torch
LARGE CORAL-ORANGE CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z4)(ENAm)(Bfly,Cut,B&W)

C. ecpu125 Echinacea Puff™ Vanilla
CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z4)(B&W,Cut)
D. ecso055 Echinacea Sombrero® Tres
Amigos TRI-COLOR CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z4)(B&W,Bfly,Cont)
E. ecfr068 Echinacea Fragrant Angel
WHITE & YELLOW CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z5)(Cut,Bfly,Fra)
F. ecra052 Echinacea Raspberry Truffle
DWARF SALMON CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z5)(ENAm)(Cut,Bfly)
G. ecal072 Echinacea Aloha
YELLOW-ORANGE CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z5)(Cut,Bfly,Fra)
H. echo055 Echinacea Hot Lava
CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z4)
I. ecpr023 Echinacea Prima™ Saffron
CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z4)(B&W,Bfly,Cut)
J. ecme043 Echinacea Merlot
LARGE FLOWERED CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z5)(Cut,Hon)
K. ecpu121 Echinacea purpurea Green
Twister CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z4)(B&W,Cut,Fra)
L. ecpu071 Echinacea purpurea Prairie
Splendor™ DEEP ROSE CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z4)(ENAm)(Bfly,B&W,Med)
M. ecpo005 Echinacea purpurea PowWow® White CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z4)(ENAm)(Cut,Bfly)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Groundcovers

G

roundcovers are great choices for
slopes, keeping down weeds, and
attracting beneficial pollinators.
A. gapr010 Gaultheria procumbens
Cherry Berries™ WINTERGREEN
Tube $15.95
(EG)(z3)(Ed,Hon,Cont)
B. veca020 Verbena canadensis
Homestead Purple
PURPLE-FLOWERING VERBENA
Size1 $15
(Prn)(z6)(B&W,DR,Bfly)
C. heco061 Hedera colchica Sulfur
Heart PERSIAN IVY
Tube $12.95 Size1 $25
(EG)(z6)(DR)
D. vicu091 Viola cucullata Red Giant
VIOLET
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
(Prn)(z4)(DR)
E. teca027 Teucrium cassonii
Majoricum GERMANDER
Tube $8.95 Size1 $12
(EG)(z7)(Bfly,Hon)
F. cepl225 Ceratostigma
plumbaginoides
PLUMBAGO/INDIGO FLOWER
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z7)(China)(Bfly)
G. mare235 Mahonia repens
DWARF OREGON GRAPE
Size1 6-12" $19
(EG)(z4)(WNAm)(WNAm,B&W,Hon)
H. gely028 Genista lydia
LYDIA BROOM
Size1 1-2' $19
(Dec)(z5)(Europe)
I. heca014 Hebe Carl Teschner
GROUNDCOVER HEBE
Tube $10.95
(EG)(z8)(Bfly,Hon)
J. coda282 Cotoneaster dammeri
Mooncreeper
GROUNDCOVER COTONEASTER
Tube $10.95 Size1 6" spr $19
(EG)(z5)(Hon,Bon)
K. aruv162 Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Massachusetts KINNIKINNICK
Tube $9.95 Size1 1'spr $15
(EG)(z3)(ENAm)(WNa,Bon,Hon)
L. sado200 Satureja douglasii
YERBA BUENA
Tube $9.95
(EG)(z7)(WNAm)(WNa,Ed,Hon)
M. deta051 Delosperma Table
Mountain® HARDY ICE PLANT
Tube $9.95
(EG)(z5)(Hon)
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Columnar Plants

T

hese specimens offer versatility with
their narrow and upright habits.

A. thoc223 Thuja occidentalis
American Pillar ARBORVITAE
Tube $15.95
(EG)(z3)(B&W,DR,Hedge)
B. noan100 Nothofagus antartica
Puget Pillar
SOUTH AMERICAN BEECH
Tube $19.95
(Dec)(z7)(Argentina)

C. acpa148 Acer palmatum
Twombly’s Red Sentinel
JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z6)(Bon,DR)
D. pape100 Parrotia persica Persian
Spire COLUMNAR IRONWOOD
Tube $29.95
(Dec)(z5)
E. gibi011 Ginkgo biloba Goldspire™
COLUMNAR MALE GINKGO
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z5)(DR,Med,Cont)
F. cabe070 Carpinus betulus Frans
Fontaine COLUMNAR EUROPEAN
HORNBEAM
Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z5)(Bfly)
G. quxw014 Quercus x warei
Birthday Candle COLUMNAR OAK
Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z4)(B&W)
H. nysy099 Nyssa sylvatica Tupelo
Tower™ COLUMNAR BLACK GUM
Size5 4-5' $85
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(B&W,ENative,Hon)
I. ilcr016 Ilex crenata Sky Pencil
COLUMNAR JAPANESE HOLLY
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29
(EG)(z6)(Bon)
J. acsa006 Acer saccharum Apollo
COLUMNAR SUGAR MAPLE
Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z4)(B&W,Columnar)
K. acfr542 Acer freemanii Armstrong
FASTIGIATE FREEMAN MAPLE
Size1 $49 Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(ENAm,Columnar)
L. hisy037 Hibiscus syriacus
Purple Pillar™
COLUMNAR ROSE OF SHARON
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
(Dec)(z5)(Con,Hum)
M. fasy544 Fagus sylvatica
Red Obelisk BEECH
Tube $29.95
(Dec)(z5)(Columnar)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Western Natives

T

he diverse terrains west of the Rockies
offer an extensive variety of stunning native flora, many of which are dought tolerant.
A. syal030 Symphoricarpos albus
COMMON SNOWBERRY
Tube $9.95 Size1 1-2' $15
A singularly beautiful 3-6' shrub grown for
its large, snow-white fruits which persist
through the winter. This thicket-forming
shrub has soft-pink spring blooms and
is tough, adaptable and very attractive to
song birds. S-PSh/M-D (Dec)(z4)(WNAm)
(Bas,B&W)
B. acma070 Acer macrophyllum
BIGLEAF MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $29
Named for its enormous leaves (up to 1'
across!) which act like lattices, letting light
through but not heat. Can reach heights of
up to 160' in perfect conditions, although
50-60' is more common. Pale green flower
clusters in spring give way to soft-brown
winged samaras in fall. S-PSh/M-W (Dec)
(z6)(WNAm)(Syrup)
C. aqca035 Aquilegia caerulea
ROCKY MTN COLUMBINE
Tube $9.95
Fields of these brilliant-blue and white
spurred flowers are an inspiring sight in
Colorado’s high Rockies where it’s the state
flower. S-PSh/M/GDr (Prn)(z4)(WNAm)
(Cut,Bfly)
D. pepi060 Penstemon pinifolius
PINE-LEAVED PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95
Narrow, pine-needle-like leaves on this 1'
perennial are topped with scarlet Penstemon
“bugles” during summer. S/D/GDr (Prn)(z6)
(WNAm)(Bfly,B&W)
E. assp029 Asclepias speciosa
SHOWY MILKWEED
Tube $9.95
Monarch butterflies rely on this stunning
native wildflower for larval food and nectar,
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while Orioles use the dead stems for nesting
materials. The entire 3-4' plant is densely
tomentose and produces its complex pinkwhite flowers in late summer. This vigorous
grower spreads from underground runners,
a natural choice for raingardens! S/D-M-W
(Prn)(z5)(WNAm)(Bfly,Hon,Cut)
F. phle065 Philadelphus lewisii
WESTERN MOCK ORANGE
Tube $9.95 Size1 1-2' $15
A tough and large western native shrub
which is covered with white, deliciously fragrant spring flowers reminiscent of orangeblossoms. Its dense medium-green leaves and
yellow fall color make it a fine hedge and its
lovely shredding bark is also attractive. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(WNAm)(Fra,Bfly)
G. abpr110 Abies procera (nobilis)
NOBLE FIR
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
One of the tallest and noblest of firs, with
short blue-green needles which point upwards along the short stiff branches; a very
beautiful specimen and a good Christmas
tree. S-PSh/M (EG)(z5)(WNAm)(Bon)
H. mica030 Mimulus cardinalis
RED MONKEY FLOWER
Tube $8.95
Light green, soft, fuzzy leaves on this creeping evergreen 1-3' perennial hold stalks
which carry spectacular, scarlet tubular snapdragon like flowers from June to October.
Flowers are beloved by hummingbirds and
butterflies; needs constant moisture to thrive.
S/M-W (Prn)(z6)(WNAm)(Hum)
I. gash125 Gaultheria shallon SALAL
Size1 6-12" $29
This superb native evergreen shrub is beautiful year-round, creating 3-6' thickets (perfect
for birds) with large, deep-green, leathery
leaves on red-stalks. Its pink urn-shaped
flowers bloom from spring to summer,
followed by very tasty blue-black berries;
wonderful as a trail snack or in pies or jams.
S-PSh/M (EG)(z7)(WNAm)(Ed,B&W)
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Eastern Natives

L

ands east of the Rockies are a patchwork
of various ecoregions rich in beautiful
native plants.
A. oxar030 Oxydendrum arboreum
SOURWOOD
Tube $19.95
Generally reaching 20-30', this beauty is
grown for its late-summer, fragrant, white
flower clusters which are much loved by
honeybees and make the much sought-after
sourwood honey. Showcases spectacular
bright-scarlet color in the fall. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z6)(ENAm)(Hon,Fra)
B. baau100 Baptisia australis
BLUE FALSE INDIGO
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This easy-to-grow perennial features showy
racemes of intense indigo-blue, pea-like
flowers which rise on 4' stalks in May-June.
The green-blue foliage is attractive when the
plant is done flowering. The seed pods turn
black and are quite ornamental as well. S/MD (Prn)(z5)(ENAm)(Dry,Cut)
C. osvi060 Ostrya virginiana
HOP HORNBEAM
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
This very attractive 25-40' understory
tree has an elegant, rounded or pyramidal
habit with pretty birch-like oval leaves of
yellow-green. These plants have male and
female flowers on the same tree which are
inconspicuous, however the female flowers
develop into interesting hop-like fruits. SPSh/M (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(Bon)
D. acsa100 Acer saccharum
SUGAR MAPLE
Size1 2-3' $49
The much-loved Sugar Maple is a large and
splendid shade tree growing 50-80' tall, the
lush green distinctly-lobed leaves develop the
rich golden-orange fall color that gives New
England much of its legendary autumn color;
not only a beautiful addition to the landscape
but also the source of our treasured maple
syrup! S/M (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(Syrup)

E. chvi215 Chionanthus virginicus
AMERICAN FRINGETREE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The profuse lacy mist of creamy-white,
fragrant, mop-like flowers on this small tree
(15-20') is exquisite in spring. Foliage becomes brilliant bright yellow in the fall. Our
nursery grows unsexed seedlings.S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(B&W,Fra)
F. tadi060 Taxodium distichum
BALD CYPRESS
Size5 4-5' $55
A 50-70' tall, pyramidal tree found growing
in the swamps and bayous from Maryland
to Texas. Although it looks to be a needled
evergreen in summer, in autumn it delights
with its glowing copper-orange fall color.
S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(DR)
G. cllu030 Cladrastis lutea (kentuckea)
AMERICAN YELLOWWOOD
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Excellent medium sized tree (30-50') known
for its wisteria-like pendulous clusters of
intensely-fragrant, bright-white flowers in
early summer. Pinnate compound leaves
turn a fine yellow in the fall. S/M (Dec)(z4)
(ENAm)(Hon,Fra)
H. quco045 Quercus coccinea
SCARLET OAK
Tube $19.95 Size5 5-6' $65
One of the finest trees for autumn color
when its large, deeply-lobed, glossy-green
leaves turn a deep flaming scarlet. This native
has an open rounded habit and reaches 5070'; a wonderful drought tolerant and lowmaintenance tree for street or shade. S/M-D
(Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(B&W,Bon)
I. abba560 Abies balsamea BALSAM FIR
Tube $19.95 Size1 6-12" $39
A mere whiff of its fragrant, shining, darkgreen needles (silvery beneath) conjures up
memories. Pendulous lower limbs sweep the
ground and grey bark becomes fissured and
scaly with age. S-PSh/M (EG)(z3)(ENAm)
(Ed,B&W,Fra)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Grasses

A

dd low maintenance beauty and
texture to your landscape with these
ornamental grasses.
A. hama059 Hakonechloa macra
Albo-Striata STRIPED FOREST GRASS
Tube $10.95
(Prn)(z5)(Japan)(DR)
B. acgr137 Acorus gramineus Ogon
VARIEGATED SWEET FLAG
Size1 $15
(EG)(z6)(Japan)(DR)
C. caac012 Calamagrostis Karl Foerster
REED GRASS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
(Prn)(z5)(Cut)
D. pavi097 Panicum virgatum
Shenandoah SWITCH GRASS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
(Prn)(z5)
E. feov100 Festuca glauca (ovina) Elijah
Blue BLUE FESCUE
Size1 $15
(Prn)(z5)(WNAm)(DR)
F. luni098 Luzula nivea Ruby Stiletto
RUBY SNOWY WOODRUSH
Tube $9.95
(Prn)(z5)(WNAm)
G. peal014 Pennisetum Red Head
RED FOUNTAIN GRASS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
(Prn)(z5)(DR)
H. misi027 Miscanthus sinensis Hinjo
DWARF ZEBRA GRASS
Tube $9.95
(Prn)(z5)(Cut,B&W)
I. caal084 Carex albula Frosty Curls
HAIR SEDGE
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
(EG)(z7)(Cont)
J. caos070 Carex oshimensis Evergold
GOLD-LEAVED SEDGE
Size1 $15
(Prn)(z6)(DR)
K. hama013 Hakonechloa macra All
Gold GOLDEN FOREST GRASS
Size1 $19
(Prn)(z5)(Cont,DR)
L. hama028 Hakonechloa macra
Aureola
GOLD-STRIPED FOREST GRASS
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
(Prn)(z5)(DR,Cont)
M. cagl003 Carex glauca Blue Zinger
BLUE SEDGE
Size1 $15
(Prn)(z4)(Europe)(DR)
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Ferns

I

f you are looking for easy-going, ancient
beauty for the shadier places in your
garden, ferns are fantastic options.
A. pomu095 Polystichum munitum
WESTERN SWORD FERN
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This western native produces large clumps
of primordial, leathery, deep-green fronds
growing 2-5' tall with symmetrical, simple,
toothed pinnae or leaflets. Sh-PSh/M-GDr
(EG)(z6)(WNAm)
B. atni003 Athyrium nipponicum var
pictum Applecourt
CRESTED PAINTED FERN
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
The tri-colored (burgundy, gray and green)
fronds of Japanese Painted Fern now have
an added twist, or actually an added "crest"
(an extra division in the frond) making them
seem fuller. Sh-PSh/M (Prn)(z5)(DR)
C. draf002 Dryopteris affinis Cristata The
King GOLDEN SCALED MALE FERN
Size1 $19
Large crests at the end of each pinna (leaflet)
and a decorative show of coppery scales as
the fronds unfold in spring make this spectacular 2-5' fern a dramatic addition for a
shady garden. PSh-Sh/M (not dry) (Prn)(z5)
D. atni100 Athyrium niponicum var.
pictum Metallicum
JAPANESE PAINTED FERN
Size1 $19
Deciduous fronds appear metallic, with
silvery-grey highlights on green foliage, and
stems with a subtle burgundy venation. A
low maintenance fern. (Dec)(z4)(EASIA)

E. drer047 Dryopteris erythrosora
Brilliance AUTUMN FERN
Size1 $19
The showy foliage, with its glossy sheen and
tints of orange, make this brilliant selection a
champion. The arching 1-2' evergreen fronds
are wonderful planted en masse, as a border
for the woodland garden, and or in a container. PSh-Sh/M (EG)(z5)(Asia)(DR,Cont)
F. blsp024 Blechnum spicant DEER FERN
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This western native produces stiff leathery
and dark green fronds; both fertile and barron. The 1-2' sterile fronds form a low rosette
around the 1-3' upright fertile ones. Sh/M/
acid (EG)(z6)(WNAm)(DR)
G. thno530 Thelypteris kunthii (normalis)
SOUTHERN MAIDEN FERN
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This eastern native spreads by rhizomes to
form colonies 6' wide or more. Produces
large, soft fronds (up to a foot wide and 3-4'
tall). S-Sh/M (Prn)(z7)(ENAm)
H. drma082 Dryopteris marginalis
LEATHERWOOD FERN
Size1 $19
The leathery fronds of this winter-green fern
form graceful clumps (1-2' tall; erect, outspreading at the top) resembling a miniature
palm tree! PSh-Sh/M (SEG)(z5)(ENAm)
I. cyfa070 Cyrtomium falcatum
JAPANESE HOLLY FERN
Size1 $19
The leathery, shiny-green fronds of this 2-3'
species resemble Oregon Grape. Does well as
a house plant or outside in warmer climates.
Sh-PSh/M/GDr (EG)(z8)(Japan)(DR)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Rare & Unusual

B

ring interest and excitement to your
garden with these rare specimens.

A. emco122 Embothrium coccineum
CHILEAN FIRETREE
Tube $24.95
(SEG)(z7)(CHILE)
B. acma099 Acer macrophyllum
Aureafolia
YELLOW-LEAVED BIGLEAF MAPLE
Tube $29.95
(Dec)(z6)(WNAm)(WNa)
C. chgi001 Chusquea gigantea
GIANT CHUSQUEA BAMBOO
Tube $29.95
(EG)(z7)(Chile)(B&W)
D. desi050 Decumaria sinensis
CHINESE WOOD VAMP
Tube $15.95
(SEG)(z7)(China)(Fra)
E. tico501 Tila cordata Lico
DWARF LITTLE LEAF LINDEN
Tube $29.95
(Dec)(z3)(Fra,Bfly)
F. pito435 Pinus torreyana
TORREY PINE
Tube $15.95
(EG)(z8)(CA)(B&W,W)
G. pasu077 Parrotia subaequalis
CHINESE IRONWOOD
Tube $24.95 Size1 1-2' $49
(Dec)(z6)(China)
H. potr122 Poncirus trifoliata Flying
Dragon
CONTORTED TRIFOLIATE ORANGE
Tube $19.95
(Dec)(z6)(Japan)(Fra,Hedge,Bon)
I. hodu070 Hovenia dulcis
JAPANESE RAISIN TREE
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z6)(Asia)(Ed,Fra)
J. aklo099 Akebia longiracemosa
TAIWANESE AKEBIA
Size1 $39
(Dec)(z7)(China)(Fra)
K. euul160 Eucommia ulmoides
HARDY RUBBER TREE
Size1 1-2' $29
(Dec)(z5)(China)(Rare,Rubber)
L. sihe033 Sinowilsonia henryi
HENRY WILSON TREE
Tube $24.95
(Dec)(z7)(China)
M. dain056 Davidia involucrata Lady
Sunshine
VARIEGATED DOVE TREE
Tube $29.95
(Dec)(z6)(China)
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Medicinal

P

lants have been utilized for medicine
since before recorded history. These
specimens will add both medicinal and
aesthetic value to any landscape.
A. pttr030 Ptelea trifoliata
HOP TREE
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENAm,Hon)
B. prse090 Prunus serotina
WILD BLACK CHERRY
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENa,Hon,B&W)
C. erum030 Eriogonum umbellatum
SULFUR FLOWER
Size1 $15
(Prn)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Hon,Bfly)

D. maaq220 Mahonia aquifolium
OREGON GRAPE
Tube $10.95 Size1 6-12" $19
(EG)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Ed,B&W)
E. samu128 Sapindus mukorossii
CHINESE SOAPBERRY
Tube $19.95
(SEG)(z8)(China)(Bfly,Soap)
F. lasu040 Lavandula angustifolia Super
Blue
SUPER BLUE LAVENDER
Tube $10.95
(EG)(z5)(Cut,Hon,Bfly)
G. ilop075 Ilex opaca Canary
YELLOW-FRUIT AMERICAN HOLLY
Size1 1-2' $49
(EG)(z6)(NAm)(B&W,Hon)
H. gibi030 Ginkgo biloba
MAIDENHAIR TREE/GINKGO
Tube $15.95
(Dec)(z4)(EChina)(Med)
I. sani115 Sambucus nigra Laced Up®
CUTLEAF BLACK ELDERBERRY
Tube $19.95
(Dec)(z4)(B&W,Bfly,Ed)
J. chpr180 Chimonanthus praecox
WINTERSWEET
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49
(Dec)(z7)(China)(Fra,Cut,Ed)
K. rhty165 Rhus typhina
STAGHORN SUMAC
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29
(Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENa,B&W,Hon)
L. coma031 Convallaria majalis
LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY
Tube $9.95
(Prn)(z4)(Cut,DR,Fra)
M. crox040 Crataegus laevigata Paul’s
Scarlet
ROSE-FLOWERED HAWTHORN
Size5 5-6' $85
(Dec)(z4)(Bfly,Hon,DR)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Fragrant Plants

P

lant these fragrant gems where you'll
most often enjoy their perfume, such as
along paths or under windows.
A. gaja089 Gardenia jasminoides Chuck
Hayes HARDY GARDENIA
Size1 1-2' $29
Specially noted for its tolerance to heat and
cold hardiness, with wonderfully scented 2-3
inch, ivory summer blooms which re-bloom
profusely again in the fall. Plant as a low
evergreen hedge, or as a fragrant specimen.
Prefers full sun. (EG)(z7)(China/Japan)
B. acpr070 Acacia pravissima
OVENS WATTLE
Tube $19.95
An especially ornamental and adaptable species with conspicuous, triangular, grey-green
wings decorating its graceful 10-20' stems.
Branches weep beautifully, and in latewinter/early spring, they are covered with
bright-yellow puffy flowers which smell just
like honey! S/M-D/GDr (EG)(z8)(DR,Fra)
C. labi029 Lavandula Big Time Blue
LAVENDER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
If you just cannot wait for your lavender to
bloom this cultivar is for you! Large purpleblue flower stalks bloom very early in the
season on compact (24”t x 16"w) shrublets.
S/M (EG)(z5)(Fra,Bfly,Cut)
D. buda068 Buddleia Miss Ruby
NECTAR BUSH
Tube $15.95
Remarkable, vividly rose-pink flowers,
silvery foliage and a compact habit made
this JC Raulston Arboretum cultivar the top
popular vote winner out of 100 cultivars,
at England's Kew Gardens! S/M (Dec)(z5)
(B&W,Bfly,Cut)
E. hemi090 Heptacodium miconioides
SEVEN-SONS PLANT
Tube $19.95
This unusual 15-20' tree/shrub makes a
welcome addition to the landscape palette
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with its white, fragrant, late-summer flowers.
With age, it develops its fabulous roughpeeling bark that is a wonderful winter sight.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(China)(Fra)
F. mype035 Myrica pensylvanica
BAYBERRY
Size1 1-2' $29
Deliciously spicy aromatic leaves on this
fabulous dense suckering 6-10' eastern native
shrub make it a great choice for a hedge. The
leaves become a very attractive burgundy in
fall. Tolerant of a wide range of conditions
including wet feet and drought, also tolerant
of salt spray; ours our unsexed seedlings.
S/D-M-W (Dec)(z3)(ENAm)(ENa,Fra,Wax)
G. eleb105 Elaeagnus ebbingii Olive
Martini™ VARIEGATED SILVERBERRY
Size1 1-2' $29
Golden-yellow leaf margins and shiny, silvery
new growth make this wonderful 10-15'
shrub just shine. The glossy, evergreen leaves
and its upright, dense form make it perfect
as a privacy screen. Deliciously fragrant, tiny
white flowers appear from late summer to
early autumn. S/M (EG)(z6)(Fra,Ed,Hon)
H. syvu091 Syringa vulgaris Albert F.
Holden LILAC
Tube $15.95
Unique and beautiful, the flowers of this
compact 7 foot shrub have petals that are
deep violet-blue on the top and silvery
underneath, making it appear bi-colored;
named for the founder of Holden Arboretum. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Cut,Fra)
I. daod045 Daphne odora Marginata
VARIEGATED SWEET DAPHNE
Size1 1-2' $39
Easily one of the most delectably scented
of all plants. Purplish-pink flower buds
open to bright-white blossoms very early in
spring. This exquisite 3-5' evergreen shrub
is attractive all year with dark, glossy leaves
margined with creamy-yellow. PSh/M/GDr
(EG)(z7)(China)(Fra,Bon,Hon)
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Fragrant Plants

A. itvi102 Itea virginica Fizzy Mizzy™
VIRGINIA SWEETSPIRE
Tube $15.95
An extremely versatile Virginia sweetspire
with an orderly habit and profusions of
pleasantly scented, very upright flower
spikes. Petite and tidy, this is a delightfully
fragrant shrub for gardens of any size in
full sun or shade. S-Sh/M (Dec)(z5)(ENA)
(Bfly,Fra,Hon)

E. ceja250 Cercidiphyllum japonicum
KATSURA TREE
Tube $19.95
The wonderful 'secret' of this medium to
large wide-spreading shade tree is that it
emits the most delightful fragrance of caramel, the scent comes from the heart-shaped
leaves, reddish-pink in spring, green in summer and yellow-orange in fall; truly a magical
tree. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Japan)(B&W,Fra)

B. lano062 Laurus nobilis Sicilian
Sunshine® GOLDEN BAY LAUREL
Tube $19.95
This is a delightful plant for edible or Mediterranean landscapes, this fine 6-20' upright
tree/shrub has brighter and more reliable
golden color than other yellow-leaved cultivars. The eye-catching red pedicles also add
a nice touch of color. A perfect choice for a
focal point in the garden and large pot. S/M
(EG)(z8)(Fra,Ed,DR)

F. phpa067 Phlox paniculata Purple
Flame PURPLE SUMMER PHLOX
Size1 $15
These fragrant lavender flowers with a deeppurple eye on 12-16" stems will be enjoyed
by all (vase-fillers, fragrance-gatherers, and
nectar-gatherers) July into September. S/M
(Prn)(z5)(ENAm)(Fra,Cut,Bfly)

C. lope225 Lonicera periclymenum
Scentsation
YELLOW-FLOWERED HONEYSUCKLE
Tube $15.95
As its name suggests, 'Scentsation' may just
be the most fragrant honeysuckle yet! An
abundance of yellow tubular flowers bloom
from spring through summer on non-invasive 10'x4' vines, and are followed by bright
red berries birds can't resist. PP 16240 (Dec)
(z4)
D. osde032 Osmanthus decorus Baki
Kasapligil TURKISH OSMANTHUS
Tube $19.95
A delightful addition to the Sweet Olive
tribe! Long, leathery, smooth leaves add
a wonderful elegance to this rare 6-8'
evergreen shrub. Tiny-white blossoms in
spring give rise to the sweet, heady fragrance
that Osmanthus are so well known for. Its
medium-dark-green foliage contrasts nicely
in the garden. This deer-resistant shrub is a
low-maintenance treasure. S-PSh/M-D (EG)
(z7)(Turkey)(Fra)

G. agku096 Agastache Kudos™ Gold
HUMMINGBIRD MINT
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Golden-yellow inflorescences bloom late
spring on tidy and compact plants, attracting
hummingbirds to their many nectar-filled,
tubular flowers. Gold is an unusual color for
Agastache and is highly attractive. S/M-D
(Prn)(z5)(B&W,Bfly,Cut)
H. clal001 Clethra alnifolia Sixteen
Candles WHITE SUMMERSWEET
Size1 1-2' $29
This wonderful, smaller form features larger
mid-summer white flowers which are beautifully fragrant! The bright-green summer
foliage is followed by golden-yellow fall color.
S/M-W (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(ENa,Fra,Bfly)
I. phco099 Philadelphus coronarius
Illuminati Tower®
SPACE-SAVING MOCK ORANGE
Tube $15.95
All of the charm and sweet fragrance of
mock orange in a fraction of the space! A
narrow upright habit with four-sided, sturdy
stems resembling towers. Profusions of
aromatic white flowers bloom in late spring
or early summer. (Dec)(z4)(Fra)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Tree/Shrub

Acer

Acer
acbu094 Acer buergerianum Mino
Yatsubusa
TRIDENT MAPLE
Size1 1-2' $49
Rare and special! This dwarf rounded 6-8'
tree/shrub has beautiful and quite unusual
foliage consisting of three narrow lobes
that look as if they have been stretched.
The two basal lobes are at right-angles to a
long finely-tipped center. Foliage emerges a
soft apple-green in spring and become lacquered orange-red in the fall. Winter shows
off the attractive furrowed bark. This makes
a wonderful accent or container plant and
would be a very distinctive hedge! S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z6)(Bon,Cont)
acci035 Acer circinatum
VINE MAPLE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29 Size5 5-6 $55
The most gorgeous autumn colors of all
the Northwest are those displayed by this
marvelous little multi-trunked shrub/tree
reaching 10-25'. Native to western North
America, from British Columbia to Northern California, it is found growing prolifically in the Columbia Gorge. This tree is
always with a touch of red about it: the new
shoots, flowers calyx, twigs, seeds (samaras)
and its blazing fall display. Usually found
growing as an understory plant under
much taller trees, it is extremely effective
for use in the landscape as well! S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z6)(WNAm)(WNAm,Bon,DR)
acpa624 Acer palmatum Beni tsukasa
CALICO CLOTH JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
“The remarkable color tones of this plant...
make it a fine accent plant in small landscapes or containers” (Vertrees). The small
leaves of this willowy 6-12' shrub-tree open
peach-red-yellow and change to pink, red
and green. PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Bon)
acpa177 Acer palmatum Sekka
Yatsubusa
JAPANESE MAPLE
Tube $29.95
This dense 6-12' tree has leaves which open
green-edged-with-rusty-orange, turning
green and then a deep golden-yellow in fall.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(Bon,DR)
acta108 Acer tataricum
TATARIAN MAPLE
Tube $19.95 Size1 2-3' $39
This interesting maple from the forests of
western Asia to southeastern Europe forms
a large shrub/small tree to 15-20'. Featuring
very distinct foliage on older specimens,
the shape of the leaves suggests Holodiscus
not maple. A beautiful sight in autumn
when the foliage turns incredible shades of
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chartreuse to yellow to red along with the
showy abundant red samaras which are up
to one inch long! S/M (Dec)(z4)(Eurasia)
(Bon)

Betula
beoc115 Betula occidentalis (fontinalis)
WATER BIRCH
Tube $12.95 Size1 2-3' $25 Size5 4-5' $45
Shining, burnished-copper, non-peeling
bark marked with pretty white horizontal
stripes, showy yellow-brown male and
female catkins in spring and yellow-orange
fall tints highlight this shrubby tree which
is variable in growth generally becoming a
10-15' shrub but can reach as much as 40',
native to the Cascades and Rocky Mountain ranges; makes a wonderful hedge for a
low spot as it can withstand flooding. S/M
(Dec)(z4)(WNAm)(WNAm,Bfly,Bon)
bepe133 Betula pendula Youngii
EUROPEAN WEEPING BIRCH
Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
The branches of this elegant tree are slender
and pendulous, forming a dwarf domeshaped weeping tree to 10' tall and 15'
wide, a gorgeous sight in autumn when its
fine-textured foliage turns golden-yellow;
a perfect accent for a smaller garden or special spot. S/M (Dec)(z4)(Europe)(Bfly,Bon)

Carpinus
cabe031 Carpinus betulus Columnaris
Nana
DWARF HORNBEAM
Tube $29.95 Size5 2-3' $85
Very compact (to only 8't x 2'w), this
unique Hornbeam will make a lovely little
hedge or accent in a small garden where its
small leaves will turn a handsome gold in
fall. S/M (Dec)(z5)

Cercis
ceca284 Cercis Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA REDBUD
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
Masses of intensely colorful, larger than
usual, magenta-purple flowers cover the
bare branches in spring before the highly
glossy dark-green leaves appear. Attractive
all summer long and turning pale-yellow
in autumn. This lovely 12-18' tree/shrub
was discovered in the wild in Oklahoma's
Arbuckle Mountains.J.C. Raulston thought
this selection "surpassed the Eastern
Redbud in beauty"; a wonderful addition to
any landscape! S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(ENAm)
(Hon,Bfly)

ceca053 Cercis canadensis Hearts of
Gold
GOLD-LEAVED REDBUD
Tube $29.95
Striking heart-shaped leaves of intense
golden yellow in spring relaxing into
chartreuse in summer, make this small tree
(to 15' in 5 years) a standout all season but
you’ll also enjoy its great soft-pink spring
flowers. S-PSh/M PP85878 (Dec)(z6)
(Hon,Bfly)

ceca055 Cercis canadensis Merlot
PURPLE-LEAVED REDBUD
Tube $29.95 Size5 5-6' $85
This dense upright 12-15' shrub/tree is
covered with clusters of early bright pinkpurple flowers appearing on bare limbs.
When the heart-shaped leaves do appear
they are a divine glossy wine-purple! This
is a perfect specimen for use in smaller
landscapes or as an accent plant. Having
C. texensis as a parent makes it heat and
drought tolerant, perfect for water-wise
gardens. S/M-D/GDr PP 22297 (Dec)(z6)
(Hon,Bfly)
ceca092 Cercis canadensis Ruby Falls
WEEPING RED-LEAF REDBUD
Tube $29.95 Size1 1-2' $49 Size5 5-6' $85
This dwarf weeping redbud is absolutely
perfect for smaller landscapes! Combining
pretty violet flowers in spring on bare stems
followed by glossy heart-shaped maroonred foliage on lovely gracefully weeping
branches to form a 8't x 5'w disease-resistant beauty. Autumn yellow color is lovely
too; a spectacular tree developed by North
Carolina State University. S-PSh/M/GDr
PP22097 (Dec)(z6)(Hon,Bfly)
ceoc290 Cercis occidentalis
WESTERN REDBUD
Size1 1-2' $29
A western redbud in full bloom is a sight
not soon forgotten! Gorgeous in spring
when the bare branches are just covered
with showy magenta flowers. This droughttolerant 10-15'shrub/tree has pretty heartshaped leaves which are blue-green in
summer and become pink-red in fall. Large
dark-brown pods are notable in late-summer and the winter shows off its silverybark and picturesque form. S/M-D/GDr
(Dec)(z6)(WNAm)(WNAm,Hon,B&W)
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Tree/Shrub
Chamaecyparis
chob143 Chamaecyparis obtusa Coralliformis
HINOKI CYPRESS
Size5 4-5' $55
Also known as 'Torulosa', this unique hinoki cypress features heavy, twisted, threadlike foliage that is somewhat reminiscent of
coral. Bright-green foliage and wonderfully
irregular, pyramidal growth habit make it
an interesting conversation piece and an
excellent subject for bonsai. This 6-8' shrub
is low-maintenance and makes a fine hedge
plant. S/M (EG)(z5)(Bon)
chpi015 Chamaecyparis pisifera Baby
Blue Ice
BLUE JAPANESE CYPRESS
Tube $15.95
Perfect for miniature plantings or containers, this very dense, tightly conical tree
(to 4'x 1' in 10 years) is formed of lovely
icy-blue, slightly twisted foliage; slow growing and very attractive. S-PSh/M (EG)(z5)
(Bon)

Chitalpa
chta216 Chitalpa tashkentensis Pink
Dawn
CHITALPA
Tube $19.95
The willowy branches and deep-green
narrow-leaves on this vigorous (to 25' x
25')shrub/tree are lovely especially when
adorned with masses of trumpet-shaped
lavender-pink flowers featuring pale yellow
throats blooming in summer. S/M-D (Dec)
(z6)

Cotinus
coco237 Cotinus coggygria Royal Purple
PURPLE SMOKE BUSH
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39 Size5 4-5' $75
A fantastic and colorful 15' shrub with outstanding dark deep-purple leaves in spring
which matures toward deep-green with
purple tints during summer.The foliage
contrasts perfectly with its plumes of dustypink smoky blooms. The leaves deepen to
an eye-catching vivid scarlet-purple fall
color. A wonderful choice for specimen!
S/M-D (Dec)(z5)(DR)

Crataegus
crdo035 Crataegus douglasii
W. BLACK HAWTHORN
Tube $15.95
The “fine foliage, glossy and almost formal”
(Peattie) of this small, thorny tree turns
bright red-orange in fall and its “wealth
of... charming white flowers” become small

black, long-lasting flowers, much appreciated by birds. S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(WNAm)
(WNa,B&W,Hon)

Osmanthus
colored bark. This is choice as specimen
or massed; nice for urban gardens as it is
pollution tolerant. S/M (Dec)(z6)(Bon)

Eucalyptus
euar030 Eucalyptus archeri
ALPINE CIDER GUM
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29
Wide-spreading, much-branched small
shrub/tree (from 12 to 30') native to the
high mountains of Tasmania. Juvenile
leaves are lovely silver and perfoliate, while
mature leaves are a soft grey-green and
lanceolate, elegant grey/white bark peels to
expose pink and green. This species makes
an excellent hedge and if keeping juvenile
foliage for flower arranging is desired it
coppices well; very easy to grow and perfect
for smaller gardens. S/M-D (EG)(z7)(AUS)
(Hon)

Huodendron
huti005 Huodendron tibeticum
HUODENDRON
Tube $24.95
From the forests of southern China comes
this rare evergreen tree/shrub. Attractive,
long, glossy leaves emerge a lovely copper
color before maturing to soft-green. This
Styrax relative has bright-white, star shaped
flowers that hang in clusters in spring.
Graceful in habit, it will slowly reach 15-30'
in height. Older specimens develop a lovely
deep-brown exfoliating bark. A delightful
addition to the landscape! S-PSh/M (EG)
(z8)(China)(Rare)

Ilex
ilop015 Ilex opaca Longwood Gardens
YELLOW-FRUITED HOLLY
Size1 1-2' $49
A lovely yellow-fruited holly with an interesting history. Originally purchased by F.L.
Belin from an unknown man, and planted
at Longwood Gardens by Pierre Du Pont.
Propagation since 1950’s. S/M (EG)(z6)
(Cut,B&W)

Lagerstroemia
lana071 Lagerstroemia Natchez
WHITE CRAPE MYRTLE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This beautiful vase-shaped 20' tree is outstanding for its terrific four-season interest.
Deep dark-green foliage is the perfect
foil for its masses of pure-white summer
flowers. The leaves turn vibrant shades of
orange to red in autumn before falling to
reveal the attractive peeling cinnamon-

Leptospermum
lesc046 Leptospermum scoparium Snow
Flake
DWARF TEA-TREE
Tube $10.95
Drought tolerant and bloomful, this 3-6'
shrub produces its double white, maroon
centered flowers late spring to mid-summer, like late snowflakes. S/M-D/GDr (EG)
(z9)(NZ)(Cut)

Magnolia
male144 Magnolia Leonard Messel
PINK-FLOWERING MAGNOLIA
Tube $29.95
This very hardy magnolia withstands late
frost better than most. It is often grown in
a compact shrub-like form, rather than a
single trunk. Buds emerge a gorgeous rosepurple. Star-like flowers open two-toned
with pink on the outside, white on the
inside, and mature a soft pink. Such a fine
specimen for welcoming spring! (Dec)(z5)
(B&W,Fra)

Osmanthus
osfo042 Osmanthus fortunei San Jose
SWEET OLIVE
Size1 1-2' $29
Deep, dark, evergreen foliage that is narrower and more finely toothed graces this
fine upright 12-20' tree/shrub.October to
December brings masses cream-colored
(sometimes with a hint of pale orange),
richly apricot-scented flowers. Left to its
own devices it will take on a more treelike form, its fast growth and tolerance of
shearing also make it an excellent shrub or
hedge. S-PSh/M (EG)(z8)(Fra)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Tree/Shrub

Picea

Picea
pibi085 Picea bicolor Dwarf Tigertail
TIGERTAIL SPRUCE
Size1 6-12" $49
Colorful as well as handsome, this compact, spreading and flat-topped when
young.If a central leader is allowed to take
it will eventually form a 20' irregularly pyramidal tree (it will stay much shorter if the
leader is pruned out). This unique cultivar
offers needles that are bright silver-blue underneath, green on top, and yellow where
most exposed; its cones emerge a pretty
purple-red which look beautiful against the
needles. S/M (EG)(z5)(Bon)
pisi076 Picea sitchensis Papoose
DWARF SITKA SPRUCE
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39
As dwarf and tidy as the species is huge,
this small-growing form has the attractive
(green with a silver-reverse) needles of its
parent and a dense concical habit. S-PSh/M
(EG)(z7)(Bon)

Pinus
pipa064 Pinus parviflora Fukai
VARIEGATED JAPANESE WHITE PINE
Tube $29.95
Also known as 'Shikoken', this fascinating,
upright 6-8' tree/shrub features soft-green
needles with brilliant bands of pale-yellow
on each one. This unique dwarf form is
very slow growing and rarely seen offered.
The winter needles are a deeper golden-yellow, perfect for a winter showpiece. Makes
a very striking specimen and is excellent in
a large container. S/M (EG)
pisy076 Pinus sylvestris Green Penguin
DWARF SCOTS PINE
Size1 1-2' $49
Upright and conical, standing up like a
little green penguin, this cute dwarf Scotch
Pine is a perfect specimen or accent plant!
Slow-growing to reach just 4' tall x 2'wide
with very bright-green foliage this pine
looks great in the ground or container. Exceptionally cold hardy for more gardeners
to enjoy; a chance seedling discovered at J
Farms in Dayton Oregon. S/MGDr (EG)
(z3)(Oregon)(Bon,Cont)

Poliothyrsis
posi070 Poliothyrsis sinensis
PEARLBLOOM
Tube $19.95 Size1 2-3' $39
Pearlbloom perfectly describes the round
pearly buds on the 6-8" panicles which
open to be fragrant creamy-white flowers
making their appearance on red stems
in late summer to early fall, iridescent
bronzy spring leaves deepen to dark-green
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before turning yellow in the autumn; this
beautiful 20-40' tree/shrub is native to the
mixed forests of eastern and central China,
brought to the U.S. by E.H. Wilson in 1908
it has become an appreciated addition to
the landscape. S/M (Dec)(z6)(China)(Fra)

Prunus
pril073 Prunus ilicifolia
HOLLY-LEAVED CHERRY
Size1 1-2' $29
This elegant, evergreen 8-25' tree/shrub
comes to us from the coastal and desert
chaparral of California. The compact crown
of shiny, dark-green holly-like leaves create
the perfect backdrop for the racemes of
delicate, bright-white, spring flowers. The
blossoms are followed by dark-red-purple
edible fruits. The foliage of this droughttolerant hedge smells lightly of almonds
when crushed. This is the larval food of
the pale swallowtail butterfly. This is a
choice shrub for California native gardens,
Xeriscapes or wildlife gardens and it makes
a wonderful hedge. S/M-D (EG)(z8)
(WNAm)(WNa,B&W,Fra)

Quercus
quch050 Quercus chrysolepis
CANYON LIVE OAK
Tube $15.95
The small glossy leaves of this unusual oak
are variously formed from toothed to entire
(sometimes on the same tree) deep-green
on top with fuzzy golden undersides which
give it the common name of Goldenleaf
Oak. Canyon Live Oak is an evergreen
shrubby tree that typically grows to 30-60'.
Native to dry mountain canyons, it is widely distributed throughout California with
populations in Oregon and Mexico. S/D/
GDr (EG)(z7)(WNAm)(WNa,B&W,Bon)

Salix
sabe528 Salix bebbiana
DIAMOND/BEAK WILLOW
Size1 2-3' $29
Native willow of the far-north (across Alaska and N. US), this 10-30' large shrub/small
tree is important wildlife forage and (w/ the
help of a fungus) 1 of the main producers
of striking diamond-pattern willow canes.
S/M-W (Dec)(z3)(NAm)(AmNa,Hon)
sala539 Salix lasiolepis Rogue
ROGUE WILLOW
Size1 2-3' $29
The light olive-green young branches of
this 6-35' multi-stemmed western shrub/
tree are conspicuous and decorative
throughout the winter; useful for wetland

restoration to stabilize streambanks and
provide shady fish habitat. S/M-W (Dec)
(z6)(WNAm)(WNa)
sama045 Salix matsudana Golden Curls
GOLDEN CORKSCREW WILLOW
Tube $15.95
A golden-barked form of the corkscrew
willow with its intriguing zig-zag branch
pattern, very useful in floral arrangements.
S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(Hon,Cut)

Sycoparrotia
syse062 Sycoparrotia semidecidua
Variegata
VARIEGATED SYCOPARROTIA
Tube $24.95
Now with attractive glossy variegated leaves
and unusual yellow-to red filamentous
flowers, this intergeneric hybrid has leaves
like its Sycopsis parent and a medium-large
shrub habit like Parrotia; some leaves are
evergreen (Sycopsis), some deciduous (Parrotia)! S-PSh/M (SEG)(z7)(Hybrid)

Thuja
thpl015 Thuja plicata Spring Grove®
ARBORVITAE / W. RED CEDAR
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
The dark, glossy green foliage of this tightly
pyramidal 20-30' tree maintains excellent winter color; fast growing, cold hardy
and disease-resistant. S-PSh/M (EG)(z6)
(Hedge)

Vitex
viag042 Vitex agnus-castus Blushing
Spires
PINK FLOWERING CHASTE TREE
Size1 1-2" $29
Elegant, soft shell-pink spires make a
charming color complement on this usually blue-flowered shrub. The blossoms
are a welcome sight in the late-summer
garden. This beautiful 8-12' shrub tree with
its delightfully aromatic, silvery foliage is
wonderful placed in water-wise, pollinator
or wild gardens. Tough as it is pretty, it can
be used as a specimen or part of the border;
deer, pest and disease resistant. S/M-D/
GDr (Dec)(z7)(Hon,Bfly,Med)
vine165 Vitex negundo Heterophylla
CUT-LEAF CHASTE TREE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2 $29
A beautiful shrub/tree with highly dissected leaves resembling those of a cut-leaf
Japanese maple and believed to have
medicinal properties. Upwardly-pointing
lavender blooms are fragrant and very
attractive to bees and butterflies. Beautiful
in a mixed shrub border or as a specimen.
Requires well-drained soil. (Dec)(z6)
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Vines
Ampelopsis

Clematis

amhe075 Ampelopsis heterophylla
PORCELAIN BERRY
Tube $15.95
Another wonderfully colorful porcelain
berry vine; this one growing at elevations
from 200-1800M in the Anhui, Guangdong and Sichuan (among other) regions
of China. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(China)
(B&W,Med,Cut)

clha012 Clematis Happy Jack®
CLEMATIS
Tube $19.95
Deep purple, velvet-like 3-5in flowers
bloom abundantly all summer and into
fall on this stunning DGA Green Thumb
Award winner. Its center highlights and
bright yellow stamens contrast beautifully
with the intensely purple petals. This is a
very easy-going vine to grow, simply cut it
back to 2ft every spring as it flowers on new
and old wood. PP20343 S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)

Berchemia
besc066 Berchemia scandens
SUPPLEJACK
Size1 $25
This native SE vine can reach 10-15' in
height with, eventually, a 6" diameter
trunk!; from moist river bottoms Virginia
s to Florida where it produces clusters of
blue-black fruits in fall. S-PSh/M-W (Dec)
(z7)(ENAm)(ENa)

Campsis
cara182 Campsis radicans Flava
YELLOW TRUMPET CREEPER
Tube $15.95
Every strong shoot of this vigorous selfclinging vine may have its bunch of rich
yellow trumpets in a warm spot. A bright
and welcome sight in fall; pinch the tips
when young to encourage branching. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Hum)
cara038 Campsis radicans Judy
YELLOW TRUMPET VINE
Tube $15.95
Introduced by Woodlanders Nursery, this
vigorous SE native vine has large yellowapricot trumpet-shaped flowers. S/M (Dec)
(z5)(ENAm)(Hum,ENa)
cata058 Campsis tagliabuana Guilfoylei
ORANGE TRUMPET VINE
Tube $15.95
Prolific orange-red trumpets provide a
show for you and the hummingbirds in late
summer on this large, vigorous vine. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Hum)
cata183 Campsis tagliabuana Madame
Galen
RED TRUMPET VINE
Tube $15.95
Arching sprays of deep salmon-red flowers during late summer and dark-green
compound foliage
make this hardy
vine a beautiful
sight for human
or hummingbird
eyes. S/M (Dec)
(z5)(Hum)

clst110 Clematis Still Waters®
CLEMATIS
Tube $19.95
This eye-catching Clematis wears long-lasting and unique late spring to late summer
blooms, of icy lavender-blue with dark red
stamens.S-PSh/M PP20372 (Dec)(z5)
clvi023 Clematis Viva Polonia
CLEMATIS
Tube $19.95
'Viva Polonia' is a strikingly beautiful
clematis with loads of deep pink-red petals
which each adorn a white stripe radiating
from the center, giving the flowers their
brilliant star-like appearance. Versatile
and easy to grow. Flowers bloom on old
and new wood, so just cut the vine down
to 18in each spring for a dazzling summer
display. PP27753 s-PSh/M (Dec)(z4)
clli065 Clematis ligusticifolia
WESTERN VIRGINS BOWER
Tube $15.95
This western native Clematis is a wide
spreading 10-15' vine with masses of
showy white spring blossoms. The flowers become lovely, soft, cream-colored
filamentous fruits. Widespread in riparian
areas throughout the western United States,
it is also extremely drought-tolerant once
established. Very low maintenance it makes
a good groundcover for tough spots. This
vine was also used medicinally by some
Native American tribes. S/M-W-D (Dec)
(z5)(WNAm)(WNAm,Hon)

Hydrangea
hyan083 Hydrangea anomala petiolaris
Kuga Variegated
VARIEGATED CLIMBING HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
This magnificent multi-colored vine has
bright pink new growth which turns to
gold before changing to deep green topped
by large white summer flowers; this multicolored effect lasts well into fall. (Dec)(z5)

Parthenocissus
hyan065 Hydrangea anomala petiolaris
Mirranda
VARIEGATED CLIMBING HYDRANGEA
Tube $15.95
Beautiful as climbing hydrangea may be,
this cultivar may be just a wee bit more
beautiful with its leaves edged in gold; a
clinging vine (to 75') with large 6-10" flat
clusters of white flowers. PSh/M (Dec)(z5)
(Cut)

Lonicera
lope075 Lonicera periclymenum
G.S.Thomas
YELLOW-FLOWERED HONEYSUCKLE
Tube $15.95
Plant this vigorous 20' vine near a bench
or patio where you can enjoy the wonderful evening fragrance of its creamy-white
flowers which mature to yellow (not a trace
of pink or purple), the blooms are freely
produced from June to September; very
adaptable and only needs pruning to keep
it in bounds; summer flowers feed pollinators while the fall berries feed the birds.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(Fra,Hon,Bfly)
lope076 Lonicera periclymenum Sweet
Sue
HONEYSUCKLE VINE
Tube $15.95
Masses of delectably fragrant
creamy-white
flowers which turn
pale-yellow as they
mature adorn this
vigorous shrubby
12-18' vine from
June to frost, bluegreen leaves form
the backdrop for
the blooms which
are the essence of honeysuckle and should
be planted near the porch or patio where
you can inhale their perfume on warm
summer evenings; this vine has a lovely
story too, Roy Lancaster found it growing
on a beach in Sweden and named it for his
wife. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Fra)

Parthenocissus
pala068 Parthenocissus laetevirens
VIRGINIA CREEPER
Size1 $29
The Chinese sibling of our Virginia Creeper, this large 40-50' vine has five-parted
yellow-green leaves that turn a rich crimson in fall, making a beautiful backdrop for
6-10" clusters of dark-blue fruit. S/M (Dec)
(z8)(China)(DR)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Vines

Parthenocissus
paqu013 Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Engelmannii
ENGELMAN'S VIRGINIA CREEPER
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
This delightful version of the eastern
United States native Virginia creeper vine
features smaller leaves and a somewhat
less vigorous habit. Reaching 25-40' and
featuring pretty, deep-green leaves made
of up five small leaflets. Inconspicuous
green summer flowers become small
dark-blue berries which are beautiful on
the wine-colored stems. This plant is at its
best in autumn when the entire vine lights
up a distinct bronzy-red color. The vine attaches with suckers to grow up trellises and
walls or it can be used as a groundcover.
Some pruning may be necessary to keep
it in bounds. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z3)(ENAm)
(B&W)
patr001 Parthenocissus tricuspidata
Fenway Park
YELLOW-LEAVED BOSTON IVY
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
This colorful twist for an old favorite was
found growing as a bud sport on a building
near Fenway Park (Go Red Sox!). Featuring bright-yellow leaves in spring which
mellow into a pretty chartreuse-green
in summer.These 30-50' vines put on an
incredibly showy fall display of brilliant
oranges and reds.This is a vigorous and
dramatic creeper/climber for wall or fence.
S-PSh/M-D (Dec)(z5)
patr095 Parthenocissus tricuspidata
BOSTON IVY
Tube $12.95 Size1 $25
One of the very best vines for clinging to
stonework, this popular and beautiful vine
has handsome, lustrous, 3-lobed leaves
which turn brilliant scarlet-red in fall.
Greenish-white inconspicuous flowers in
summer ripen into showy dark blueblack fruits which persist after the leaves
drop. This is the vine of those hallowed
ivy-covered walls. Rapid growth to 30-50',
give it some space! S/M (Dec)(z5)(Japan)
(B&W)

Pileostegia
pivi178 Pileostegia viburnoides
EG CLIMBING HYDRANGEA
Tube $19.95
One of few vines which do well in part to
full shade, this sturdy 15-30' clinger has
fine long, leathery bright-green leaves and,
in fall, showy 4-6" heads of small creamywhite flowers; lovely! and great with
red-fruited Pyracantha. PSh-Sh/M (EG)
(z8)(Asia)
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Schizophragma
schy095 Schizophragma hydrangeoides
Flirty Girl™
HYDRANGEA VINE
Tube $19.95
You can expect an abundance of creamy
white, fragrant summer flowers, on this fast
growing and readily blooming vine. The
new growth emerges a fine purple, adding
even more interest to this beauty. Great for
containers, screens or as an elegant focal
point. S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Bfly,Cut)
schy041 Schizophragma hydrangeoides
Moonlight
HYDRANGEA VINE
Tube $19.95
Lovely heart-shaped leaves, dark-bluegreen with the iridescent silvery sheen of
moonlight, clothe this climbing vine (to
30'), while the flat clusters of showy white
flower heads resembling Hydrangea. SPSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Cut)

Trachelospermum
trja027 Trachelospermum jasminoides
Variegatum
VARIEGATED STAR JASMINE
Tube $15.95
A very pretty plant with glossy evergreen
leaves margined and splashed in cream,
and often suffused with crimson in the
winter. Its sweetly fragrant, pure white
flowers are a delight in late spring-early
summer. S-Sh/M (EG)(z8)(Bfly,Fra,Hon)
trja127 Trachelospermum jasminoides
STAR JASMINE
Tube $12.95
Star jasmine is a gorgeous, woody, evergreen vine, thick with deep green, glossy
foliage, which will thrive outdoors in zones
8-10. In cooler climates, it grows wonderfully in containers overwintered indoors.
Its many white, star-like blooms are sweetly
fragrant, so be sure to place in a spot to
enjoy their spring-summer perfume. Sun-P.
Shade is recommended, though heavy
shade may also be tolerated, lending this
beauty even more versatility as a unique
houseplant. S-PSh/M (EG)(z8)(China/Japan)(B&W,Fra,Hon)

Vitis
vica190 Vitis californica
WILD GRAPE
Tube $10.95
Looking very much like its cultivated relatives, this stout vine to 30' has shaggy bark,
large lobed leaves, and best of all, clusters
of purple grapes, “sweet and delicious raw

and [or] for jelly and wine” (Furlough
and Pill). S-PSh/M (Dec)(z6)(WNAm)
(WNa,Ed,B&W)
vivi210 Vitis vinifera Purpurea
CLARET VINE/TEINTURIER
Tube $19.95
The large (6") leaves of this offspring of a
long (thousands of years!) cultivated vine
(vigorous to 30') are deeply lobed,rounded
and claret-red to purple (somewhat greener
on young plants), lovely with gray-leaved
plants and mauve-flowers. S/M (Dec)(z6)
(Europe)(Cut,Fra)

Wisteria
wibr258 Wisteria brachybotrys Showa–
Beni
SILKY WISTERIA
Tube $29.95
This climbing wisteria sets itself apart from
the others with its dense, exotic-looking,
silky foliage, and masses of thickset pink
and white flowers, each with a prominent
yellow spot. The fragrant late spring or
early summer blooms are followed by
showy, long bean-like pods. A truly stunning cultivar! (Dec)(z5)
wifl554 Wisteria floribunda Honbeni
PINK-ICE JAPANESE WISTERIA
Tube $29.95
Like pink-champagne bubbling over, the
long, 13-16" pendulous soft-pink tipped
with lavender pea-like flowers of this 10-15'
vine spill over trellis or arbor. Their lovely
sweet scent will entrance you in spring.
This somewhat less vigorous and so-pretty
vine is perfect for smaller gardens. Bronzy
spring growth becomes emerald-green
in summer and lemon yellow in fall. S/M
(Dec)(z6)(Fra,Hon)
wifl051 Wisteria floribunda Violacea
Plena
BLACK DRAGON WISTERIA
Tube $29.95
Magnificent sweetly-scented, double,
lavender-purple blossoms hang in
racemes up to 12" long from this superb
20-30' vine. The flowers on this top-notch
cultivar bloom somewhat later than other
wisterias, extending the flower season.
Pretty, soft-green
pinnate leaves turn
glowing yellow in
the autumn. Like
all wisterias, this
requires a sturdy
support and full
sun; a stunning
vine well-worth
planting! S/M
(Dec)(z6)(Bfly,Fra)
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Achillea
acmi210 Achillea millefolium Desert
Eve™ Yellow
YARROW
Tube $8.95 Size1 $12
Bring on the butterflies with these pineapple yellow landing pads of beauty! 4in
flower clusters beam above fragrant upright
and compact foliage. Blooms earlier than
many typical yarrow varieties and the
radiant flowers last into fall. Fantastic for
fresh and dried arrangements. Tolerant
of heat, humidity, salt, and will thrive in
nearly any soil type. S-PSh/M-D (Prn)(z4)
(Cut,DR,Fra)

acmi777 Achillea millefolium Red Velvet
YARROW
Tube $8.95 Size1 $12
This yarrow is absolutely stunning with
deep red, summer blossoms on 2-3' stems
and beautifully textured foliage. A wonderful, undemanding addition to pollinator
gardens, xeriscapes, rock gardens... Deer
and rabbit resistant, heat and drought tolerant. Deadheading will extend the blooming
season and prevent spreading by seed.
Plants may re-bloom if cut back after initial
flowering. (Prn)(z4)

Agastache
agbl050 Agastache Blue Boa
VIOLET-BLUE HUMMINGBIRD MINT
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
This splendid Agastache features lavish,
large, deep violet-blue flower spikes held up
on sturdy, upright 2-3' stems. Bright-green
foliage and radiant color make this perennial a bright spot all summer into fall. This
easy-going, high-impact selection entices
hummingbirds, butterflies and bees into
the garden. This award winning cultivar
makes a bold statement in the landscape!
S/M-D (Prn)(z5)(Fra,Hon,B&W)
agku041 Agastache Kudos™ Ambrosia
DWARF HUMMINGBIRD MINT
Tube $9.95
An exceptional Agastache! Soft, tropicalorange-pink color-changing flowers crown
this 18" disease-resistant perennial. This
wonderfully fragrant mounder blooms
from June into fall. Perfect for the perennial border, pollinator garden or container!
S/M/GDr PPAF (Prn)(z5)(Bfly,Fra,B&W)

agku070 Agastache Kudos™ Red
RED HUMMINGBIRD MINT
Tube $9.95
This is a gorgeous color addition to the
hummingbird mint family! Forming a low,
dense one-foot mound of bright-green
highly aromatic foliage and bearing erect
spikes of brilliant red plumes that are very
attractive to hummingbirds and butterflies.
These easy-going perennials flower from
midsummer all the way until frost. Perfect
for pollinator, xeric or container gardening;
good drainage is a must. S/M-D-GDr PPAF
(Prn)(z6)(Bfly,Hum,Cont)
agmo057 Agastache Morello
PINK HUMMINGBIRD MINT
Tube $9.95
Gorgeous, dense masses of deep raspberrypink blossoms grace the garden from May
through fall. The dark, gray-green, very-aromatic foliage provides the perfect contrast
to the bright flower display. This superior
selection has strong, upright, 3' foot stems
and forms numerous crowns rapidly. This
cultivar shows good mildew tolerance and
is perfect for pollinators; bees, butterflies
and hummingbirds can't resist it! S/M-D
PP29527 (Prn)(z5)(Fra,Hon,B&W)

Anemone
anhu089 Anemone hupehensis Fantasy™
Cinderella
JAPANESE ANEMONE
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Masses of thick, slightly cupped, pink petaled blooms stand strong on upright stems.
This selection is a robust clumper to easily,
and beautifully fill containers and borders,
grow in pollinator gardens or give as a gift.
The cottony seed heads also add fall interest in the garden, or consider using them in
dried arrangements. PP25367 (Prn)(z5)
anhy546 Anemone hybrida September
Charm
PINK JAPANESE ANEMONE
Tube $9.95
The silvery-pink buds open to reveal rose
and deep-pink, single flowers whose petals
ring a gloriously bright golden-yellow
center. This 2-3' perennial does indeed
add charm to the fall garden, especially
when planted en masse in the woodland
garden. Anemones are a classic cottage
garden flower and also add delightful color
to the autumn bouquet. PSh/M (Prn)(z5)
(Cut,Bfly)
anru054 Anemone rupicola Wild Swan™
BICOLOR ANEMONE
Tube $10.95
Beautiful snow-white blooms feature
an exquisite amethyst band on the petal
reverse giving it an unusual bicolor effect.

Aralia
The blossoms nod in the morning and
evening really showing off the banding,
while during the day they stand up and
show their pretty faces. Deep-green foliage
forms clumps 2' wide making the perfect
backdrop for the
elegant 2' flowers. Perhaps its
best attribute is
that it blooms
continuously
from late-spring
all the way
until frost!
This wonderful
award winning perennial
makes a great
cut-flower is deer and salt resistant and attracts butterflies. A perfect plant for cottage
gardens, borders, containers, rock gardens
and more! S-PSh/M PP23,132 (Prn)(z5)
(DR,Bfly,Cut,Cont)

Anthriscus
ansy052 Anthriscus sylvestris
Ravenswing
PURPLE-LEAF COW PARSLEY
Tube $9.95
This delightful perennial is admired for its
dramatic, 1-2' clumps of dark-purple, ferny
foliage. In early summer, flowering spikes
hold buoyant umbels of small white parsley-like flowers. Perfect for mixed perennial
beds in cottage or wildlife gardens; the 3'
flower stalks can be kept cut down if only
foliage is desired or they can be left to seed
(in which case this pretty perennial will
spread). S-Sh/M (Prn)(z4)(Bfly,Hon,Med)

Aralia
arco037 Aralia cordata Sun King
GOLDEN-LEAVED ARALIA
Tube $15.95 Size1 $29
This brilliant, bold, 3-6' accent for semishade has
magnificent
compound
fern-like
foliage that
is a beautiful, glowing
luminousgold. This is a
fast growing
clumper
with spikes of bright-white flowers which
become decorative red to purple to black
fruit (much loved by birds) which add to
its already bright picture. Keeps its sunny
color all season unless planted in too dense
of shade. PSh-Sh/M/GDr (Prn)(z4)(Japan)
(DR)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Aruncus

Aruncus
ardi285 Aruncus dioicus
GOAT'S BEARD
Tube $8.95
This pretty wildflower from the moist
woodlands of the central United States
has broad fern-like leaves which make
an elegant clump 4-6' high. This perennial is topped in spring by extraordinarily
handsome creamy-plumes of minute starry
blossoms. A wonderfully undemanding
and pretty plant for the woodland, native or
shade garden. PSh/M-W (Prn)(z4)(ENAm)
(ENAm,Cut)

Asarum
asma110 Asarum maximum Ling Ling
PANDA FACE GINGER
Size1 $25
A Chinese wild ginger that makes a unique
and lovely addition to woodland gardens,
edges as well as containers. The heartshaped foliage is a glossy, deep green with
silvery green variegation. Springtime flowers are thick and velvety with black edging
and white centers, resembling adorable
panda faces! Easy to grow, deer resistant,
and tolerant of heat and humidity. (EG)(z7)
(China)

Asclepias
asfa024 Asclepias fascicularis
NARROW-LEAVED MILKWEED
Tube $9.95
This delicate-looking wildflower from
the western United States is extremely
drought-tolerant, trouble-free and very
important for wildlife. Clusters of intricate,
purplish-pink-tinted, white flowers sit on
stalks above the2-4' clumps of long, narrow,
threadlike leaves. This is an incredibly
important plant, as Asclepias is the only
larval food for the Monarch butterfly. This
Asclepias provides nectar for other butterflies and hummingbirds and it is also a
commonly used nesting material for birds.
S/M-D (Prn)(z5)(WNa)(Bfly,WNa)
asin035 Asclepias incarnata Ice Ballet
SWAMP MILKWEED
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
This bright-white selection is as pretty as
its name suggests and is always appreciated
in the border or vase for its long-stemmed,
3-4' flowers. This choice cultivar is easygoing in nature and perfect for perennial,
cutting, pollinator, rain, or native gardens.
Asclepias are the only larval food for
the glorious Monarch butterfly, planting
Milkweed ensures a food source for these
important pollinators. S/M-W (Prn)(z4)
(ENAm)(ENa,Bfly,Cut)
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astu030 Asclepias tuberosa
BUTTERFLY WEED
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
This gorgeous perennial wildflower from
the open woods, glades and fields of the
southeastern United States is one of the
brightest and most undemanding choices
for a dry sunny garden spot. Radiant,
bright-orange flowers sit atop 1-2' stalks
from June to August. As a rich nectar
source, the intricate blooms draw in many
butterflies. Most importantly, Asclepias is
the only larval food for the glorious Monarch butterfly; plant some in your garden,
not only for the beauty but to help save our
beautiful Monarchs. S/M-D/GDr (Prn)(z4)
(ENAm)(ENa,Bfly,Cut)

Bergenia
bepi081 Bergenia Pink Dragonfly
DWARF CORAL-PINK PIGSQUEAK
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
The narrow “dragon-fly-wing” leaves of
this smaller-sized Elephant Ears are a shiny
plum-red during winter and topped by
unique coral-pink flowers which are a treat
in the early spring garden. PSh-Sh/M (Prn)
(z4)(Cut)

bedr082 Bergenia Dragonfly™ Sakura
PIGSQUEAK
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
The semi-double pink spring flowers of
this compact “elephant ear” plant look like
cherry blossoms (thus sukura'); its round
glossy evergreen foliage is deep-purple in
winter... a stunner for the border. S-PSh/M
(Prn)(z4)(Cut,DR)

Brunnera
brma003 Brunnera macrophylla Diane’s
Gold
BUGLOSS
Tube $10.95
The amazing chartreuse-gold foliage of this
mini 1-2' clumper will make any shade spot
shine all season, but especially in spring
with its mass of sky-blue flowers; vigorous
for border or container. PSh-Sh/M PPAF
PVR (Prn)(z4)(DR)

beco025 Bergenia cordifolia Winter
Glow
PIGSQUEAK
Tube $9.95
This plant is a multi-season standout with
vivid ruby-red winter foliage and 10in
stalks of red spring flowers. PSh-Sh/M
(EG)(z3)(Cut)

brma049 Brunnera macrophylla Jack
Frost
SILVER-LEAF BUGLOSS
Tube $10.95
With foliage that is completely netted in
pure-silver and veined in bright-green, the
leaves of this amazing groundcover are a
sight to behold! This beautiful 12" mound
is topped by delicately beautiful, sky-blue,
forget-me-not-like flowers in spring. This
delightful perennial was plant of the year in
2012 with good reason! This is a wonderful choice to brighten up a shady corner or
spruce up a container. PSh-Sh/M PP13859
(Prn)(z4)(Cut,DR,Cont)

bedr100 Bergenia Dragonfly™ Angel Kiss
PIGSQUEAK
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
An abundance of exquisitely sweet,
semi-double white to light pink flowers
emerge in early spring, attracting butterflies
and hummingbirds. Leaves are leathery,
glossy and dark green making a showy
groundcover in shaded mass plantings and
front borders. In zones south of 7 they
typically remain evergreen, taking on
winter hues of red wine-purple. Gorgeous
plants indeed! (SEG)(z4)

brma052 Brunnera macrophylla Silver
Heart
SIBERIAN BUGLOSS
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
Almost completely silver, the sweet, heartshaped foliage of this 12 x 24 inch shadebrightening groundcover is also covered in
fetching cobalt blue forget-me-not flowers
all spring; although these plants look
delicate, they are tough and hold up well in
heat and humidity; prefect for container,
border or fantastic planted en masse. PShSh/M/GDr PPAF (Prn)(z4)(Cut,DR)

Campanula
capi012 Campanula Pink Octopus
BELLFLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Wonderful, deeply Octopus-leg divided
flowers of white and deep-rose ... up to 50
at a time!... top 18" stems of deeply-cut foliage over a long summer period. S-PSh/M
PPatentAF PVR (Prn)(z5)(DR)
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capo011 Campanula poscharskyana Blue
Waterfall
BELLFLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
As a waterfall cascading over a wall or a
perennial groundcover, this dense lowgrowing spreader is a winner with its mass
of deep blue-white centered bells during
mid-summer. S-PSh/M (Prn)(z5)(DR)

Coreopsis
code012 Coreopsis Desert Coral
CORAL COREOPSIS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Large flowers of dark peachy-coral have
deep sienna-red eyes. The blooms just
cover this divine perennial all season-long;
as soon as one falls another takes its place!
With its dwarf 1' mounding habit there
is space in every garden for at least a few!
The perfect choice for container, border or
anywhere you want a warm spot of color.
S/M PP24847 (Prn)(z6)(Bfly,DR,Cont)

cola310 Coreopsis Ladybird
COREOPSIS
Tube $9.95
Blooming continuously all summer long
and into fall, 'Ladybird' shines with masses
of bright red flowers, on compact mounds
of contrasting green foliage. A vivid, and
easy-going choice to brighten borders,
containers, rock gardens and more. S/M
PP27362 (Prn)(z5)(B&W,Cut,Hon)
coli200 Coreopsis Lil Bang™ Candy
Stripes
COREOPSIS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Another beauty in the Li'l Bang™ series,
with profusions of long-lasting, bright pink
and cream petals surrounding yellow centers. Deadheading is recommended. Great
for borders, mass plantings and mixed
containers. (Prn)(z5)
coru011 Coreopsis Ruby Frost
RED COREOPSIS
Tube $9.95
Named by the readers of Birds and Blooms
for its distinct and showy ruby-red petals
which are edged with brilliant white. The
large blooms rise above deep-green foliage

forming a 16" mounding perennial. This is
a break-through in Coreopsis and a beauty
in the container, border or massed. S/M
PP21758 (Prn)(z6)(DR)

Corydalis
cobl077 Corydalis Blue Heron
BLUE CORYDALIS
Tube $9.95
Large cluster of vibrant sapphire-blue
flowers over dissected blue-green foliage
place this 6-10" mounder a cut above the
rest. Lovely in a shady garden where it will
bloom spring into summer. PSh-Sh/M
(Prn)(z6)(China)(Fra,DR)

Dicentra
diam101 Dicentra Amore™ Rose
BLEEDING HEART
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
This lovely perennial will brighten shady
areas with its long-blooming and abundant,
bright rose-pink flowers, which stand
well above and contrast beautifully with
its lacey, blue-green foliage. An especially
hardy and vigorous cultivar with impressive heat tolerance. PSh-Sh/M PP25623
(Prn)(z5)(B&W,Cut)
difo143 Dicentra formosa
WESTERN BLEEDING HEART
Size1 $15
Very similar to its eastern and betterknown sister, D.eximia, with foliage so
finely divided as to be ferny; showy pink
"hearts" on arching stems in spring; as
pretty as it is tough. S-PSh/M-D (Prn)(z6)
(WNAm)(WNa,Cut)

Epimedium
This is sometimes called the 'Fairy Wand'
plant as the flowers are so delicate and airy.
They look just like you might imagine a
fairies wand would look like! The blooms
float above the 3' grass-like mound of
leaves; delightful! Although it looks so
delicate, this clumper withstands coastal
conditions. S/M (Prn)(z8)(SAFRICA)
(Coastal)

Echinacea
ecfi047 Echinacea Firebird
RED-ORANGE CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
Charming pollinator magnets of deep-redorange tipped with maroon cones on 1218" stems. Perfect for cottage gardens, patio
pots, or the carefree meadow border. S/M/
GDrPPAF PVR (Prn)(z4)(B&W,Bfly,Cut)
ecpr012 Echinacea Prima™ Ginger
CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
A delightful and vigorous coneflower with
a much shorter clumping habit and proliferous blooms. Bright multi-colored blooms
begin with shades of tangerine, and mature
into softer pink tones. An especially gorgeous cultivar for containers and borders.
S/M PP30169 (Prn)(z4)(B&W,Bfly,Fra)
ecpu043 Echinacea purpurea Ruby Giant
LARGE PINK CONEFLOWER
Tube $10.95 Size1 $19
An apt name for this wonderful almostnative...on 30" stems its HUGE recurved
flowers (up to 7" across!) are of a rich pure
“ruby”. S/M (Prn)(z5)(Bfly,Cut,Med)

Dichelostemma
dico094 Dichelostemma congestum
FORK TONGUED OOKOW
Tube $8.95
This western native may be found in open
woods, meadows and grassy slopes from
sea level up to 6,500 feet. Bees and butterflies are attracted to the bright purple
inflorescences of 6-20, 1cm wide and long
flowers. The edible bulbs were cooked in
underground ovens and eaten, or processed
and made into breads or cakes. The delightful, allium-like flowers are notable for their
forked filaments and creamy-white ribs
which offset the petals. (Dec)(z5)(WNa)

Dierama
dipu087 Dierama pulcherrimum
ANGEL'S FISHING ROD
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
In mid to late summer, long, arching stems
carry the angelic white-to-rosy-purple,
nodding bells of this beautiful perennial.

Epimedium
eppe508 Epimedium perralchicum
Frohnleiten
DEEP-YELLOW BISHOP'S HAT
Size1 $19
Bright yellow lanterns dance on wiry stems
above the dense foliage of this fine selection
in spring, and then hand the show to the
prickly-toothed leaves, which are strikingly
marked with red in the fall. PSh/M (Prn)
(z7)(Cut)
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Gaillardia

Gaillardia
gaar012 Gaillardia aristata Barbican™
Red
BLANKET FLOWER
Tube $10.95
A radiant, dense and rounded blanket
flower blooming continuously with vibrant
red flowers all season long. A stunning
choice for hot, sunny borders and containers. (Prn)(z4)

gete055 Geum Tempo™ Orange
ORANGE GEUM
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Charming and long blooming (from AprilJuly) with profusions of cream to peachyorange blooms which stand 6 inches above
its strawberry-like foliage. A lovely deer
resistant choice for pollinator gardens,
borders and mixed beds. (Dec)(z5)
gete036 Geum Tempo™ Rose
GEUM
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
These long-blooming butterfly magnets are
semi-double, dark rose-pink flowers, sitting
21 inches above soft strawberry-like foliage.
Easy to grow, deer resistant, and gorgeous!
S/M (Prn)(z5)(Cut,DR)

Gunnera
Geranium
gero009 Geranium Rozanne
GERANIUM
Tube $9.95
The fabulous geranium is known for its
2-3" purple-violet-blue flowers that bloom
non-stop from late-spring into autumn.
Deeply-cut, bright-green foliage spreads
out to form mounds 1-2' tall and wide.
The foliage is streaked with deep-red in
autumn. This is perhaps one of the nicest
Geraniums around for the garden or hanging basket; afternoon shade is desirable
in very hot climates. PP12175 (Prn)(z5)
(DR,Bfly,Cont)

Geum
gefi019 Geum Fireball
ORANGE-RED GEUM
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
‘Fireball’: is a perfect name for these
1-2" semi-double flowers that glow gold
suffused orange-red late-spring-into-fall
(if deadheaded) on 20-30" stems; this
eye-catcher was found exploding in the
walled city of York, England. S/M (Prn)(z5)
(Cut,Bfly)
gepr001 Geum Prettycoats™ Peach
PEACH GEUM
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Flowers of creamy yellow, peach and pink
with beautifully ruffled
petals stand on straight
10-12 inch stems, above
compact and lush green
foliage that may stay
evergreen in warmer climates. Long-blooming and deer resistant.
S-PSh/M (Prn)(z5)(Cut,DR)
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guch030 Gunnera chilensis (tinctoria)
GUNNERA
Tube $12.95 Size1 $25
Dramatic (to say the least!) landscape
plants for pool edge or part shade with
round lobed leaves 3-6' across!; “I believe
the secret for ensuring its reaching gigantic
proportions... is to ‘feed the brute’” (E. A.
Bowles). PSh/M-W (Prn)(z7)(Chile)

foot above attractive, deep green, serrate
evergreen foliage. The unique blooms
emerge in January and last well into spring.
(EG)(z5)
heiv045 Helleborus Ivory Prince
IVORY HELLEBORE
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
Elegant!, this 12-18" royal beauty offers
lovely outward-facing flowers of ivory
flushed with pink and streaked with green
and rose over a long early (Feb-Apr) spring
bloom period. PSh/M/acid PP16199 (Prn)
(z6)(Cut)
heni070 Helleborus Night Coaster
HELLEBORE
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
Simply amazing! This 18-24" dramatic,
evergreen clumper from the Winter Thrillers™ series can produce up to 75, velvety,
2-3" satin-black flowers per plant, each
with a distinct glowing lime-green center.
The blossoms remain pretty even after they
are spent, becoming a soft, papery charcoal.
This perennial is magic in any shady border, container or in a vase. PSh-Sh/M (Prn)
(z6)(DR,Cut)

Hastingsia
haal080 Hastingsia alba
WHITE RUSHLILY
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
This little lily-relative from wet-meadows is
only found growing in Northern California
and Southern Oregon.Beautiful 1-3’ spikes
of tiny white flowers rise from a grass-like
tuft. The flowers fall away leaving green
capsules which contain black seeds. This
is a very special plant for a damp spot.
S-PSh/M-W (Prn)(z7)(WNAm)(WNAm.
Bfly,Hon)

Helenium
hesh056 Helenium Short n Sassy
DWARF ORANGE HELEN'S FLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Much smaller than others (to 12-18") and
earlier blooming with its vibrant! orange
and yellow summer-into-fall flowers, this
short-n-sassy (great name!) almost-native
will be happy in container/border/natural
area. S/M PPAF (Prn)(z4)(Cut,B&W)

Helleborus
hewi056 Helleborus Blue Diamond
HELLEBORE
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
Another beauty from the Winter Jewels™
series with slightly iridescent/metallic
purple-blue flowers which stand about a

heno012 Helleborus North Star™ Pink
HELLEBORE
Size1 $39
A stunning and elegant hellebore with
semi-nodding, pink double flowers peeking
above thick, deep green serrated foliage. An
absolute head-turner planted en masse or
containers. S-PSh/M (EG)(z4)(Cut,DR)
here043 Helleborus hybridus Red Lady
HELLEBORE
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
Clusters of long-lasting luscious deepburgundy-red 2-3" flowers in late winter
to early spring contrast beautifully on this
shade-loving evergreen. The foliage is darkgreen, deeply-lobed and its glossy leaves
form a mounding 18" groundcover that will
be a delight all year. The spent blossoms
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turn a pretty rose-pink and stay on the
plant for many weeks, only adding to its
charm. Sh-PSh/M (Prn)(z6)(DR,Cut)
hebe099 Helleborus Winter Jewels®
Berry Swirl
HELLEBORE
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
Luscious shades of orchid and rose overlay
the exquisite creamy-white fully double
flowers of this shade garden queen.15"
clumps of deep-green evergreen foliage
are nice year round, but the bright blooms
in late winter to early spring are just what
you need to cure the winter doldrums.
These are very easy-care perennials that
the deer do not touch. PSh-Sh/M (Prn)(z5)
(DR,Cut)
heon090 Helleborus Winter Jewels®
Onyx Odyssey
HELLEBORE
Tube $19.95 Size1 $39
These large double flowers in shades of
slate, purple and black are especially full
and long-lasting; clumps (to 12"t x 24"w)
will produce their elegant blooms in late
winter-early spring. PSh/M PPAF (Prn)
(z5)(DR)

Heuchera
hebe094 Heuchera Berry Smoothie
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Amazing rose-pink spring color on the
bold leaves of this 18"h x 28"w turns to
amazing purple rose during the rest of the
season; a perfect combo of heat loving H.
villosa and cold tolerant H. americana.
PSh/M PPAF (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
hech074 Heuchera Champagne
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95
Compact and colorful! This gorgeous
coral bell wears shades of peach, gold, and
champagne on medium sized leaves, with
a strong white veil. Light peach flowers
bloom on maroon stems for most of the
season. An exceptional plant for a surprising pop of color. PSh-Sh/M (EG)(z4)
(B&W,Cut)
heel033 Heuchera Electric Lime
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Huge lime-tinted leaves (with red veins in
cool weather) form a tight mound topped
by densely packed white flowers in spring;
H.americana ; H.villosa parentage will help
with heat ; humidity. Sh/M PP21872 (EG)
(z4)

hefi058 Heuchera Fire Chief
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95
Glowing wine-red through the season to
deeper wine-red in winter, this 18" mounder, will make an impact in shade garden or
container. PSh/M PPAF (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
hepe042 Heuchera Peach Flambe
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Large smooth leaves of bright peach
touched by flaming red make this vigorous
12-15" mounder incredible by itself or a
superb companion for yellow, blue, and
orange; topped by airy white flowers. PShSh/M PP17195 (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
heam056 Heuchera americana Choc.
Ruffles
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Another Wow!...Incredibly ruffled leaves,
chocolate on the top, burgundy underneath, are topped by 30" purple spikes of
tiny flowers peeking through the ruffles.
PSh-Sh/M PP8965 EU3954 (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
hema064 Heuchera villosa Autumn
Bride
CORAL BELLS
Size1 $15
Gorgeous, tough perennial for dry shade.
Forms a 15-18" mound of softly-fuzzy light
green leaves which are topped, from latesummer until frost, with a foam of white
flowers on 3' panicles. At its best when
it is planted in masses; perfect to cover
dry-shady tree bases, rocky slopes or open
woodlands. PSh/M-D (Prn)(z4)(Cont)

Heucherella
hebu001 Heucherella Buttered Rum
FOAMY BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Compact and low-growing mounds of
maple-like foliage are of warm copper
tones spring through summer, and early
summer sprays of white flowers. With
cooler temperatures, the foliage transforms
into vibrant shades of brick to rose-red.
PP25040 (Prn)(z4)
hesu094 Heucherella Sunrise Falls
CORAL BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
3' trailing stems of large yellow (red in
fall) red-veined maple-shaped leaves are
dramatic in a hanging basket or as a small
groundcover, a new and wonderful use for
Heucherella. S-PSh/M PPAF PVR (Prn)
(z4)(Cut)

Hosta
hesw062 Heucherella Sweet Tea
FOAMY BELLS
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Cinnamon-russet star centers are edged by
orange-rose-tea. These 4" scalloped leaves
are like no other, and get even more vibrant
in heat and humidity. An absolutely lovely
palette comes with this 20" beauty. PSh/M
PP21296 (EG)(z4)

Hosta
hobr015 Hosta Brim Cup
HOSTA
Size1 $19
This choice and vigorous plant offers
seersucker leaves of rich green bordered
eye-catchingly with creamy white &, in
mid-summer, lavender flowers. PSh/M
(Prn)(z4)(Cut)
holi086 Hosta Liberty
HOSTA
Size1 $19
Dramatic!: the WIDE irregular yellow
(fading to cream) border of these heavily
substanced leaves stops everyone in their
tracks; lavender flowers in early summer.
PSh/M PP12531 (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
hosu011 Hosta Sunlight Sister
HOSTA
Size1 $19
This impressive sun-tolerant gold grows
to clumps of 3-4' wide x 2' high with 32"
flower stems; a stable gold sister to H.
‘Elata’. S-PSh/M (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
howi007 Hosta Wide Brim
HOSTA
Size1 $19
Like an especially handsome blue-green
hat, the large leaves of this shade-lover
have a lovely, variably-wide brim of cream.
PSh/M (Prn)(z4)(Cut)
hoto053 Hosta tortifrons
HOSTA
Tube $10.95
This delightful little hosta is very different
and quite eye-catching! The shiny, narrow,
upright leaves of this rarely seen 6" mounder are twisted and turned and look a bit like
plantain leaves. Masses of lovely pale-lavender blooms appear in late-summer into
fall. This charming perennial will slowly
spread to about 18" wide; it is the perfect
choice for ground cover, accent, container,
or rockery. PSh/M (Prn)(z4)(Cut)

“All plants arrived in excellent condition. I was impressed with your packaging: clever,
efficient, attractive. I purchase from others… your handling is far superior.” (Davis, CA)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Kniphofia

Kniphofia
knpa041 Kniphofia Papaya Popsicle
ORANGE DWARF TORCH FLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Short and compact, at just 18" it is perfect
for containers! This prolific bloomer
produces its showy spikes of ripe-papayacolored flowers from early summer all the
way into fall. These make a wonderful easycare blast of color and bring in colorful
hummingbirds too. S/M-D/GDrPP22915
(Prn)(z6)(Hum,Cont)
knpi051 Kniphofia Pineapple Popsicle™
DWARF TORCH FLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Compact (to 2' instead of 3') ; clumping
AND beautiful with massive numbers
of re-blooming
pokers of creamy
yellow over a long
summer bloom
period; a great
blender in beds
or as an upright
accent. S/M-D
PP22969 (Dec)(z6)
(B&W,Cut)
knre043 Kniphofia Redhot Popsicle
TORCH FLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Short (14-20") stalks of lively, cinnamon
red flowers make this dwarf but very-red
hot poker a welcome hummer attractant in
small yards, containers ALL season (MayOct!)...a great improvement! S/M-D/GDrPPAF (Prn)(z6)(Hum,Cut,DR)

Leucanthemum
lebe068 Leucanthemum Belgian Lace
DWARF SHASTA DAISY
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Light, butter-yellow flower buds open to
beautifully lacy, yellow-centered, double,
large white flowers with fringed petal tips.
This lovely Shasta Daisy forms a dense,
dark-green, low mat only 10" x 16" making
it perfect for edging, container or mass
planting. The charming flowers will bloom
all summer long bringing in the butterflies!
S/MPP27038 (Prn)(z5)(Hon,Cut,Bfly)
chbr022 Leucanthemum Bridal Bouquet
DWARF SHASTA DAISY
Tube $9.95
This diminutive Shasta daisy features pretty,
irregularly-ruffled flowers which emerge a
soft-creamy yellow before turning brilliantwhite with bright, golden-yellow centers.
This easy-care perennial forms a clump
only 8" tall with a spread to 20" wide. The
June to September flowers rise on upright
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stems to 12" tall over the coarsely-toothed,
medium green leaves. This is the perfect
choice for you if you do not like the aroma
of Shasta daisies, this one in scentless. S/M
PP 24260 (Prn)(z5)(Cut,DR,Cont)
lego062 Leucanthemum Goldfinch
GOLDEN SHASTA DAISY
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
This charming Shasta daisy is the most
yellow ever! Beautiful, sunny-yellow, semidouble flowers bloom from June to August.
The blossoms sit on 2' stems over the
18"deep-green foliage and they very slowly
and elegantly mature from bright lemonyellow to soft ivory-white. This perennial is
so easy-care and is just perfect for massing,
containers or the cutting garden. Butterflies love it too! S/M PP24499 (Prn)(z5)
(Bfly,Cont,Cut)

Lewisia
leco004 Lewisia Constant Comment
LEWISIA
Tube $9.95
The large rose-pink flowers atop their
succulent rosettes bloom in spring, then rebloom and then re-bloom AGAIN, AND
AGAIN!; a wildflower selection from Burl
Mostul that everyone will enjoy. S/M-D/
GDrPPAF PVR (Prn)(z6)(WNAm)(WNa)

Linum
lile501 Linum lewisii
WESTERN BLUE FLAX
Tube $9.95
Lovely azure flowers, reflecting mtn-blue
skies, sway with every breeze on the slender
1-2' stems of this drought-tolerant native.
Wild flaxes have been grown for oil and
thread (linon in Greek) since 3100 B.C.!
S/M-D/GDr (Prn)(z5)(WNAm)(WNa,Bfly)

Liriope
limu053 Liriope muscari Big Blue
LAVENDER LILYTURF
Tube $9.95
Lilyturf is a fabulous, low-maintenance
groundcover which can thrive in even the
most challenging sites. This pretty perennial can tolerate a wide range of conditions
from full sun to shade, clay to sand, and
wet or dry sites. The late-summer spikes of
lavender-violet blooms contrast beautifully
with the deep green, curving foliage.Absolutely beautiful when planted en masse and
provides excellent erosion control. Liriope
dies back as a perennial in cooler climates
and stays evergreen in warmer southern
climates. The genus honors Liriope, a
woodland nymph and the mother of Narcissus. S-Sh/W-D (Prn)(z5)(DR,Cont)

Lysimachia
lyci044 Lysimachia ciliata Firecracker
FRINGED LOOSESTRIFE
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Bold four foot clumps of bronze to burgundy to chocolate colored foliage (large,
but not invasive) contrast perfectly with the
bright yellow star-shaped summer flowers
making this almost-native firecracker a
bright spot in the mid-summer wild garden
or ponds edge. S-PSh/M-W (Prn)(z5)
(Wetland)

Monarda
moma029 Monarda Marje® Purple
BEE BALM
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
A striking bee balm with large, bright
purple, longblooming flowers,
and a compact
habit. Fragrant and
gorgeous! Expect
this plant to attract
lots of pollinators!
S-PSh/M (Prn)(z4)
(B&W,Bfly,Cut)
mopo124 Monarda Pocahontas™ Pink
BEE BALM
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
The vividly pink flowers on this aromatic
and compact bee balm are a great addition
to containers, borders, pollinator gardens
and more! S/M (Prn)(z4)(B&W,Bfly,Cut)
modi031 Monarda didyma Jacob Kline
TALL RED BEE BALM
Size1 $15
This vigorous 3-4' plant produces masses of
dramatic extra-large red flowers that bring
in hummingbirds and bees alike, deliciously scented foliage is nice to plant along
paths; excellent mildew resistance too!.
S-PSh/M-W (Prn)(z5)(Fra,Hon,Hum)

Nepeta
nefa045 Nepeta faassenii Six Hills Giant
GIANT CATMINT
Size1 $15
In summer, this larger (to 24-30") catmint
produces billowing clouds of lavender-blue
flowers and aromatic grey-green leaves;
wonderful in the low-maintenance landscape. S-PSh/M (Prn)(z5)(Fra,Hon)
nefa100 Nepeta faassenii Walker’s Low
LOW CATMINT
Tube $9.95
This is a beautiful plant with a confusing
name! The 'Low' is for a place in England not the plants growth habit. This is
a wonderfully versatile drought-tolerant
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perennial reaching about 30" in height.
Soft, grey-green foliage contrasts perfectly
with the prolific lavender-blue flowers.After
the spring flush of blooms shear this plant
back for a second set of blossoms. A perfect
choice for Xeriscape, Mediterranean, pollinator or fragrant landscapes; easy-care and
deer/rabbit resistant too.S/M-D/GDr (Prn)
(z5)(Fra,Hon)

Penstemon
pebl034 Penstemon Blue Midnight
MIDNIGHT BLUE PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95
A good name for this upright growing
plant (2-3') with its long spikes of showy
deep blue-purple flowers. S/M-D/GDr
(Prn)(z7)(Hum,Bfly)
pech118 Penstemon Cha Cha™ Hot Pink
PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95
Hummingbirds cannot miss this hot
pink beacon of a Penstemon! Numerous
flower spikes stand around 2ft tall on these
compact, bushy and robust plants. Truly an
eye-catcher in the garden. S/M (Dec)(z6)
(B&W,Cut,Hon)
pech041 Penstemon Cha Cha™ Lavender
PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Lovely lavender trumpets on upright two
foot stalks keep coming all summer, these
very dense plants are the perfect choice for
natural or cottage gardens, no pinching
or staking is necessary for these easy-care
beauties! S/M-GDr PP26700 (Prn)(z6)
(Cut,Bfly)
pedi042 Penstemon digitalis Dakota™
Burgundy
PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95
An outstanding upright perennial, hardy
to heat humidity and chill. Long-lived,
tough, and compact, this beauty will attract
hummingbirds and other pollinators, with
its profusions of lavender-violet tubular
summer blooms. Glossy, burgundy-purpleblack leaves and stems offer lovely contrast
and drama. S/M (Dec)(z3)(B&W,Cut,Hon)
peps001 Penstemon pseudospectabilis
DESERT PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
A Southwestern native found in desert
plateau habitats of sandy washes, canyons
woodlands and scrubs. In California it is
primarily found in the Mojave Desert. 1-3ft
mounds of blue-green evergreen foliage
bear vibrant, deep reddish-pink tubular
flowers, attracting pollinators of all kinds.

This desert Penstemon is also a host plant
to about 10 butterflies and moths. S/D-GD
(EG)(z5)(SWAMERICA)(Bfly,DR)
pest075 Penstemon strictus
ROCKY MTN. PENSTEMON
Tube $9.95
A tall, showy native Penstemon with fully
1/3 of its 2-3' stalk covered with 1" deepblue flowers. S/D/GDr (Prn)(z5)(WNAm)
(WNa,Bfly,B&W)

Perovskia
peli035 Perovskia atriplicifolia Little
Spire
RUSSIAN SAGE
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
It has the wonderful silvery-white foliage
of this species, its drought tolerance and
its delightful foamy blue flowers... it’s just
smaller (to 2') allowing gardeners with
smaller yards to enjoy it now too! S/M-D/
GDr PP11643 (Prn)(z6)(DR)

Rudbeckia
semi-fully evergreen. Funnel-shaped spring
flowers are showy and reliable and range in
colors between pink, purple and dark blue.
Some morning sun may be tolerated, but
afternoon shade is required. Leaves perform best through the season, if cut back
after flowering has finished. PSh-Sh/M
PP12333 (Dec)(z4)(B&W,Hon)
pura048 Pulmonaria Raspberry Splash
LUNGWORT
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Berry profuse, "Berry" lovely dusky raspberry-rose flowers early in spring herald
the arrival of the distinctively variegated,
upright foliage of this wonderful new form.
PSh-Sh/MPP12138 (Prn)(z4)(Cut,Hon)

Phormium
phap034 Phormium Apricot Queen
NEW ZEALAND FLAX
Size1 $29
The pastel-yellow sword-shaped leaves of
this compact 3 footer are tinted with apricot and edged with green and bronze during the winter making a regular rainbow of
an accent for container or border. S/M-D/
GDr (EG)(z8)(DR)
phca095 Phormium Candy Stripe
NEW ZEALAND FLAX
Size1 $29
The upright (vertical to 3-5') sword-like
leaves of this architectural accent are
enhanced by pink stripes edging greygreen leaf centers; dramatic in border or
container (indoors or out). S/M-D/GDr
(Prn)(z8)

Phygelius
phre138 Phygelius rectus African Queen
SALMON CAPE FUCHSIA
Size1 $19
Deep salmon, 2" tubular flowers hanging
in long pendulous clusters from 3' stalks
make a bold and colorful display; mulch in
cold areas. S/M/GDr (Prn)(z7)(SAFRICA)
(Hum)

Pulmonaria
puda025 Pulmonaria Dark Vader
LUNGWORT
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
A wonderful plant admired for its foliage
and flowers. Deep green attractive leaves
are hairy and heavily spotted with silver,

pusi096 Pulmonaria Silver Bouquet
LUNGWORT
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
A fountain of intensely silver foliage,
edged and splashed with lime-green makes
this disease-resistant shade lover striking spring-fall, especially in early spring
with pink-to-purple flowers; 20" clump to
7" tall. PSh/M/GDr (not dry) (Prn)(z5)
(Cut,Hon,Hum)

Rudbeckia
ruli057 Rudbeckia Little Henry
DWARF BROWN-EYED SUSAN
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Dwarf is relative!, in this case dwarf means
a more user-friendly 3-4' with the same
wonderful quilled golden flowers beloved
by bouquet-makers and butterflies; a
delight in border or meadow mid-summerto-frost. S/MPPAF (Prn)(z4)(Cut,Bfly)
rufu113 Rudbeckia fulgida Goldsturm
BLACK-EYED SUSAN
Tube $9.95
One of the finest perennials available
(Armitage), this compact (to 2') coneflower freely produces its 2-3" deep-yellow,
blacked-eyed flowers for a magnificent
show in late summer. S/M (not dry) (Prn)
(z5)(ENAm)(ENa,Bfly,Cut)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Rudbeckia
rude004 Rudbeckia hirta Denver Daisy
BLACK-EYED SUSAN
Tube $9.95
Developed to celebrate the 150th anniversary of Denver, this high-prairie beauty
produces bright golden-yellow flowers
with a striking dark eye on 2' stems from
early summer until frost...great in fall
borders and meadows. S/M-D (Dec)(z5)
(B&W,Bfly,Cut)

Salvia
sabo094 Salvia nemorosa Bordeau™
Deep Blue
DEEP BLUE SAGE
Size1 $19
This may well be one of the finest perennials we've seen! Gorgeous and adaptable;
dark, deep, royal-purple-blue flower spikes
rise up on 2'spikes over 12" clumps of deepgreen crinkly foliage. This pretty picture
is deer and rabbit resistant, tolerates high
heat and coastal conditions and is a good
cut flower. All that and it attracts butterflies
and flowers all summer long! Cut back
spent blooms for best performance. S/M-D
(Prn)(z4)(Bfly,Hum,Cut)
saev027 Salvia Eveline
HARDY PINK SAGE
Tube $10.95
Wonderful, compact, upright (20") stalks
bear beautiful bi-color pink and purple
flower spikes which rise above crinkly
light-green mounds of foliage creating a
stunning late spring show for container or
border; the flowers will continue blooming
into July if they are deadheaded. S/M-D/
GDrPP14905 (Prn)(z5)(Bfly,DR)

Scabiosa

Teucrium
teac001 Teucrium ackermannii
SILVER GERMANDER
Tube $8.95 Size1 $12
A gorgeous germander with a low, dense,
spreading habit, silver-green foliage, and
rose purple flowers bees and butterflies
can't resist. Flowers bloom profusely in the
spring, sporadically in the summer, and
nicely again in the fall. Deadheading will
encourage more blooms. A Mediterranean
native tolerant of coastal environments and
drought. (EG)(z7)

Thalictrum
thbl075 Thalictrum Black Stockings
MEADOW RUE
Size1 $19
A 4' to 6' tall incredibly unique and nearly
black stems are clad in lacy, ferny, softgreen foliage. In early summer the stems
are topped with large flat-topped clusters
(corymbs) of fluffy lavender flowers. An
impressive addition for the back-of-theborder. PSh/M (Prn)(z5)(Bfly,Cut)

Thermopsis

scvi007 Scabiosa Vivid Violet
PINCUSHION FLOWER
Tube $9.95 Size1 $15
Vivid-Violet pincushion flowers top the 18"
compact, MILDEW-RESISTANT mounds
of this much-improved summer favorite
ALL summer and into fall; a favorite enjoyed in vase, container or butterfly garden.
S/MPP19260 (Prn)(z6)(Bfly,Cut,Hon)

Solidago
soca012 Solidago canadensis
CANADA GOLDENROD
Tube $9.95
Long stalks rise to 4-5' tall which are
topped in masses of bright sunshine-yellow
flowers from August to October. This
easy-care perennial spreads by rhizomes
and create colonies making it an excellent
choice for wild, native or cottage gardens.
This sunflower relative is native to almost
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all of the U.S. (excluding parts of the south)
and Canada. Although it is well behaved
at home, it has become invasive in Europe
and Asia. Also perfect for pollinator gardens, butterflies are attracted this in droves!
S/M (Prn)(z3)(WNAm)(Bfly,WNAm)

thlu026 Thermopsis lupinoides
(lanceolata)
BUSH PEA
Tube $8.95
Two foot stems hold yellow spikes of pealike flowers aloft in June and July, above
compound leaves, resembling yellow Lupines and creating a sunny vertical accent
in the border or wild garden. S/M-D (Prn)
(z6)(Eurasia)(Cut)

Tiarella
tipi002 Tiarella Pink Skyrocket
FOAM FLOWER
Tube $9.95
Stalks of bright-pink stars (a new and exhuberant color for this unassuming woodlander) over a mound of deeply toothed
and cut foliage make for a great edger or
shade-brightener. PSh-Sh/MPP13382/
EU13697 (Prn)(z5)(Cont)

Tricyrtis
trsa090 Tricyrtis Samurai
TOAD LILY
Size1 $15
Striking with dark-spotted purple blooms
above green-edged, cream centered variegated foliage, this vigorous but compact
cultivar grows to 16". PSh-Sh/M (Prn)(z5)
(Cut)

Triteleia
trpe107 Triteleia peduncularis
LONG RAYED TRITELEIA
Tube $8.95
This lovely scentless “onion” produces its
bright star-burst of long-stalked white
flowers on a 1-2' leafless stem in late spring;
one of the tastiest of our edible bulbs it was
used and treasured for centuries, though
declining today. Fine specimens in rock
gardens and even large containers. Well
drained soil and full sun or light shade are
preferred. (Prn)(z6)(WNAm)(WNa,Ed)
trhy081 Triteleia (Brodiaea) hyacinthina
WHITE BRODIAEA
Tube $8.95
A graceful star-burst of white lily-like
flowers tops the slender 2' stem of this native bulb. The bulb was an important food
source for Native Americans, and its flowers are prized by gardeners for their beauty,
as well as their ability to attract pollinators.
Requires wet springs and dry summers. SPSh/D (Prn)(z6)(WNAm)(B&W,Bfly,Ed)

Veronica
velo026 Veronica longifolia Sunny
Border
SUNNY BORDER SPEEDWELL
Tube $9.95
Sturdy, deep blue-violet spikes of flowers
cover the plant throughout the summer on
18-20" stems. S/M (Prn)(z5)(Cut,Hon)
veve050 Veronica Venture™ Blue
BLUE VERONICA
Tube $9.95
This is a stand-out selection for the perennial garden! From May to August, vibrant
purple-blue flowers rise on narrow 14"
spikes above deep-green, mildew resistant
foliage. These beauties are the perfect size
and shape; dense, spreading 1x2' clumps
with a first-rate branching habit. Wonderful for massing, borders or containers, perfect for pollinator gardens! This fabulous
cultivar won the 'Best of Variety' award at
the Penn State trials in 2017. S/M (Prn)(z4)
(Bfly,Hum,Hon)
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Almond
prha250 Prunus amygdalus Hall’s Hardy
ALMOND
Size5 5-6' $45
A beautiful ornamental in its own right
with its masses of showy pink spring
blooms and lush green foliage, it is also
a useful tree producing delicious nuts.
Eventually becoming a 15-20' rounded
tree it bears large almonds with fine flavor
(some of the complex bitter almond flavor
comes through in these), fuzzy, inedible,
green husks split open in September/October to revealtheir hidden treasure. These
trees are self-fruitful, but produce more
when planted in multiples or with 'Texas';
requires 600-800 chill hours. S/M (Dec)
(z7)(Ed,Hon)
pral004 Prunus dulcis All in One
SELF-FERTILE ALMOND
Size5 5-6' $45
Almond trees were among the first domesticated fruit trees, and it is no wonder
why! This cultivar is self-fertile giving you
productive crops of deliciously sweet nuts
without having to plant two trees. Lovely,
soft-pink blooms in late-spring produce
soft-shelled nuts in autumn. This semidwarf tree will reach 15-20', but can be
kept smaller with pruning. This is a perfect
choice for the edible landscape or small
orchard. This cultivar requires 500 winter
chill hours. S/M (Dec)(z5)(B&W,Ed,Hon)

Apple
magr336 Malus Granny Smith
APPLE
Size5 5-6' $45
These are the perfect sweet-tart apple
with a satisfyingly crisp texture. In spring,
fragrant white flowers emerge from pink
buds and in autumn these 15-20' trees are
loaded with numerous glossy bright-green
apples which are superb for cooking and
make outstanding tarts or pies,they also
store very well. Discovered in Tasmania
in 1868, 400-500 chill hours are required,
as is a pollinizer of which there are many;
Gala, Fuji, and Fameuse to name a few. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(NewZealand)(Ed,Hon)
maho023 Malus Honeycrisp
APPLE
Size5 5-6' $45
Wonderfully crisp and juicy with excellent
flavor, this beautiful large apple is yellow
mottled with red. This cultivar was bred for
extra hardiness by the University of Minnesota.September ripe apples are great fresh
or stored (for 7 months!) and they have
received rave reviews from one and all. A
pollinizer is required, 'Gala', 'Granny Smith'

and 'Red Delicious' are good choices; 8001,000 chill hours required. S/M PP7197
(Dec)(z3)(Ed,B&W)
mapi005 Malus Pink Pearl
PINK-FLESHED APPLE
Size5 5-6' $45
Wonderfully unusual bright-pink flesh is
hidden beneath the pretty yellow-green
skin, only the pink blush giving a hint
at what lies below! Delicious and juicy
sweet-tart apples with crisp texture are
ripe in the early fall and are good for fresh
eating or for baking (and pink applesauce!).
Lovely pink blooms in spring add to the
interest of this beautiful small 15-20' tree;
blooms relatively early, good pollinizers are
Jonathon, McIntosh and Dolgo. S/M (Dec)
(z4)(Ed,Hon)

Currant
Very firm flesh has great texture and quality with a sweet flavor which is considered
to be superior to most varieties. The yellow
color helps to outsmart birds since they
usually go for the red cherries. Bears early
in the season on a lovely 15-20' tee and
the fruit is resistant to cracking. Needs a
pollinator, 'Stella' and 'Montmorency' are
good choices; requires 500 chill hours. S/M
(Dec)(z5)
prst233 Prunus avium Stella
SWEET CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $45
A lovely small tree (16-20') with masses of
white flowers in spring that become tasty
cherries in summer, large, dark-red fruits
are firm and sweet, perfect for fresh eating;
this hardy and vigorous tree bears early;
it is self-fertile making it a perfect choice
if you only have room for one tree and a
wonderful pollenizer for all sweet cherries
if you are planning for more cherry trees.
S/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed,Hon,B&W)

Currant
Blueberry
vahy019 Vaccinium Cabernet Splash™
BLUEBERRY
Tube $15.95
If you are looking for the perfect ornamental-edible, you need this plant! The foliage
on this outstanding 3-4' shrub emerges a
deep, dark wine color before mellowing
to dark-green overlaid with splashes of
wine in summer. Bright-white blossoms
in spring become masses of mediumsized, delicious blueberries. Autumn finds
this delight ablaze with fiery red foliage.
This blueberry is wonderful as an accent,
grouping or hedge. S/M PPAF (Dec)(z4)
(Ed,Hon,Cont)

Cherry
prbi220 Prunus avium Bing
SWEET CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $45
One of the very best cherries with consistently large deep-red, sweet and juicy
mid-season fruit that is excellent for eating
fresh, freezing or canning; very vigorous
trees that bear heavy crops! Pollinizers:
'Black Tartarian','Sam', 'Van','Stella' and
'Lapins'. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed,Hon)
prra082 Prunus avium Rainier
SWEET CHERRY
Size5 5-6' $45
Such an outstanding cherry with its beautiful pale-yellow cherries blushed with red.

rijo025 Ribes Jonkher Van Tets
RED GARDEN CURRANT
Size1 1-2' $25
Large clusters of juicy, bright-red, summer
currants follow the pretty pale-green spring
flowers. The dessert quality fruit is tasty,
healthy and very nutritious (high in vitamin C). These low maintenance 3-5' shrubs
are perfect for edible landscape gardens,
offering beauty and fruit! This delightful
cultivar is disease and mildew resistant.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed,B&W)
riau030 Ribes aureum
GOLDEN CURRANT
Tube $10.95 Size1 1-2' $19
This stunning 3-8' native shrub from the
prairies, forest edges and streambanks
of the western United States and Canada
makes a perfect addition to native and edible landscapes. Spicily fragrant deep-yellow
flowers appear in drooping clusters in late
spring and are followed by reddish-orange
to black fruits. The flowers and fruit are
much loved by bees, butterflies and birds.
Pretty three-lobed foliage is glossy, leathery
and pale-green turning rich shades of redwine in autumn. This shrub is very adaptable enduring both drought and temporary
flooding. Spreads by suckers and if happy
will form large colonies; afternoon shade
is best in very hot areas. S/M-D (Dec)(z4)
(WNAm)(WNa,Fra,Ed)
risa091 Ribes sativum Rovada
RED GARDEN CURRANT
Size1 1-2' $25
Long pendant clusters of bright red currants (yummy in jams, jellies, and pies!)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Ficus
decorate this compact 3-5' tall shrub, making it a fine selection for a fruit orchard or
as a small hedge. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed,B&W)

Fig
fibr076 Ficus Brown Turkey
HARDY FIG
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
This wonderful wide-spreading fig tree
15-25' tall and as wide that produces one to
two crops of large, very sweet, mahoganycolored fruit. An exceptionally prolific
bearer; this beautiful tree has attractive
large lobed leaves and requires very little
care. Figs are very effective specimens for
creating stunning winter silhouettes. S/M
(Dec)(z7)(Ed)
fivi037 Ficus carica Violetta
EDIBLE FIG
Size1 1-2' $29
Very hardy but even if it dies back, you
can get sweet, juicy figs from 1 year plants;
whether grown in a large container or
the ground, this 6-12' shrub with its large
architectural leaves will be a joy. S/M/GDr
(Dec)(z6)(Ed)

Grape
vijo032 Vitis Joy
SEEDLESS BLUE GRAPE
Size1 $29
This grape is truly a joy to grow, deliciously
sweet and juicy, blue, non-slipskin, seedless
grapes with incredibly thin skins appear
abundantly in 3/4 pound clusters in summer on moderately vigorous vines with
beautiful glossy-green leaves; fruit does not
crack with rain and vines are consistently
healthy; a great choice for any garden! S/M
(Dec)(z6)

Hickory
cala268 Carya laciniosa
SHELLBARK HICKORY
Size1 1-2' $29
An elegant native of the low woods, river
flood plains and streambanks from New
York to Oklahoma, slow-growing to 60-80'
this tree features large, handsome 7-9 parted leaves, insignificant green spring flowers
bear large 2" sweet and edible nuts (the
biggest of all hickories), gorgeous shaggy
bark peels in strips on older specimens,
its strong resilient wood is used for tools.
S/M-W (Dec)(z5)(ENAm)(ENa,Ed,B&W)
“I really appreciate the fine quality and
vitality of these plants. Thank-you very
much for the time and caring that you put
into them.” (Cataumet, MA)
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Kiwi
acge068 Actinidia arguta Geneva
FEMALE HARDY KIWI
Tube $19.95
Developed at the Geneva New York
Research Station for its early ripening
(Sept.-Oct.) tasty and sweet honey-flavored
and scented 1" fruit that cover this 20-25'
vine. Needs arguta male for pollination.
S-PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed)

Lemon
cime020 Citrus Meyer Improved
MEYER IMPROVED LEMON
Size1 1-2' $39
Fruit that is juicy and sweeter-than-lemon
follows almost ever-blooming fragrant
flowers on this virus resistant, very ornamental, hardier and more compact (to
6-10') lemon; great in container, border or
orchard. S/M (EG)(z9)(Ed,Fra)

Lingonberry
vavi061 Vaccinium vitis-idaea Koralle
LARGE-FRUITED LINGONBERRY
Tube $10.95
Lingonberries are well known in Scandinavia, but not here which is too bad! These
wonderful bright-red edible berries are
somewhat like cranberries and are much
loved as preserves, juice and syrup and
have been long used medicinally. Lingonberries keep their pretty evergreen leaves
on 12 inch clumps even in the coldest winters; they are self-fertile so you only need
to plant one, but they do look wonderful
when mass planted. S-PSh/M/Acid (not
dry) (EG)(z2)(Germany)(Med,Hon,Ed)

Mulberry
moos040 Morus Oscar
MULBERRY
Size1 1-2' $49
This is truly a choice Mulberry for connoisseurs! The fine fruit can be eaten red
when it is more raspberry like, or wait until
it is black for the deeper, richer blackberry
flavor. Makes a perfect fruit for eating fresh
or for pies and preserves. This 25-35' tree is
a beautiful ornamental as well with its large
deep-green, heart-shaped leaves and fine
yellow fall color. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed,B&W)
moal091 Morus alba Pendula
WEEPING WHITE MULBERRY
Size1 1-2' $49
Add a whimsical focal point (and fun hideout for children) with this dwarf weeper.
Spring flowers are greenish-yellow-cream,
and rather insignificant. Its heart-shapeddeeply lobed, somewhat glossy leaves

on gnarled branches which reach to the
ground, edible summer fruits, and weeping
habit are where the charm really lies. Fruit
begins white, ripening to pink-red-purple/
black. Performs best in full sun. Tolerant of
urban environments and drought. S-PSh/M
(Dec)(z4)(B&W)
mopi029 Morus alba Sweet Lavender
WHITE MULBERRY
Size1 1-2' $49
The amazing and prolific white, pink and
light-purple fruit of this delightful 20-30'
tree won't stain a patio like its dark-fruited
cousins, but are absolutely delicious fresh
or dried; white mulberries were brought
from Asia for the silk industry (they are
the larval food of silkworms); this variety is
self-fertile and ripens in early summer. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Asia)(Ed,B&W)
moru100 Morus rubra
RED MULBERRY
Tube $19.95 Size1 1-2' $39 Size5 5-6' $65
This lovely rounded tree to 30-50' is
valuable in the landscape not only for
its drought and pollution tolerance, but
also for its fruit which is loved by birds
and jelly makers! The tasty red fruits (on
fertilized female trees) look somewhat
like 1" blackberries and though delicious,
they are messy and best planted away from
sidewalks and paths. Native to the eastern
United States, this tree has variably lobed,
deep-green, ovate leaves which turn a rich
butter yellow in autumn. S-PSh/M (Dec)
(z5)(ENAm)(ENAm,Ed,B&W)

Nectarine
prfa203 Prunus persica Fantasia
NECTARINE
Size5 5-6' $45
Prolifically bears an early summer crop
of large, sweet fruit which has a wonderful red blush overlaid on bright yellow. A
freestone variety, its firm, succulent flesh is
excellent for both canning and fresh eating.
The fruit follows magnificent, pink spring
flowers which are also fragrant.This is an
attractive 10-15' tree which was introduced
from California in 1969. It is self-fertile and
does not require a partner tree in order to
produce fruit, 600 chill hours needed. S/M/
GDr (Dec)(z6)(Ed,Fra)
prpe069 Prunus persica Flavortop
FLAVORTOP NECTARINE
Size5 5-6' $45
Firm and juicy with excellent flavor,
the large freestone fruit of this vigorous
productive tree are produced midseason
following showy flowers. S/M/GDr (Dec)
(z6)(Ed,Hon)
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Fruit & Nuts
Paw Paw
astr060 Asimina triloba
PAW PAW
Size1 1-2' $39
This interesting, shrubby, 15-30' understory tree is native to the wooded slopes,
ravines and stream edges of the southeastern United States. With large deep-green
drooping leaves which flutter in a breeze
and turn a lovely golden-yellow in fall; 2"
cup-shaped purple-red flowers become 3-5"
edible 'custard banana' fruits eaten fresh or
made into ice cream or pie; fruit was once
used as a yellow-dye; a beautiful addition
to the wild or edible garden; plant two for
pollination. PSh/M (Dec)(z5)(ENAm)
(ENAm,Ed,B&W)

Can be pollinated by any other communis
cultivar; requires 700 chill hours. S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Ed,Hon)
pyre043 Pyrus communis Red D’Anjou
RED FRUITING PEAR
Size5 5-6' $45
The handsome burgundy-red midseason
fruit of this vigorous upright 15-20' tree is
fine-textured, mild flavored and juicy, the
dessert quality fruit is perfect for fresh eating and is also an excellent storage variety;
pretty white flowers in spring and deep
burgundy fall color make it an excellent
ornamental as well, needs a partner to
produce fruit, Bosc and Bartlett are good
choices, 800 chill hours. S/M (Dec)(z5)(Ed)

Pineapple Guava
fese030 Feijoa sellowiana
PINEAPPLE GUAVA
Tube $15.95 Size1 2-3' $29 Size5 5-6' $55
Edible and gorgeous! Pretty pink and white
fleshy blossoms are wonderfully tasty and
if you can manage not to eat them, you will
be rewarded with 2-3" egg-shaped green
edible fruits that taste of pineapple and
mint. This South American 12-20' evergreen tree/shrub is quite ornamental with
its glossy-green leaves which are silvery
beneath.Can be grown indoors, two are
needed for cross-pollination. S/M (EG)(z8)
(SAMERICA)(Ed)

Pear
pyco052 Pyrus communis Comice
FRUITING PEAR
Size5 5-6' $45
Considered by many to be the best winter
pear (this is the variety found in fancy
gift boxes), this delightful 30-40' tree can
be slow to bear fruit, but when it does,
the large yellow, late-season pears are
buttery-sweet, tender, juicy and aromatic;
do not allow them to ripen on the tree or
the cores will rot, use cold storage to ripen
the fruit; this tree is a garden beauty as
well with its single white flowers in spring,
pleasing upright form and lovely fall color;
requires 500-600 chill hours. S/M (Dec)
(z6)(Ed,Hon)
pyre085 Pyrus communis Red Bartlett
PEAR
Size5 5-6' $45
The large, lustrous red skinned pears
mature in August to September producing
fruit that is very sweet and juicy with white
flesh. A favorite for home orchards, this
15-20' tree is very productive and the pears
store well for later use, perfect for baking
and is ideal for canning.The fall color is a
rich dark-red on this Australian selection
which came to the United States in 1959.

Pomegranate
pugr022 Punica granatum Wonderful
POMEGRANATE
Tube $15.95 Size1 1-2' $29
Its name describes not only its delicious
and pretty burnished-red fall fruit but
also its very showy and large, ruffled
3-4" orange-red flowers! This vigorous
cultivar was first discovered in Florida
in the late 1800's and it is still the most
commonly grown variety today. The large
fruit have a superb, tangy flavor and are
produced abundantly where summer heat
is adequate. Grow as a handsome 8-20'
fountain-shaped shrub/tree (which can easily be pruned to keep it smaller) or it can
be trained as an exquisite espalier. S/M-D
(Dec)(z8)(Ed,Hum,DR)

Raspberry
rust505 Rubus Fall Gold
FALL GOLD RASPBERRY
Tube $12.95
Juicy, very sweet, golden-yellow fruit is
heavily produced by this moderately vigorous raspberry in July and again in fall! S/M
(Dec)(z5)(Ed,B&W)

Walnut
ruje027 Rubus Jewel
BLACK RASPBERRY
Tube $12.95
Not only the most disease resistant of the
black raspberries, this jewel of a cultivar
also produces large, juicy, sweet, few-seeded berries in summer to freeze or just eat...
yummm! S/M (Dec)(z4)(Ed)

Serviceberry
amca045 Amelanchier canadensis
SHADBUSH SERVICEBERRY
Size1 1-2' $29
This fabulous eastern native is a deciduous,
early-flowering, large shrub/small tree to
20-30'. Very showy, white, 5-petaled, lightly
fragrant flowers hang in drooping clusters
on bare stems in early spring before the
leaves emerge. In summer delicious dark
purplish-black berries which somewhat
resemble blueberries appear abundantly,
these fruits are much loved eaten out of
hand or in pies, jams and jellies. The finely
toothed, medium to dark green leaves
change to brilliant orange-red in autumn; a
wonderful edible addition to the woodland
garden. PSh/M (Dec)(z4)(ENAm)(Ed,Fra)

Thimbleberry
rupa075 Rubus parviflorus
THIMBLEBERRY
Size1 1-2' $19
This slowly-spreading, multi-stemmed,
clump forming 4-8' non-spiny shrub makes
a decorative, undemanding woodland
hedge with its large, soft-green, maple-like
leaves. Lovely bright-white, tissue-paper
flowers in spring ripen to bright, tart, redraspberry fruits which are good eaten fresh
or in preserves. The fruit of this western
native is high in vitamin C and a tea from
the roots and leaves has been used to treat
dysentery. PSh-Sh/M (Dec)(z3)(WNAm)
(WNAm,Ed,Hon)

Walnut
juni522 Juglans nigra
BLACK WALNUT
Size1 1-2' $29
This magnificent shade tree reaching 75100' comes to us from the rich woods and
streambeds of the eastern United States.
It is a beautiful tree with deeply-furrowed
bark and large compound leaves which
release a strong, spicy scent when crushed.
This is an endlessly useful tree for food,
dye and timber. Black walnut trees can also
be tapped like a maple and the sap drunk
or concentrated in syrup. S/M (Dec)(z4)
(ENAm)(B&W,Ed,ENa)

*This catalog is only a partial inventory, we carry several thousand more varieties online!*
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Orders and Information
Packing Tubes with Size1 Plants (1-Gallons)
Ordering size1/1-gal plants in increments of 4 saves on your
shipping cost per plant. SOMETIMES, however, we can tape UP
TO 4 tubes ONLY into an empty gallon pot, if you’d rather order
3 size1 and 4 tubes; or UP TO 6 tubes only with 2 size1/1-gal.
pots. However, for the extra effort & time involved in packing &
paperwork, we must charge an extra $6 (surface) or $10 (air) set
fee for this (1 tube or 6).

In Case Of Damage To A Box
If your box appears crushed when it arrives, mention it to the
driver but PLEASE DON'T REFUSE DELIVERY. #1) Boxes can
look like they’ve been run over by a truck & the plants inside can
still be all right. #2) If you have it returned to us, UPS will not
reimburse us, even if the damage was their fault. Instead, we’ll
be charged with return postage! #3 Plants really are resilient…
give them a chance to recover. Just call us if your plant is seriously
damaged—we Promise to make it right. Please DO SAVE the
BOX or take a picture, however, if possible.

Additional Shipping Information
For size5 (5-gallons) over 5’, “SHIPPING SURCHARGE,” denoted
by an asterisk (*) before the height of a size5 (5-gal.) plant, is
added to boxes so tall that UPS charges an extra amount due to
their size (see shipping pages for amounts). If possible, and you so
request, we will look for a plant small enough to avoid the extra
charge, OR, with your permission, we can cut the top back to fit
into a smaller box…this isn’t generally recommended, however.

A Bit of “LEGALESE”
We reserve the right to refuse service to anyone...(this will likely
only be in the case of nonpayment). Should payment take longer
than 30 days, a service charge of 1.5% per month (18% annually)
may be added to the unpaid balance. If this account is placed in
the hands of an attorney or collection agency, the buyer promises
and agrees to pay all reasonable attorney fees and collection costs,
even though no suit or action is filed. If a suit or action is filed,
it is agreed that the site of such action shall be in Josephine Co.,
Oregon; the amount of reasonable fees will be fixed by the court.
All orders are received at Williams, OR & are interpreted according to the laws of the State of Oregon as close as we can come to
our actual cost for shipping and packing...we’re sorry if they seem
high. One reason it’s higher is because of the large size of boxes
required to ship our larger-than-competitors’ plants. Another
reason is the weight of transporting some “soil” & water (approx 7
lbs/size1 (1-gal); 30+ lbs./size5 (5gal). We truly believe, however,
that by avoiding bare-rooting, you receive a much happier, healthier plant; one that will survive and grow far better in the long run
(as many customers tell us). AND, UPS rates keep going up…
and up! Though we can't do a lot about that, except commiserate,
we’ve at least tried to take the pain out of the figuring of it. All
you have to do is read the chart. We’ve continued to use the'per
plant' charge because it seems to be fairer than using a percentage
rate which penalizes purchasers of higher-priced plants. Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico: shipping AT COST…please call. Because
of complicated agriculture regulations, we usually can’t ship to
foreign countries.
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BOX ARRANGEMENTS

Four Size1

Three Size1
plus four tubes

One Size5

We have boxes
for any number
of tubes—the
quantity doesn’t
matter.

DISCOUNT for large orders (10 boxes or more) ONLY We’re no
longer able to offer any reduction in shipping charges for large
orders, so have decided to offer you instead a 10% discount off the
cost of the plants. Ten boxes may be configured in any combination of size1 (1-gallons—4 per box), size5 (5-gallons--1 per box),
or tubes (25 per box). Tall plant surcharge still applies.

Motor Freight
It is now possible to ship via Motor Freight everywhere in the
country. The plants are placed on a wooden pallet, then stretchwrapped and whisked on their way to you. Cost will be determined on an individual basis but might be less than UPS. Motor
Freight saves the labor of un-boxing the plants, as well as the
disposal (hopefully, recycling) of cardboard. Please call for details.

Cancellations
Once your order is part of the shipping process (2-3 days before
shipment), it is very difficult for us to stop it. If you wish to cancel
it at this point, we’ll really try to accommodate you, but there
will be a 20% restocking charge. If the plants have already been
shipped, you will be charged for the order. If you return the plants
to us in sellable condition at your expense, your account will be
credited, but for cost of plants only.

Re-Routing of Boxes/Change of Destination
The shipping companies now charge us if packages need to be
delivered to a destination address other than the one you have
directed us to ship to; unfortunately, we will now have to charge
you for each box re-routed at your request, or if you gave us a
wrong address.

Catalog
This catalog lists plants available when the catalog was printed.
While some of these may sell out during this time, there will
be many new plants appearing in the next catalog. Prices are
changed, if required, in the computer about Aug.1 of each year,
and any orders shipped after that date will be charged at the new
prices (the computer is so inflexible!). We have to reserve the
right to raise shipping rates when they are raised by the carriers.
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Forestfarm is an important element of Pacifica: A Garden in the
Siskiyous, a 501(c)(3) non-profit established in 1999. A unique
400+ acre natural reserve, Pacifica is dedicated to education and to
celebration of the environment, plants, local arts, and community: past,
present, and future. Located on 420 acres in southern Oregon, Pacifica’s
grounds include 4 habitats and 7 miles of trails and are open free to the public as a de-facto park
for hiking, birding, dog-walking, horseback riding, fishing, disc golf and as a natural classroom for
children and adults. Pacifica’s educational facility supports and promotes conservation, the study of
plants, the environment and arts. For 20 years, we have been providing hands-on programs, including
the much-loved Caterpillar (a unique mobile science-nature center), field trips and Outdoor School
to budget-tight schools, hosting up
to 6,000 children a year. Most of an
original 1860’s homestead, Pacifica also
offers local history, as well as its lovely
historical-register Pond House (available
to rent) which overlooks a large pond
and the Sisikiyou Mountains. If you’re
ever planning to be in the area, check it
out and perhaps spend several days and
nights in the relaxing accommodations.
Pacifica relies on a blend of revenues from donations,
grants, events and memberships. 1% of every plant
purchase helps support our programs and we THANK
YOU. Please consider making an additional donation,
sponsoring a child for a summer camp program, or
becoming a member. Donations can easily be made
with the order form in this catalog or by visiting our
website: www.pacificagarden.org or contact us at info@
pacificagarden.org. ENJOY YOUR PLANTS 🌸

Order NOW for fastest delivery and to reserve your favorite plants!

Corydalis Blue Heron

Myrtus communis Variegata

Penstemon digitalis Dakota™ Verde

Tecoma Chicklet™ Orange

Helleborus North Star™ Pink

Coreopsis Desert Coral

Rudbeckia Denver Daisy

Hydrangea Munchkin

Lewisia Constant Comment

Agastache Kudos™ Ambrosia

Salix chaenomeloides Black Cat®

Punica Peppy Le Pom™

Corokia cotoneaster

Echinacea Prima™ Ginger

